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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation of the thesis
This thesis regards the concept of orientation data, as introduced in [43]. This is a notion
that arises when one tries to write down an ‘integration map’ in motivic Donaldson–Thomas
theory. To see what one could mean by all this, it is worth bearing in mind what motivic
Donaldson–Thomas theory is a refinement of, i.e. old-fashioned (more than three years
old...) Donaldson–Thomas theory. The really old-fashioned approach to this subject (more
than six years old...) is that the Donaldson–Thomas count associated to a moduli spaceM
of stable sheaves on a projective 3-Calabi-Yau variety is the degree of a zero-dimensional
class in the Chow ring of M (this is what is known as the virtual fundamental class). The
existence of this class goes back to Richard Thomas’s thesis [65], and further back to [47].
The recourse to intersection theory here means that we need compactness. Also, the virtual
fundamental class itself is constructed from a symmetric perfect obstruction theory, a two
term partial resolution of the cotangent complex of our moduli space by vector bundles,
and so there is no indication at this stage that there is anything ‘motivic’ going on – if we
cut the moduli space up along some constructible decomposition, and restrict our two term
complex to each part, we will in general forget some gluing data for the perfect obstruction
theory, as well as sacrificing compactness.
As an indication that there is something motivic going on, consider Behrend’s result
(see [2]), that for an arbitrary finite type scheme X over C there is a constructible Z-valued
function νX , such that if X is equipped with a symmetric perfect obstruction theory, and is
compact, then the degree of the resulting virtual fundamental class is given by the weighted
Euler characteristic of X with respect to the function νX . So if one knows what νX is for
a moduli space X, one is free to constructibly chop up X any way one likes, and calculate
the contribution to the Donaldson–Thomas count from each piece.
Behrend’s theorem, in principle, makes it easier to calculate Donaldson–Thomas invari-
ants. On the one hand, if there is a torus action on a schemeM, then the calculation of the
weighted Euler characteristic reduces to the calculation of the weighted Euler characteristic
at the fixed locus F (still weighting by νM, not νF ). More generally, the weighted Euler
characteristic is the right notion for understanding wall crossing, which is a story we will
proceed to sketch. Wall crossing phenomena provide a key to understanding actual calcu-
lations of Donaldson–Thomas invariants, which on the face of it, and especially away from
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the world of toric varieties where we have localization results that reduce calculations to
combinatorics in many cases are rather hard to get a grip on (see e.g. [24], [54], [5] for the
foundations of the approach via torus actions, and then e.g. [64], [74], [75], [57], [13]... for
a selection of applications).
Say we have an Abelian category S, a homomorphism θ : K0(S) → Zn from the
Grothendieck group, some notion of (semi)stability α for objects of S (see [25]), and mod-
uli spaces Mγα−ss of semistable objects of class θ−1(γ) for each γ ∈ Zn, then we define a
partition function
ZDT,α(t) :=
∑
γ∈Zn
(∫
Mγα−ss
νMγα−ssdχ
)
tγ ,
where γ is considered as a multi-index. We are intentionally being a little vague about
these spaces Mγα−ss – the experts will already have spotted that when there are ‘strictly
semistables’ these spaces are either stacks (and not schemes), making the right hand side
undefined, or the spaces can be considered as (non-fine) moduli schemes, making the given
definition the wrong one. The solution to this problem lies in the work of Joyce and Song
(see [30]), and consists of modifying νMγα−ss at the points parameterising strictly semistable
objects of S. One of the main results of [30] concerns the variation of the partition function
ZDT,α(t) as we vary α – this is what is meant by wall crossing. We can sketch an example
of this variation in a specific case (this example is somehow paradigmatic, see Section 7 of
[43]). Let A be some finitely presented algebra (in fact A will be a 3-Calabi-Yau algebra,
though we needn’t worry about what this means at this point, see Chapter 4, or [46], [31]
[33], [42] for details). We can consider A as the quiver algebra for a quiver Q with one
vertex v0, and finitely many edges, and finitely many relations, since A is finitely presented.
We adjoin an extra vertex v∞ to Q, with one arrow from v∞ to the original vertex v0,
and no new relations. Call the new algebra A˜, then we may fix a homomorphism θ from
the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional left A˜-modules to Z2, given by taking the
dimension vector.
Before going any further we must introduce the Hall algebra of stack functions st(MA˜)
for the category of left A˜-modules. We have taken the presentation of this from [6], which
in turn is a distillation of the much longer series ([26], [27], [28], [29]). This is generated, as
a Z-module, by symbols [f : S →MA˜], whereMA˜ is the moduli stack of finite-dimensional
left A˜-modules, and S is a finite type stack. We ask that all the stacks appearing in these
symbols have affine stabilizer groups for all their geometric points (recall that a geometric
point of a stack X defined over k is a morphism Spec(K)→ X, where K is an algebraically
closed extension of k). We impose the obvious cut and paste relations on this Z-module,
and identify [f1 : S1 → MA˜] = [f2 : S2 → MA˜] if there exists a morphism g : S1 → S1
over MA˜ inducing an isomorphism of categories S1(Spec(K)) ∼= S2(Spec(K)) for every K
an algebraically closed extension of our ground field k. Finally, we impose the relation that
for every pair of Zariski fibrations of stacks [f1 : Y1 → X] and [f2 : Y2 → X], and every
morphism [g : X → MA˜], with the fibres of f1 and f2 isomorphic, and with X and the
fibres of the fi of finite type, there is an identity
[g ◦ f1 : Y1 →MA˜] = [g ◦ f2 : Y2 →MA˜].
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The moduli stackMA˜ is locally finite type, and breaks into countably many components
MA˜,γ , one for each dimension vector γ ∈ Z2. Going back to the general case, in which we
are interested in objects of some category S, where M is the moduli space of objects in S,
we need to impose some conditions onM, the target of our functions, i.e. we ask that it be
locally finite type, and that the stabilizer of any geometric point be an affine algebraic group.
One can readily verify that in the case at hand, each stack MA˜,γ is a global quotient stack
of an affine finite type scheme by a product of general linear groups, so these conditions are
met. The Z-module st(MA˜) carries an action of K0(stk), which is defined as a Z-module
the same way as we defined the underlying Z-module of st(MA˜), except that our base stack
is now Spec(k). The group K0(stk) carries a ring structure, with multiplication given by
Cartesian product. The action of a class [X] ∈ K0(stk) on [f : S → MA˜] is given by
precomposing f with the projection S × X → S. We could instead have considered the
Z-module st(MA˜)var generated by functions f whose source is a variety. This Z-module is
a module over K0(Vark), which is defined to be the sub Z-module of K0(stk) generated by
varieties. Under our assumptions, there is a natural map from the localization
st(MA˜)var[[GLn(k)]−1, n ≥ 1]→ st(MA˜) (1.1)
and it is an isomorphism (see [45]). It is given by sending the formal inverse [GLn(k)]
−1 to
BGLn(k), the stack theoretic quotient of Spec(k) by the trivial action of GLn(k).
The Hall algebra product is expressed precisely, and neatly, in the language of stacks.
Let M(2)
A˜
be the stack of short exact sequences of finite-dimensional A˜-modules. Then
projection of a short exact sequence onto its first and last term defines a map of stacks
M(2)
A˜
→ MA˜ ×MA˜. To give a family Fi of A˜-modules is the same as giving a morphism
fi : Si →MA˜, which can be considered as a stack function. Then we obtain a diagram
T //

M(2)
A˜
//

MA˜
S1 × S2 //MA˜ ×MA˜
where the square is a pullback, and the rightmost map is obtained by sending a short exact
sequence to its middle term. The composition of the morphisms in the top row is again a
stack function, and we define [f1 : S1 →MA˜] ⋆ [f2 : S2 →MA˜] := [T →MA˜]. Informally,
[f1 : S1 →MA˜] ⋆ [f2 : S2 →MA˜] is obtained by first taking the stack parameterising short
exact sequences
0 //M ′ //M //M ′′ // 0
with M ′ in the family parameterised by F1 and M ′′ in the family parameterised by F2, and
allowing this stack to be the base for a family of A˜-modules by considering the middle term
of such short exact sequences. Note, however, that even in the case in which S1 and S2
above are varieties, T will almost always be a stack, and not a variety, incorporating the
fact that short exact sequences have stabilizers given by Hom(M ′′,M ′).
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One of the central ideas of the study of motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory is that there
is a K0(stk)-linear map (an ‘integration map’ Φ) from the motivic Hall algebra to a twisted
polynomial ring M[xγ |γ ∈ Γ] where
M := Mot
µˆ
(Spec(k))[L1/2, [GLn(k)]−1 | n ≥ 1] (1.2)
is obtained from the ‘universal coefficient ring’ of equivariant motives by adding formal
inverses to the motives of the general linear groups, and a formal square root of the motive
L representing the affine line. The group µˆ is the inverse limit of the finite groups of roots
of unity. The ring Mot
µˆ
(Spec(k)) is a quotient ring of Motµˆ(Spec(k)), which as a Z-module
is generated by µˆ-equivariant varieties, subject to the usual cut and paste relations and
identifications under µˆ-equivariant morphisms inducing bijections of geometric points (we
require also that the µˆ-equivariant varieties that generate our ring have µˆ-action factoring
through some finite group of roots of unity). To properly define Motµˆ(Spec(k)) we should
impose the extra relations [X] = [Y ]·Ln, forX any µˆ-equivariant vector bundle of dimension
n on a variety Y – this relation is required in order to make the formula for the motivic
vanishing cycle, in terms of an embedded resolution, well defined (see Section 2.2). The
equivalence relation imposed in order to pass further, fromMotµˆ(Spec(k)) toMot
µˆ
(Spec(k)),
is such that all realizations of motives one might care to take (e.g. µˆ-equivariant Hodge
polynomial) factor through the quotient ring (see [43]). The twisting here comes from the
rule xγ1 · xγ2 = L
〈γ1,γ2〉
2 xγ1+γ2 , where 〈•, •〉 is a skew symmetric form on Γ (we will assume
that our category S is 3-Calabi-Yau, and require that the pullback of 〈•, •〉 under θ is
the Euler form). The ring Mot
µˆ
(Spec(k)) comes with a product, such that realizations of
motives (taking Euler characteristic, Serre polynomials, taking K0 class in the category of µˆ-
equivariant mixed Hodge structures, etc) are ring homomorphisms (see [50], [1], [16] for the
statement regarding Hodge structures, from which the others follow). The key requirement
of a putative integration map is that it take the Hall algebra product to the induced twisted
product in M[xγ |γ ∈ Γ]. This enables us to read off properties of generating series with
coefficients in M from Hall algebra identities.
We will give an example of this in the case at hand, but first we address a little tech-
nicality. We would really like to be able to consider symbols such as [id : MA˜ →MA˜] as
objects in our Hall algebra. However the stack MA˜ is not of finite type, and so this symbol
is a priori excluded from our treatment. We work around this by considering it as an object
of a completion of our Hall algebra. Recall that in general we have in the background some
morphism θ : K0(S) → Γ to a lattice Γ. Assuming we know how to construct it, the stack
of objects in the category S decomposes as an infinite union of closed and open substacks
Mγ , each representing the moduli functor for families of objects M with θ([M ]) = γ. In
general θ([S]), the image of the effective cone, is a subsemigroup of Γ, and θ([S]) ⊗Z R≥0
is a cone in Γ ⊗Z R. Let T be a convex subset of this real cone, which is an ideal, when
considered as a subsemigroup of the semigroup θ([S]) ⊗Z R≥0. We will deal with the case
where S = A˜ -mod.
We define st(MA˜)/T to be generated as a K0(stk)-module by st(MA˜) with the extra
relation
[f : S →MA˜] = 0 (1.3)
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if f factors through an inclusion MA˜,γ → MA˜ for γ ∈ T . The Hall algebra product
descends to a product on this quotient. There are inclusions nT ⊂ (n− 1)T inducing maps
st(MA˜)/nT → st(MA˜)/(n − 1)T , and we let sˆtT (MA˜) be the inverse limit, which inherits
a natural product structure from the products on the quotients. In our example we picked
Γ = Z2, with θ being the map given by taking dimension vector, and so we may pick T to
be the set of elements (a, b) ∈ R2≥0 = Image([MA˜])⊗Z R≥0 with a+ b ≥ 1. Then we have a
natural element
[id :MA˜ →MA˜] ∈ sˆtT (MA˜).
From now on we’ll work in this completion. An arbitrary A˜-module M fits into a unique
short exact sequence
0 //M ′ //M // V // 0
where M ′ is an A-module, considered as an A˜-module in the natural way, and V is an
A˜-module whose dimension vector is zero when restricted to the vertex v0. So if V∞ is the
stack of such A˜-modules, and MA is the stack of A-modules, then there is an identity in
the Hall algebra
[MA˜] = [MA] ⋆ [V∞],
where here we are a little lax and we identify each stack with the natural morphism from
it to MA˜. We define multicyclic A˜-modules to be those A˜-modules M such that the sub-
vector space e∞M generates M as an A˜-module. Every A˜-module sits in a unique short
exact sequence
0 //M ′′ //M //M ′ // 0
where M ′ is an A-module as before, while M ′′ is a multicyclic A˜-module (this short exact
sequence comes from a coarsening of a Harder-Narasimhan filtration, (see [39]). So, letting
MA˜,cyc be the stack of multicyclic A˜-modules, there is an identity in the Hall algebra
[MA˜] = [MA˜,cyc] ⋆ [MA],
where we again identify these stacks with their natural morphisms to MA˜. There is a
substack (MA˜,cyc)(1,Z) of MA˜,cyc consisting of multicyclic modules that have dimension
vector (v∞, v0) = (1, n), where n ∈ Z. This is the stack of cyclic A˜-modules, which is a
k∗-torsor over the noncommutative Hilbert scheme for A, meaning that there is an identity
in the Hall algebra [Hilb(A)] = [k∗] · [(MA˜,cyc)(1,Z)], where the multiplication here is coming
from the K0(stk)-action on st(MA˜).
So let us assume that we are interested in Φ([Hilb(A)]). We have shown that up to a
[k∗] factor, it is given by conjugating Φ([V∞]) by Φ([MA]) and then truncating. In practice
these two quantities are often easier to work out, and so if we can just define Φ we are in
good shape. Actually defining Φ is where the orientation data comes in.
As an aside we remark that this example provides an interesting advertisement for the
study of motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory, in that it shows a way that we can obtain state-
ments about the ordinary Donaldson–Thomas partition function from the motivic setup.
Note that unlike at least some other motivic realizations of the ring M, the Euler charac-
teristic is not defined on the whole ring M. This is because there are invertible elements
(e.g. [GLn(k)] for all n) that have Euler characteristic zero. Now the motivic generating
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series for Φ([Hilb(A)]) can be shown to have schemes as coefficients, so we are certainly able
to apply Euler characteristic to it, and this is exactly what we do to recover the ordinary
Donaldson–Thomas partition function. However we cannot take the identity
Φ([Hilb(A)]) = [k∗] · Φ([MA]) · Φ([(V∞)(1,0)]) · Φ([MA])−1 (1.4)
and just evaluate the Euler characteristic of each side, since the stack functions appearing
in the right hand side are genuine stacks, with stabilizer groups having Euler characteristic
zero. We can, however, evaluate Serre polynomials of both sides, and we get something
reasonable. Then we specialize the Serre polynomial to get the Euler characteristic of the
left hand side. Note that this way of getting a handle on the ordinary partition function for
Donaldson–Thomas counts of noncommutative Hilbert schemes relies on being able to see
the identity (1.4) at the level of motivic generating series – working at the level of ordinary
counting invariants all along and making use of (1.4) is a rather tricky proposition (though
see [30]).
Finally we get on to the integration map Φ. In short, the change we make when we
refine from ordinary Donaldson–Thomas theory to motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory is
that instead of integrating schemes with respect to a constructible function, with measure
given by Euler characteristic, we take the motivic integral of a motivic weight. In cases
where the ordinary Donaldson–Thomas count is defined, it is then recovered as the Euler
characteristic of the resulting element in the ring of motives Mot(Spec(k)) (we forget the
µˆ-action – this corresponds to the statement that in order to calculate the Milnor number
we don’t need to remember anything about monodromy). The remaining data, then, is this
motivic weight, which we will denote by w. It turns out that there is a very reasonable
candidate for this w, defined purely in terms of the category we are building an integration
map for, in this case A˜ -mod, as long as we place some assumptions on A, i.e. we need some
kind of 3-Calabi-Yau property, to be discussed at length in Chapter 4. We can briefly explain
what happens in this case. Let M be some A˜-module. Then a local neighborhood of M ,
considered as a point in the moduli stack MA˜, is given by the scheme-theoretic degeneracy
locus of a function f on some ambient smooth space X (see [64]), and in this case we have
that νM
A˜
(M) = (−1)dim(X)(1 − χ(mf(p∗f, M˜))) where mf(p∗f, M˜) is the Milnor fibre of
the pullback of f to a smooth atlas p : X ′ → X, at a lift M˜ of the point M . There is
then a ready-made motivic refinement of the function νM
A˜
given by the motivic Milnor
fibre MF(p∗f, M˜) defined by Denef and Loeser. Precisely, we give the point M the weight
L−dim(X)/2(1−MF(p∗f, M˜)).
There is, however, a little ambiguity in the refinement as it stands. If there is some
other smooth Y , with a smooth atlas q : Y ′ → Y , and a function g on Y such that MA˜
is described locally around M as the scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus of g, it turns out
that (−1)dim(Y )(1 − χ(MF(q∗g, M˜ ))) is the same number (it is just the microlocal func-
tion νM
A˜
evaluated at M again). However, there needn’t be an equality L−dim(X)/2(1 −
MF(p∗f, M˜)) = L−dim(Y )/2(1−MF(q∗g, M˜ )). To remedy this we take a canonical choice of
X and f : we let X ′ = Ext1(M,M), a smooth atlas for the formal deformation stack X of
M , and let f =Wmin,M be the minimal potential for M (see Definition 4.1.6 and Theorem
4.1.13). This is a function on Ext1(M,M) defined purely in terms of the category A˜ -mod.
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It turns out, however, that even though we have a canonical choice of X and f , it isn’t
quite right for defining the motivic weight: if we use this weight, the map Φ need not
preserve the product. Call this weight wmin. The remedy involves quite a mild change to
wmin. Consider again the function Wmin,M on Ext
1(M,M). If we replace Ext1(M,M) by
Ext1(M,M)⊕ V for some finite-dimensional vector space V , and let Q be a nondegenerate
quadratic form on V , then one can verify that if we treat Q as a function on V by setting
Q(x) = Q(x, x), the scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus ofWmin,M+Q on Ext
1(M,M)⊕V is
isomorphic to the scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus ofWmin,M on Ext
1(M,M). This state-
ment remains true at the level of quotient stacks. So the pair (Ext1(M,M)⊕V,Wmin,M+Q)
is another candidate for the function we take the motivic Milnor fibre of. By the motivic
Thom-Sebastiani theorem ([15]), this replacement has the effect of multiplying our original
motivic weight by (1 − MF(Q))L− dim(V )2 . It turns out that there is a fix given by such a
replacement, and this is what orientation data is, at a rough approximation. At a slightly
closer approximation, since we only care about the motivic weight w, and this is determined
by the motivic weight wQ = (1−MF(Q))L−
dim(V )
2 , we identify pairs (V,Q) that lead to the
same motivic weight, and orientation data is an equivalence class under these identifications.
In order to be classed as orientation data, this equivalence class needs to make the inte-
gration map Φ that integrates with respect to the weight wmin ◦wQ preserve ring structure
(here the product is in the ring of relative motives over an atlas for our moduli space). This
condition ultimately becomes what is called the cocycle condition – see Condition 6.3.1.
This thesis is dedicated to describing such a choice in cases that don’t differ too much from
our motivating example of modules over an algebra, and describing the range of choices in
such cases too.
1.2 Structure of the thesis
Once the role of orientation data is clear, and its construction is demystified, it turns out to
be a rather manageable entity, and as mentioned above, the rewards, such as the ability to
actually calculate motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants, are great. So in many ways the
main problem is in seeing what exactly orientation data does for us. To this end we start
the thesis with a worked example, in which almost all the features of the theory emerge, and
we motivate the twisted definition of the integration map, involving orientation data. The
example itself is rather simple, and we are able to calculate everything in sight by hand,
and see what kind of trouble the untwisted version of the integration map gets us into.
We then progress towards the construction of orientation data in a wide class of exam-
ples. This part of the story rests quite heavily on the theory of A∞-algebras and categories.
As a result, before we can get on with the definition of the orientation data associated to the
presentation of a category as the category of modules over a certain type of (A∞) algebra,
we recall some of this theory. This occupies the whole of Chapter 3.
We concentrate, for the most part, on categories of perfect modules over compact Calabi-
Yau algebras. It turns out that these categories lend themselves to Algebraic Geometry, in
the sense that their objects (up to quasi-isomorphism) can be arranged (with repetitions)
into an infinite ascending union of algebraic varieties, with compositions of morphisms given
by operations on finite-dimensional bundles lying over these varieties. This is achieved
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by restricting to a smaller category, the category of twisted objects of Definition 3.8.3,
which is the smallest subcategory of the category of perfect modules to contain the image
of the Yoneda embedding and be closed under shifts and triangles. In many examples,
this category contains a representative of every quasi-isomorphism class of objects in the
category of perfect modules, and this smaller category lends itself very well to the whole
theory of motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory. Our exposition of the necessary A∞ algebra
for understanding the construction of orientation data will concentrate heavily on the nice
geometric nature of this category. In particular we work towards a proof of the technical
lemma that this smaller category is a cyclic Calabi-Yau category, which is essentially the
statement that it fits into the motivic Donaldson–Thomas machine. This stage-setting is
again essentially technical in nature, and occupies us in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 amounts to showing that, at least in the quiver cases we care about, up to
quasi-isomorphism all flat families of modules can be pulled back from the nice category
of twisted objects. This is important, since the motivic weight that forms the crucial
ingredient of the integration map Φ, applied to a family of objects in a category, is built
from the structure of that category, and so we need to be able to arrange that structure
(i.e. homomorphisms and their compositions) into families. This chapter deals with the
problem of finding cyclic Calabi-Yau models for endomorphism algebras in (constructible)
families, where the previous chapter merely deals with this problem for points.
Once all of the ingredients are in place, we actually get on with constructing orientation
data. It turns out that the notion of orientation data makes sense even when the theory of
motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants is not really defined (i.e. in higher dimensions, and
when our category of modules is not quasi-equivalent to a nice subcategory like the category
of twisted objects). In Chapter 6 we give a very general construction of orientation data,
the original version of which can be found in [43].
In Chapter 7 we deal with some examples. The main technical difficulties here are in
dealing with noncompact spaces, for which the categories of compactly supported sheaves,
which are the natural candidates for Calabi-Yau categories, diverge a little from the cate-
gories we consider up until this point, in that they are not given by categories of perfect
modules over finite-dimensional Calabi-Yau algebras. We deal with this problem in the
smooth case, at the same time making clear the link between this work and [3].
It often happens that our big (A∞) categories have Abelian subcategories A, and that
we have a natural handle on the objects in A as living in a space cut out from a smooth
ambient space as a scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus of a function, which we will denote
tr(W ). In such a situation we have an alternative integration map given by pulling back
the motivic vanishing cycle of tr(W ). We address the issue of how this compares with the
Kontsevich–Soibelman integration map.
It turns out that our ‘natural handle’ on the space of objects in this Abelian subcategory
as the scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus of a function comes from much the same informa-
tion that gives us a choice of orientation data. The comparison result that one would like
to be true, then, is that the two integration maps (the Kontsevich–Soibelman integration
map and the integration against vanishing cycles) are the same, and this is Proposition
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7.1.3. The vanishing cycles in the examples we consider in Chapter 7 are easy to define,
and actually possible to calculate in many examples (e.g. [3], [14], [55], [56]...). So one may
wonder why we should bother with the seemingly very heavy machine of [43], given this re-
sult. A partial answer is provided in Section 7.4 – the reduction of the theory to considering
minimal potentials and orientation data in fact makes the example of the noncommutative
conifold almost trivial, while calculating the relevant motivic vanishing cycles cannot be
called straightforward (though it is done, from this point of view, in [55]).
A deeper answer to the question of why we should be concerned with the orientation
data picture is that we are not always interested solely in comparing moduli of objects in a
single Abelian subcategory of our categories. In studying phenomena such as the PT/DT
correspondence, cluster transformations and noncommutative crepant resolutions, we would
like to be able to determine the value of moduli of objects in different hearts of derived
categories under the integration map. The Kontsevich–Soibelman machine is designed to
let us do this. This leads us to a natural question: say we have our two Abelian categories,
and the space of objects of both of them occur naturally as the critical locus of functions on
smooth spaces, then are the two integration maps coming from motivic vanishing cycles the
same? The correct language in which to consider this problem is that of orientation data,
where it tends to be rather manageable. Chapter 8 is devoted to answering a number of
variations of this question. We show that natural choices of orientation data are unchanged
by cluster transformations, flops, and a large class of tilts in general. In particular, we settle
Conjecture 12 of [43] in the affirmative. We finish by considering the conifold once more –
the way in which the orientation data glues across the two categories of coherent sheaves
obtained by flopping the resolved conifold singularity is a nice demonstration of how well
the seemingly difficult orientation data behaves.
1.3 Notation and conventions
We work throughout over a field k, of characteristic zero. We will work for much of the
time with graded k-linear categories, that is, categories C such that for each X,Y ∈ C,
HomC(X,Y ) has the additional structure of a Z-graded k-linear vector space, and for
X,Y,Z ∈ C the map
HomC(Y,Z)⊗HomC(X,Y )→ HomC(X,Z)
is a degree zero homogeneous map of Z-graded k-vector spaces. Given an arbitrary k-linear
category C one constructs a graded category CZ whose objects are sequences of objects in
C, indexed by Z, and whose morphisms are given by
HomCZ((. . . ,X
−1,X0, . . .), (. . . , Y −1, Y 0, . . .)) :=
∏
i∈Z
HomC(X
i, Y i).
If A is an Abelian category with enough projectives or enough injectives, we denote by Aext
the graded category obtained by setting Ob(Aext) := Ob(A), and setting
HomnAext(X,Y ) := Ext
n
A(X,Y )
for X,Y ∈ Ob(A).
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If, on the other hand, A is a category with an understood shift functor, and an un-
derstood notion of homotopy equivalence of morphisms, preserved by the shift functor, we
denote by Aext the graded category, again satisfying Ob(Aext) := Ob(A), and with
HomnAext(X,Y ) := HomA(X,Y [n])/ ∼homotopy .
In general we give objects the cohomological grading, denoted by superscripts, and the
shift functor is given by Z[n]m := Zn+m. In swapping with the homological grading we set
Zn := Z−n.
We will be dealing for much of the time with differential graded categories, by which
we mean a category C such that each HomC(X,Y ) has the structure of a differential graded
complex of k-vector spaces, and each map
HomC(Y,Z)⊗HomC(X,Y )→ HomC(X,Z)
has the structure of a graded map of complexes. Finally we will use also the notion of sym-
metric monoidal category. A monoidal category is a category C equipped with a bifunctor
−⊗− : C × C → C
along with a natural isomorphism
(− ⊗−)⊗− → −⊗ (−⊗−)
expressing associativity, and an object 1C that is a monoidal unit. These structures are
required to satisfy the usual coherence conditions (see [53]). The symmetric structure
comes from another natural isomorphism
ν : −⊗− → (−⊗−) ◦ sw
where sw : C×C → C×C is the isomorphism swapping arguments. This natural isomorphism
ν is required to satisfy (ν ◦ sw)ν = id−⊗−, and another set of obvious coherence conditions
(again see [53]).
Generally we consider twisted symmetric monoidal structures. In the case of categories
of Z-graded objects for which there is a natural symmetric monoidal structure (for example
(vectk)Z, the category of graded vector spaces over k), the twisted structure is obtained by
multiplying the isomorphism ν by -1 each time it swaps two objects which are both oddly
graded. This is a fancy way of encoding the Koszul sign convention.
We denote by dgvectk the symmetric monoidal differential graded category of differ-
ential graded vector spaces over k, with the twisted monoidal structure. If (V, dV ) is a
differential graded vector space, i.e. a pair of a graded vector space V and a k-linear map
dV : V → V of (cohomological) degree 1 such that d2V = 0, and (W,dW ) is another such
differential graded vector space, then Homndgvectk((V, dV ), (W,dW )) is the subspace of the
vector space of morphisms between the underlying, ungraded, vector spaces V andW , such
that homogeneous elements v ∈ V m are sent to homogeneous elements w ∈ Wm+n. So we
obtain a graded vector space Homdgvectk((V, dV ), (W,dW )), which comes with a differential
defined on homogeneous f given by
d(f) = dW ◦ f − (−1)|f |f ◦ dV ,
where here and elsewhere | • | is the function taking homogeneous elements to their degree.
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For much of the time we are interested in the category of A∞-modules over some A∞-
algebra A (these notions are recalled in Chapter 3). We adopt the following conventions:
1. A -Mod, A -mod will denote the ordinary category of left A-modules, or the ordinary
category of left A-modules with finite-dimensional total homology, respectively.
2. Mod-A, mod-A will denote the ordinary category of right A-modules, or the ordinary
category of right A-modules with finite-dimensional total homology, respectively.
3. A -Mod-B, A -mod-B will denote the ordinary category of (A,B)-bimodules, (A,B)-
bimodules with finite-dimensional total homology, respectively.
All of these categories have A∞-enriched versions, which again are recalled in Chapter 3.
These are constructed as differential graded categories, and they are denoted by adding
the subscript ∞ to the notation, so for example the enriched category of left A-modules
is denoted A -Mod∞. In each of these A∞-categories the morphism spaces are differential
graded vector spaces, and we obtain a triangulated category by taking the zeroth homology
of these differential graded vector spaces. In each case this new category is denoted by the
same notation as the old one, but placed inside a D∞(−), so for example D∞(A -mod) de-
notes the category of left A-modules with finite-dimensional total homology, with morphism
spaces obtained by setting
HomD∞(A -mod)(M,N) := H
0(HomA -mod∞(M,N)).
Many of the categories we encounter will come with a natural triangulated structure,
or a natural triangulated structure will be understood on their homotopy categories. We
adopt the convention that if a background (triangulated) category C is understood, and S is
a subset S ⊂ Ob(C), then 〈S〉triang is the smallest sub-triangulated category of C containing
all the objects of S, and which is also closed under isomorphisms, shifts, and triangles. If the
triangulated structure is understood on the homotopy category, the condition that 〈S〉triang
is closed under triangles is replaced by the condition that it is closed under diagrams that
become triangles upon descent to the homotopy category. We also adopt the convention
that 〈S〉thick is the smallest full subcategory of C to contain 〈S〉triang and also be closed
under diagrams
M → N →M (1.5)
that compose to the identity in the original category (in which case (1.5) is a retract), or
in the homotopy category (these diagrams will be called homotopy retracts). If we wish to
make the category C clear we write triangC(S) for 〈S〉triang and thickC(S) for 〈S〉thick.
Let A be an A∞-algebra. Then A forms naturally a left A∞-module over itself. We will
generally write
Perf(A -Mod) := thickA -Mod(A)
and
Perf(A -Mod∞) := thickA -Mod∞(A)
and we will use the following proposition:
Proposition 1.3.1. [32] The sets Ob(Perf(A -Mod)) = Ob(Perf(A -Mod∞)) are exactly
the sets of compact objects of D∞(A -Mod), i.e. those objects M for which the functor
HomD∞(A -Mod)(M,−) commutes with the taking of arbitrary direct sums.
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We define Perf(Mod∞-A) and Perf(Mod-A) similarly, and the analogous result is true
for these categories. There is a version of the above proposition for modules over an A∞-
category C, where we replace the free left or right A-module with the image of the con-
travariant or covariant Yoneda embedding – these notions will be recalled in Chapter 3.
Finally, we adopt the following convention: A∞ algebra is a subject, while an A∞-algebra
is one of the objects studied in it.
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Chapter 2
Motivic Donaldson–Thomas
invariants and the role of
orientation data
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the salient features of the theory of motivic
Donaldson–Thomas invariants, and explain the role of orientation data. The aim is to
explain, roughly, what orientation data is, why it is needed, and what goes wrong when we
ignore it.
2.1 An introduction to the Donaldson–Thomas invariant
Let X be a smooth projective 3-fold. Then for a given Hilbert polynomial p we may consider
Mp, the moduli space of semistable torsion-free coherent sheaves F on X that have Hilbert
polynomial p. In order to get a reasonable space we impose some kind of stability condition
(Gieseker stability or slope stability), and under suitable conditions this space will be a finite
type scheme, which we will denote by M, for example if we fix the rank and the degree
of F to be given coprime numbers, so that semistability implies stability (see for example
[25]). It is an important feature of the spaceM that it is compact: the Donaldson–Thomas
count for M is the degree of some cycle class of zero-dimensional subschemes of M, and in
the compact case this is just given by the count of the points in this class, with multiplicity.
In the noncompact case this breaks down somewhat.
We arrive at this zero-dimensional class by next assuming that our 3-fold X was, all
along, a Calabi-Yau 3-fold. This implies, in particular, that the expected dimension ofM is
zero. More precisely,M comes equipped with a perfect obstruction theory L• := [E1 → E0]
which satisfies the condition dim(E1) = dim(E0). From such data one can construct (see [4])
a virtual fundamental class of the correct dimension in A∗(M), i.e. a class [M]vir ∈ A0(M).
Finally, the Donaldson–Thomas invariant is given by deg[M]vir.
The justification for taking this virtual fundamental class is the fact that, since our
moduli schemeM ‘should’ be zero-dimensional, there is an intuition that the correct number
(the Donaldson–Thomas invariant) should be obtained by perturbation. So if M has a
component that is smooth, with an obstruction bundle over it that is just a vector bundle,
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the contribution from that component should be the Euler class of that vector bundle.
Similarly, ifM has a component that has underlying topological space a point, but structure
sheaf of length n, then its contribution to the DT invariant should be n, as this component
‘should’ generically deform to give n points (the inverted commas here are on account of
the fact that we remain vague as to where these deformations are taking place). The taking
of a virtual fundamental class is a way of using excess intersection theory to make all of
this precise.
The perfect obstruction theory L• constructed by Thomas in [65] has the extra property
that it is symmetric, in the sense of [5], that is there is an isomorphism θ : L• → (L•)∨[1]
in the derived category of coherent sheaves on M satisfying θ∨[1] = θ. So, returning to the
situation in which a componentM1 ofM is smooth, the obstruction bundle is automatically
a vector bundle, and isomorphic to the cotangent bundle, and in this case we can say exactly
what we think the contribution to the Donaldson–Thomas count of the component should
be: (−1)dim(M1)χ(M1). This is the first indication that in fact the contribution of every
component should be (and actually is, in the case in which the perfect obstruction theory
with which we calculate our Donladson–Thomas count is symmetric) a weighted Euler
characteristic, with the weighting of smooth points given by the parity of the dimension,
and the weight of isolated points given by the length of their structure sheaves.
The goal, then, is to associate to an arbitrary finite-type scheme Y a constructible
function νY , with image lying in the integers, such that, in the event that Y is compact and
is equipped with a symmetric perfect obstruction theory, there is an equality
deg[Y ]vir =
∑
n∈Z
n · χ(ν−1Y (n)), (2.1)
where the class on the left hand side is the virtual fundamental class constructed from the
symmetric perfect obstruction theory. For schemes defined over C, this is achieved in [2],
and this function νY is called the microlocal function for Y . Note that in the case in which
Y is a noncompact scheme with a symmetric perfect obstruction theory, the machinery of
[4] still gives us a virtual fundamental class [Y ]vir, for which (2.1) does not make sense,
since deg[Y ]vir will be undefined. In this case, however, we can take the right hand side as
our definition of the Donaldson–Thomas count.
Recall the moduli space M we started with. For gauge-theoretic reasons (see [30]), a
formal neighborhood of an arbitrary sheaf F , considered as a point in M, is given by the
following setup. Let Ct be some affine space, and let f be the germ of an analytic function
defined and equal to zero at the origin. Then a formal neighborhood of F is isomorphic to
a formal neighborhood of the origin in the critical locus of f . This becomes an important
observation given the following fact regarding the microlocal function νM: if a scheme Y
is given by the critical locus of some function f on some smooth d-dimensional scheme, at
least formally around some point y ∈ Y , then νY (y) is given by (−1)d(1 − χ(mf(f, y))),
where mf(f, y) is the Milnor fibre of f at the point y (see [2]).
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2.2 Motivic vanishing cycles and Milnor fibres
We first recall just the group structure of the ring of motives Mot(X), for X a finite type
scheme. This is generated, as an Abelian group, by symbols [f : Y → X], where Y is a
finite type scheme, subject to the relations
[f1 : Y1 → X] + [f2 : Y2 → X] = [f1 ∐ f2 : Y1 ∐ Y2 → X]
and
[g1 : Z1 → X] = [g2 : Z2 → X]
if there is a morphism h : Z1 → Z2, which induces an isomorphism of geometric points,
making the obvious diagram commute. Let µn be the group of the nth roots of unity in C,
with group operation given by multiplication. We give X the trivial µn-action, and define
Mot
µn(X) in the natural way, as being generated by µn-equivariant maps [f : Y → X]
with relations as above, but with all maps assumed to be µn-equivariant. We consider only
µn-equivariant schemes Y satisfying the condition that every orbit lies in a µn-invariant
open affine subscheme of Y . We impose also the extra relation that if Z is a µn-equivariant
d-dimensional vector bundle on a µn-equivariant variety Y , and [f : Y → X] is a µn-
equivariant map, then
[Z → X] = [Y × Ad → X]
where in both symbols the map is given by the projection to Y , followed by f . There is a
natural morphism
µmn → µn
given by sending z to zm. This embeds Motµn(X) in Motµmn(X), and we let Motµˆ(X) be
the colimit of these embeddings, as we vary m and n.
Let h : X1 → X2 be a morphism of finite type schemes. Then we obtain a morphism
h∗ : Mot
µˆ(X1) → Motµˆ(X2) by sending [f : Y → X1] to [h ◦ f : Y → X2]. The pullback
morphism h∗ : Motµˆ(X2)→ Motµˆ(X1) is defined by sending [f : Y → X1] to [Y ×X1 X2 →
X2].
The motive ∑
n∈Z
n[ν−1X (n)] ∈ Mot(Spec(k)) (2.2)
is in some sense a motivic refinement of the Donaldson–Thomas invariant, but it is a some-
what unnatural halfway point. For we have replaced the measure χ with a motivic measure,
without replacing the weight by a motivic weight. The natural refinement of our weight,
from a number to a motive, is given by taking the motivic Milnor fibre, instead of its Euler
characteristic. So we next recall some of the definitions and formulae regarding motivic
vanishing cycles and nearby fibres.
Let f be some function from a smooth complex finite type scheme X to C. Let
Y
h

X
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be an embedded resolution of the function f . Then the motivic nearby cycle [ψf ], as defined
by Denef and Loeser in [16], in terms of arc spaces, has an explicit formula in terms of this
embedded resolution, which we will describe presently. The level set (fh)−1(0) consists of
a set of divisors, indexed by a set forever denoted J , with each divisor Di meeting every
other one transversally. Given I ⊂ J , a nonempty subset, let D0I be the complement in the
intersection of all the divisors in I of the union of the divisors that are not in I. So the D0I
form a stratification of (fh)−1(0), with deeper strata coming from larger subsets I ⊂ J .
Let I ⊂ J be a subset. Let U ⊂ Y be an open patch (in the analytic topology),
intersecting only those Di for i that are in I. We pick U so that fh has defining equation∏
Di∈I
xaii u
where xi is a local (analytic) coordinate for Di, ai is the order of vanishing of fh on Di,
and u is a unit. Let aI be the greatest common divisor of the ai appearing above. Then we
form an e´tale cover of D0I ∩U by taking the natural projection to D0I ∩U from the scheme
U ′ ⊂ (D0I ∩ U)× C (2.3)
U ′ = {(x, y)|yaI = u(x)}. (2.4)
These e´tale covers patch to form an e´tale cover
D˜I

D0I .
The scheme D˜I over DI carries the obvious action under the group of aIth roots of unity,
and so we obtain an element of Motµˆ(X) by pushforward from DI to X along h. Finally,
the formula is
[ψf ] =
∑
∅6=I⊂J
(1− L)|I|−1[D˜I ] ∈ Motµˆ(X). (2.5)
Let T be a constructible subset of X. Restriction to T defines a map from µˆ-equivariant
motives over X to µˆ-equivariant motives over T . Pushforward from T to a point gives us an
absolute µˆ-equivariant motive. We let [ψf ]T denote the image of [ψf ] under the composition
of these two maps.
Let f be as above, and let p ∈ X be a point in f−1(0). Then the motivic Milnor fibre
of f at p is defined to be
MF(f, p) := [ψf ]p ∈ Motµˆ(Spec(k)).
If X is affine space, and f is a function vanishing at the origin, then we define
MF(f) := MF(f, 0).
Finally, define the motivic vanishing cycle:
[φf ] := [ψf ]− [f−1(0)] ∈ Motµˆ(X).
In the above equation, [f−1(0)] carries the trivial µˆ-action.
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We close this section with a fundamental theorem regarding motivic vanishing cycles.
Theorem 2.2.1. (Motivic Thom-Sebastiani)[15] Let V and V ′ be vector bundles on smooth
schemes X and X ′ respectively. Let π and π′ be the projections from X ×X ′ to X and X ′
respectively. Let f and f ′ be algebraic functions on the vector bundles V and V ′ respectively.
Denote by f ⊕ f ′ the sum of the pullbacks of f and f ′ to the vector bundle π∗(V )⊕π′∗(V ′).
Then there is an equality
[−φf⊕f ′ ] = π∗([−φf ]) · π′∗([−φf ′ ]) ∈ Motµˆ(X ×X ′). (2.6)
Of course this theorem doesn’t yet make much sense for us: we have not defined the
multiplication in the ring of motives appearing on the right hand side. This is given by
Looijenga’s exotic product, as introduced in [50] – its salient feature for us is that it makes
the above theorem true, and also, common realizations of motives become ring homomor-
phisms, once the Abelian group of motives is given this ring structure. We must also add
that what one really needs is a slightly stronger theorem, with the assumption that f and
f ′ are algebraic replaced by the assumption that they are formal functions defined on the
zero sections of V and V ′ respectively. In this section we will stick to algebraic functions,
for which the theorem is indeed a theorem.
Ultimately the ring Motµˆ(X) is not ideal for our purposes. Orientation data is most eas-
ily managed in the ring Mot
µˆ
(X), which is the target of a ring homomorphism Motµˆ(X)→
Mot
µˆ
(X) through which the realizations of motives factor (so the Thom-Sebastiani theorem
remains true in it). It is also one of the key features of the motivic Donaldson–Thomas
count that it adequately handles stacks with affine stabilizers. So in the case of absolute
motives the ring that we end up working in is the localized ring M, as in (1.2).
2.3 A basic example
We haven’t even got to the definition of the motivic Donaldson–Thomas count, but we are
already launching into an example! The idea is to get a grip of what we would like a motivic
Donaldson–Thomas count to do, and what problems we expect to find when we ask it to do
these things. We start with an apology – while the following example is in some ways the
most basic possible example exhibiting all the relevant phenomena, it can hardly be said to
be basic in an absolute sense. There is some fiddling about with motives to be done; in the
interests of presentation some of these calculations are postponed to the Appendix 2.10
We start on the ‘geometric’ side of Koszul duality, since this seems a better place to
motivate things, and is perhaps more familiar. Koszul duality lies in the background of
much of the work in this thesis – excellent references are [32] and [52]. Let B = C[x]/〈x3〉.
We will be looking at the moduli space of finite-dimensional modules over B.
In fact B is a special example of a ‘Jacobi algebra’, or a ‘superpotential’ algebra. Let Q
be the quiver with one vertex and one loop. Then CQ ∼= C〈a〉, where CQ denotes the free
path algebra of the quiver Q. Let W be the cyclic word in this quiver given by W = a4.
Then we are meant to form the ‘noncommutative differentials’ of W by differentiating
it with respect to each of the arrows in Q (see [22] or [12] for an explanation of what
this means). Here, this noncommutative generalization of differential calculus reduces to
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familiar calculus, since CQ is commutative. So the only noncommutative differential we
need to think about is
∂
∂a
W = 4a3.
The statement that B is a Jacobi algebra amounts to saying that
B ∼= CQ/〈 ∂
∂a
W 〉.
This puts us in a special situation, noted in [22], [64], [61], in which we have a way of
coherently embedding the representation spaces of B-modules as subschemes of smooth
schemes. The word ‘coherently’ doesn’t yet have a precise meaning here, but has to do
with the problem of comparing the motivic weight associated to extensions of modules to
the motivic weights of those modules themselves, which in turn will be the central difficulty
when it comes to checking that putative integration maps from families of B-modules to
motives preserve associative products. This in turn is the central problem motivating the
introduction of orientation data.
How this works out in our case is as follows. Define
Repn(B) = Homalg(B,Matn×n(C)),
the set of homomorphisms of unital algebras. This is a scheme, the points of which corre-
spond to representations of B. In general the more natural object to study is perhaps the
stack formed under the conjugation action of GLn(C), but for the time being we will really
just be looking at the above scheme. Similarly, we define
Repn(CQ) = Homalg(CQ,Matn×n(C)),
then since a representation of B is just a representation of CQ satisfying some relations,
Repn(B) is defined as a Zariski closed subscheme of this smooth scheme. There is a map
eva : Repn(CQ)→ Matn×n(C)
that sends
θ 7→ θ(a).
In fact this is clearly an isomorphism. It turns out (and this is a general fact about Jacobi
algebras) that
Repn(B) = crit(tr((eva)
4)).
For a general Jacobi algebra we replace (eva)
4 with a function of evaluation maps built from
W , and the corresponding statement remains true.
The goal of this subject is to define motivic Donaldson–Thomas counts, that soup up
the old one, which was just the Euler characteristic weighted by a microlocal function
ν. Recall that the microlocal function of a scheme at a point x, at which the scheme is
locally described as crit(f) for some f on a d-dimensional ambient smooth scheme, is just
(−1)d(1− χ(MF(f, x)). Consider just
Rep1(B)
∼= Spec(B).
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The fact that we have an explicit presentation of our space as a critical locus enables us to
go ahead and refine the microlocal function νRep1(B) to a motive, which is given by minus
the (absolute) motivic vanishing cycle of the function x4. Here and elsewhere we will adopt
the shorthand that where a function f(x1, . . . , xn) appears without reference to a space that
it is a function on, that space will always be assumed to be affine n-space, and the motivic
vanishing/nearby cycle of it is the motivic vanishing/nearby cycle of the function on affine
n-space. We define
DT(Rep1(B)) := [−φx4 ]Rep1(B).
(There is a sign discrepancy here, since we are going to want to pull back the motivic
weight from an ambient stack that takes into account stabilizer groups, which in this case
are 1-dimensional). In order to establish uniform notation with what follows we rewrite this
as
DT(Rep1(B)) := [−φtr(T 4)]Rep1(B), (2.7)
where tr(T 4) is considered as a function on C by identifying C with the ring of 1 × 1
matrices. Since Rep1(B) is just a point, in this case we have
DT(Rep1(B)) = (1 −MF(x4)).
The unique closed point of the space Rep1(B) is given by a 1× 1 matrix, the zero matrix.
Call this representation M . Considered as a module for the quiver algebra CQ/〈a3〉, this is
the one-dimensional simple module killed by all the arrows of Q. In this example it is easy
enough to explain what we mean by ‘preservation of the ring structure’. Define
Rep1(B) ⋆ Rep1(B)
to be the stack of flags M ⊂ N with N/M ∼= M . The stabilizer at any point is given by
Hom(M,M) ∼= C, and in fact this stack can be described explicitly as a group quotient of
the space Matsut,2×2(C) of strictly upper-triangular 2 by 2 matrices by the trivial action of
the additive group C ∼= Hom(M,M). So we write the motive of this stack as
[Rep1(B) ⋆Rep1(B)] = [Matsut,2×2(C)]/L.
Now what we really want is the identity, in the ring of motives:
DT[Rep1(B) ⋆ Rep1(B)] = DT[Rep1(B)] · DT[Rep1(B)], (2.8)
where on the right hand side we use Looijenga’s product on the ring of motives. From the
motivic Thom-Sebastiani Theorem 2.2.1 , we deduce that
DT[Rep1(B)] · DT[Rep1(B)] = (1−MF(x4 + y4)).
Proposition 2.3.1. Denote the representation ring of Z4 by Z[α]/α4, where α is the 1-
dimensional representation sending 1 ∈ Z4 to multiplication by i. There is an equality of
motives
MF(x4 + y4) = [C1]− 4L,
where C1 is a genus 3 curve with the representation 2(α+α
2+α3) on its middle cohomology.
We defer the proof of this proposition to the start of Appendix 2.10.
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By using Proposition 2.3.1 and the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem 2.2.1 we can cal-
culate the right hand side of equation (2.8). What, then, of the left hand side? Well, first
we should define it! This we do as follows: the coarse moduli space Matsut,2×2(C) of our
stack Matsut,2×2(C)/A1 is a subscheme of Rep2(B). Let
ι : Matsut,2×2(C) →֒ Rep2(B)
be the inclusion. Then recall that we want a motivic refinement of the weighted Euler
characteristic ∑
n∈Z
n · χ(ι∗(νRep2(B))−1(n)).
It’s clear enough what this should be. The space Rep2(B) occurs again as a critical locus of
a function on a smooth space, the function tr(T 4) on the space of 2× 2 matrices, and so a
refinement of the pullback of the microlocal function is already at hand, we can just pull back
the motivic vanishing cycle of the function tr(T 4) along the inclusion of the space of strictly
upper-triangular matrices into the space of all matrices, i.e. take [−φtr(T 4)]Matsut,2×2(C). The
content of the word ‘coherently’ in the statement that a Jacobi algebra presentation enables
us to coherently express different representation spaces as critical loci will amount to the
claim that this naive pulling back actually gives a good answer, one that gives the equality
(2.8). So let us unpick this particular case.
We follow the natural suggestion for defining the left hand side of (2.8), that is we write
DT[Rep1(B) ⋆Rep1(B)] := [−φtr(T 4)]Matsut,2×2(C)L−1. (2.9)
Working this quantity out will occupy the next section.
2.4 Verifying preservation of ring structure: an example
To start with, we should work out an embedded resolution of
tr(T 4) : Mat2×2(C)→ C.
The function tr(T 4) has its worst singularity at 0, and is homogeneous, so a good start
would be to blow up at the zero matrix. Write X = Mat2×2(C) and let
X˜
h

X
be the blowup at the zero matrix. The strict transform of (tr(T 4))−1(0) in X˜, intersected
with the exceptional P3, is the projective surface cut out by the homogeneous equation
tr(T 4). Call this projective variety V (tr(T 4)).
Let
Y
hp

P3
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be an embedded resolution of the singular projective variety V (tr(T 4)). Then we have a
diagram
X˜1
h1 //
π1

X˜
π

h // X
Y
hp // P3
with the leftmost square a pullback (in fact this is a pullback of a vector bundle, since X˜
is the total space of the tautological bundle for P3, and π is the projection). It is not hard
to see that h′ := h ◦ h1 is an embedded resolution for tr(T 4). It follows from the fact that
tr(T 4) ◦ h vanishes to order 4 on P3 that there is an equality of divisors
(tr(T 4) ◦ h′)∗(0) = (hp ◦ π1)∗(V (tr(T 4))) + 4Y (2.10)
where Y is considered as a divisor on X˜1, the zero section of the vector bundle X˜1 → Y .
So we just need to work out an embedded resolution of V (tr(T 4)). Note that PSL(2,C)
acts on X by conjugation, tr(T 4) is invariant under this action, the action lifts to X˜ ,
and V (tr(T 4)) is also invariant under the action. There are exactly three orbits of the
PSL(2,C)-action in V (tr(T 4)). Define
1. S1 to be the orbit consisting of matrices whose eigenvalues differ by a factor of e
iπ/4,
2. S2 to be the orbit consisting of matrices whose eigenvalues differ by a factor of e
3iπ/4,
3. S3 to be the orbit of nilpotent matrices.
Proposition 2.4.1. In the ring Motµˆ(Spec(k)) there are equalities
[S1] = [S2] = [P1 ×C], (2.11)
where all of these motives carry the trivial µˆ-action.
Proof. Fix two nonzero numbers a and b differing by a factor of eiπ/4. Then to pick a matrix
with these two numbers as eigenvalues is the same as to pick two distinct vectors (up to
rescaling) to be the respective eigenvalues. So pick the eigenvector for a first, this gives us
a P1 of choice, then pick the eigenvector for b, giving a C of choices, one can in fact see
that S1 is a line bundle over P1. The motive of any line bundle is the same as the motive
of the trivial line bundle – any ordered open cover underlying a trivialization induces a
stratification on which each restriction of the line bundle is trivial.
Proposition 2.4.2. There is an isomorphism S3 ∼= P1.
Proof. Give P3 coordinates (X : Y : Z : W ) by writing matrices as(
X Z
W Y
)
.
Then the nilpotent matrices are precisely those satisfying trace = det = 0. So they are
the ones satisfying
X = −Y,
XY =WZ,
giving a P1 inside P3.
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The singular locus of V (tr(T 4)) is precisely S3. Since S3 is a PSL(2,C)-orbit, the singularity
is going to end up being the same all along this P1. We restrict to an affine patch U by
setting W 6= 0. On this patch we use the coordinates
(x, y, z) 7→
(
x z
1 y
)
.
There is an isomorphism U ∩ S3 ∼= C, and U ∩ S3 can be parameterised as follows
C→ U ∩ S3 (2.12)
t 7→
(
t −t2
1 −t
)
. (2.13)
We can extend this to a coordinate system (t, a, b) for U , given by
(t, a, b) 7→
(
t+ a b− t2
1 −t
)
. (2.14)
In these coordinates the local defining equation for tr(T 4) becomes
tr(T 4) = a4 + 4a3t+ 4a2b+ 2a2t2 + 4abt+ 2b2,
or, after rearranging,
tr(T 4) = −a4 + 2(at+ b+ a2)2.
After replacing b with b′ = b+ at+ a2 we get that the local defining equation for tr(T 4) is
tr(T 4) = −a4 + 2b′2,
and so we have a P1 of A3 singularities along S3. If we blow up S3 we replace this with
an exceptional divisor (the projectivization of the normal bundle of S3), on which there is
another P1 of singularities, this time of typeD4. Blowing up this new P1 gives our embedded
resolution
Y
hp

P3.
Let J be the set of divisors in (tr(T 4) ◦ h′)−1(0). We wish to calculate the absolute
equivariant motive
[ψtr(T 4)]Matsut,2×2(C) =
∑
∅6=I⊂J
(1− L)|I|−1[D˜I ]h′−1(Matsut,2×2(C)). (2.15)
Consider the decomposition
Matsut,2×2(C) = {0}
∐
H,
where {0} is the zero matrix, and H ∼= C is the complement. This decomposition induces
a decomposition of the sum (2.15): if we define
Mnt = [ψtr(T 4)]H =
∑
∅6=I⊂J
(1− L)|I|−1[D˜I ]h′−1(H) (2.16)
Mt = [ψtr(T 4)]{0} =
∑
∅6=I⊂J
(1− L)|I|−1[D˜I ]h′−1({0}), (2.17)
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then
[ψtr(T 4)]Matsut,2×2(C) =Mnt +Mt.
Since H is just the complement to the zero section in the fibre π−1
((
0 1
0 0
))
, and
V (tr(T 4)) has an A3 singularity at this matrix, i.e. the singularity defined by the singular
curve x4 + y2, the following proposition follows from equation (2.10).
Proposition 2.4.3. There are equalities of absolute motives
Mnt = (L− 1)MF(x4 + y2) (2.18)
= (L− 1)([C2]− 2L) (2.19)
where C2 is a torus with the representation α+ α
3 on its middle cohomology.
Proof. Only the second equality needs proving. This is implied by Proposition 2.10.1 in the
appendix to this chapter.
Proposition 2.4.4. There is an equality of absolute motives
Mt = (1− L)MF(x4 + y2) + LMF(x4 + y4).
Proof. One of the terms in the sum (2.17) comes from setting I = {Y }. Now fh′ vanishes
to order 4 on Y , and so D˜I is a 4-sheeted e´tale cover over the complement of V (tr(T
4)) in
P3. It follows from Proposition 2.10.2 in the Appendix 2.10 that
[D˜{Y }]h′−1({0}) = [D˜{Y }]X = LMF(x
4 + y4) + (L− 1)LMF(x4 + y2) + 2L(L2 − 1).
The subvariety of Mat2×2(C) cut out by tr(T 4) has two components, the cones over the
divisors S1 ∪ S3 and S2 ∪ S3, and we denote the strict transform of these divisors in the
embedded resolution X˜1 by F1 and F2, respectively. These divisors occur with multiplicity
1. Since we only blow up along S3, there is an isomorphism D˜{Fi,Y }
∼= Si for i = 1, 2. So
these two subsets of J each contribute
(1− L)[D{Y,Fi}]h′−1({0}) = (1− L)[P1 × C]
to Mt, by Proposition 2.4.1. All the other contributions to (2.17) come from the modifica-
tions made to the singular locus of V (tr(T 4)), i.e. from subsets I ⊂ J that contain Y and
at least one divisor occurring as the cone over an exceptional divisor of
Y
hP

P3.
At the first blowup, along the P1 of A3-singularities S3, we introduce a P1-bundle, along
with a P1 of new singularities. Since we are working in the motivic ring, we can assume
that the bundle in question is trivial. The same is true for the second blowup. The result
is the equation ∑
∅6=J⊂D|J*{Y,F1,F2}
(1− L)|J |−1[D˜J ]h′−1({0}) = (1− L)[P1]MF(x2 + y4).
Putting all this together gives the result.
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It turns out, then, that we have exactly what we want:
Proposition 2.4.5. There is an equality of µˆ-equivariant motives
[−φtr(T 4)]Matsut,2×2(C)L−1 = 1−MF(x4 + y4) (2.20)
and so there is an equality of µˆ-equivariant motives
DT[Rep1(B) ⋆Rep1(B)] = DT[Rep1(B)] · DT[Rep1(B)] (2.21)
where these ‘DT counts’ are as defined in (2.7) and (2.9).
Remark 2.4.1. We have shown this equality directly, but also it turns out to be a compara-
tively simple application of the (partly conjectural) Kontsevich–Soibelman integral identity
(see Section 4.4 of [43]). This motivic identity implies that this motivic refinement of the
Donaldson–Thomas invariant preserves ring structure for more general moduli spaces of
objects in the Abelian category of B-modules, and more general Jacobi algebras.
2.5 Towards motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants
The above calculations show that a ‘naive’ motivic refinement of the Donaldson–Thomas
count preserves ring structure, at least in our basic example. It will turn out that the key
ingredient for achieving this was the extra data provided by a realization of our algebra
as a superpotential algebra, which in turn enables us to realise the representation spaces
we were interested in as critical loci in such a way that the integration map defined via
the associated motivic vanishing cycles preserves products. The key question is: can we do
without this extra data?
Question 2.5.1. If we are handed a ‘Calabi-Yau 3-dimensional category’, what-
ever that may turn out to be, can we construct a motivic integration map from
the ring of stack functions, preserving the product?
There is a notion of quasi-equivalence of Calabi-Yau categories, that in particular in-
duces quasi-isomorphisms of homomorphism spaces and quasi-isomorphisms of endomor-
phism spaces as A∞-algebras. Again, we needn’t worry at the moment about what that
means precisely, but already an implication for a satisfactory theory of motivic Donaldson–
Thomas invariants follows from the fact that quasi-equivalences of Calabi-Yau categories
induce isomorphisms of derived categories:
Requirement 2.5.2. The motivic Donaldson–Thomas count associated to a stack
function should be invariant under pullback along quasi-equivalences of Calabi-
Yau 3-dimensional categories.
Consider again our archetypal Donaldson–Thomas setup: associating numbers ‘count-
ing’ sheaves F in fine moduli spaces M. Recall that if F is a coherent sheaf on our Calabi-
Yau 3-fold X, the constructible function νM(F) depends solely on the scheme structure of
the moduli space M, where we use the common abuse of notation whereby F also denotes
the point ofM representing it. The fact that the scheme structure ofM tells us what kind
of contribution F should make to the Donaldson–Thomas invariant is explained by the fact
that M is a fine moduli space, and so carries information about infinitesemal deformations
of F .
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The idea is that the contribution of an object F need not be calculated from the local
structure around F in some moduli scheme M. In the example above we used a particular
way of realising our moduli spaces as critical loci in order to give a motivic refinement
of the Donaldson–Thomas count, but of course this application of extra data means that
we have not provided an affirmative answer to Question 2.5.1. The crucial observation is
that some version of a critical locus description around F can be read off straight from the
formal deformation theory of that object. This is important since we want our invariant to
be motivic, that is, to behave well under cutting and pasting of families of objects in our
category. Say we have a constructible decomposition
X =
∐
Xi (2.22)
of schemes parameterising objects of some Calabi-Yau 3-dimensional category C (i.e. stack
functions). Since the motivic contribution that F makes is just a function of F , and wholly
independent of how we view F as a point in any family of objects of our category, it
follows trivially that when we integrate these motivic contributions over the families in the
decomposition on the right hand side of (2.22) we will get the same contribution as we get
when we integrate over the left hand family. This happy fact can be observed already in
the setup sketched in the example of Section 2.3: it corresponds to the identity
[φf ]X =
∑
[φf ]Xi
for f any function f : X → C, and ∐Xi any constructible decomposition of X.
The contribution of an object F , sitting inside a fine moduli space M, to the ordinary
Donaldson–Thomas count is a function of the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre of a
function
f : Ct → C,
for some t, satisfying the condition that crit(f) looks (locally) like a formal neighborhood
of the point x representing F in M. To refine this number to a motive we would like
to find some way of building such an f directly from the category, and as a preliminary
step we should find somewhere for f to live, e.g. as a function on a vector bundle on a
stack of objects. It turns out that a reasonable candidate for f , at x, is a function defined
on Ext1(F ,F). Now our aim was to write down motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants
for arbitrary families, at which point we are confronted by the fact that the dimension of
Ext1(F ,F) is liable to jump as we vary F , so we cannot hope that our f will be a function
on a vector bundle. The appropriate sheaf (which we will call EXT 1 here) will, rather, be
a constructible vector bundle.
2.6 Some remarks on constructible vector bundles
Let X be a locally Noetherian scheme. By a constructible decomposition of X we will
hereafter mean a decomposition of X into locally closed subschemes such that there is a
cover of X by open affine schemes Ui for which the restriction of the decomposition of X
to each Ui is a finite constructible decomposition. A constructible vector bundle V on X is
given by a constructible decomposition of X, and a vector bundle on each component of the
decomposition. There is, in principle, no reason why one must impose any kind of finite-
dimensionality of V in the definition, but we will see shortly that doing so makes the category
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of such constructible vector bundles much better behaved. We identify a constructible vector
bundle with the one obtained, by restrictions, on a subordinate constructible decomposition.
A morphism between two constructible vector bundles V1 and V2 is given by taking a
constructible decomposition subordinate to the two decompositions defining V1 and V2, and
giving a morphism, for each Xi in the decomposition, from V1|Xi to V2|Xi . We identify a
morphism f with the morphism obtained by restricting f to a constructible decomposition
subordinate to the one defined by f .
The following basic observation underlies much of what follows.
Proposition 2.6.1. Let X be a locally Noetherian scheme, and let Vfin be the full sub-
category of the category of constructible vector bundles on X consisting of locally finite-
dimensional vector bundles, by which we mean constructible vector bundles such that every
fibre is finite-dimensional. Then Vfin is a semisimple Abelian category.
Proof. The homomorphism sets of Vfin are clearly Abelian groups. Given a finite set of
constructible vector bundles Vi on X one forms the direct sum and product by passing to
a constructible decomposition of X that is subordinate to the constructible decomposition
defined by each of the Vi, and then taking the direct sum of vector bundles. So Vfin is an
additive category.
By our finiteness assumption, the entire category is self-dual under the operation of
taking duals of vector spaces. This follows from the fact that there is a natural isomorphism
of A-modules, for A a commutative ring, L a free A-module, and I an ideal of A:
HomA -Mod(L,A)⊗A A/I →HomA/I -Mod(L⊗A A/I,A/I)
(φ, a) 7→(φ⊗ idA/I) · a.
This implies that taking vector duals is compatible with taking subordinate constructible
decompositions. So if we can find cokernels, kernels will follow for free. Let
φ : L1 // L2
be a morphism in Vfin. Let U ⊂ X be an open affine subscheme of X, with U = Spec(R) for
R a Noetherian ring. Then the constructible decomposition defining the morphism φ induces
a finite constructible decomposition of U . Let V be one of the schemes in this decomposition.
Considering φ|V instead as a morphism in the category of coherent sheaves on V , the
cokernel Coker(φ|V ) exists. By generic freeness (see [19]) and Noetherian induction there
is a finite stratification of V into subschemes Vi such that each Coker(φ|V )|Vi is free, and
by the right exactness of tensor products, the restriction of Coker(φ|V ) to each stratum Vi
remains a cokernel (in the category of coherent sheaves on Vi) to the morphism φ restricted
to Vi. After further stratification of the Vi into V
′
i we may assume that the cokernel is a
free module on an affine scheme, and so the exact sequence
L1|V ′i
φ|V ′
i // L2|V ′i // Coker(φ|V ′i ) // 0 (2.23)
splits. In addition, Coker(φ|V )|V ′i is the cokernel for φ|V ′i in the category of constructible
vector bundles on V ′i , again by the right exactness of tensor products. It follows that we
have constructed a cokernel, in the category of constructible vector bundles on U , for φ|U .
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Let {Ui, i ∈ I} be an ordered cover of X such that each Ui is equal to Spec(Ri) for Ri
a Noetherian ring. Then each Ui carries a finite decomposition
Ui =
∐
j≤i
(Uj ∩ Ui − (
⋃
k<j
Uk)).
Since each Ui is the spectrum of a Noetherian ring, all but finitely many terms in the
decomposition are empty. Since we have shown that each Uj admits a finite constructible
decomposition into affine schemes Vt such that on each Vt the coherent sheaf Coker(φ|Vt) is
free, and is defined by a universal property in the category of constructible vector bundles
on Vt, it follows that Coker(φ) is a well-defined constructible vector bundle, which is clearly
locally finite.
One forms kernels as dual to cokernels. Let V0 be, as above, one of the affine subschemes
of X in the constructible decomposition of X we have defined for Coker(φ). Note that since
L1|V0 // L2|V0 // Coker(φ)|V0 // 0
is an exact sequence of free modules, its dual is too, as is the restriction of its dual to
subschemes of V0. It follows that after restricting to a subscheme X
′ in the constructible
decomposition defined by the kernel of φ, the kernel we have constructed is just the kernel
in the category of coherent sheaves on X ′. Since the category of coherent sheaves on a
Noetherian scheme is Abelian, the natural morphism from the coimage to the image of φ is
an isomorphism of coherent sheaves, once we restrict to each subscheme in a constructible
decomposition of X subordinate to the constructible decompositions defined by the kernel,
cokernel, image and coimage of φ. It follows that Coimage(φ)→ Image(φ) is an isomorphism
of constructible vector bundles, and so Vfin is an Abelian category. Since we can pick a
constructible decomposition such that (2.23) splits, it follows also that Vfin is semisimple.
We define the (ordinary) category of constructible differential graded vector bundles on
X as the category with objects given by pairs of a constructible decomposition of X, and on
each subscheme of the decomposition a differential graded vector bundle. Morphisms are
given by morphisms of such objects that preserve degree and commute with the differen-
tial, and we make the obvious identifications of objects and morphisms under subordinate
decompositions.
Corollary 2.6.2. (Formality) Let V • be a constructible differential graded vector bundle
on a locally Noetherian scheme X such that each fibre of V • is finite-dimensional in each
degree, and on each of the subschemes Xi of X defined by the constructible decomposition
associated to V •, the homology Hi(V •), considered as a constructible vector bundle on Xi,
is nonzero for only finitely many i. Then there is a quasi-isomorphism from a constructible
differential graded vector bundle with zero differential to V •.
Proof. We can define the ith homology of V •, in the category of constructible vector bundles,
since the category Vfin of Proposition 2.6.1 is Abelian. Then the formality follows from the
fact that Vfin is semisimple, and our local finiteness assumption on the homology.
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Remark 2.6.1. Kernels in the category Vfin above are maybe a little surprising. For
instance, the homomorphism of C[x]-modules
C[x] ·x // C[x]
is of course an injection of coherent sheaves on the scheme C. Considered as a morphism of
constructible vector bundles, however, one readily verifies that the kernel consists of a rank
1 vector bundle over the origin. The same example shows that the homology of a differential
graded vector bundle, considered as a constructible differential graded vector bundle, can be
very different from the homology of the vector bundle considered as a complex of coherent
sheaves.
2.7 Formal deformation theory
Since we are working in the ring of motives, we may treat the constructible vector bundle
EXT 1 (once it is properly defined) as though it were a vector bundle. In the original setup,
in which we were working out Donaldson–Thomas counts associated to fine moduli spaces,
this constructible vector bundle played an important role: it is naturally identified with the
Zariski tangent space of our scheme M (see [25] for example).
Given an object F in a Calabi-Yau 3-dimensional category C, we obtain an A∞-algebra
A = Hom•(F ,F). Such an algebra is like a differential graded algebra, in that it has two
operations m1 : A → A[1] and m2 : A ⊗ A → A, but it also has countably many higher
operations
mn : A
⊗n → A[2− n]
which are required to satisfy some compatibility conditions (see (3.1)). Given such a set of
mn we get a set of bn making the following diagram commute
A⊗n
S⊗n

mn // A[2− n]
Sn

A[1]⊗n
bn // A[2],
where S is the degree -1 map sending a ∈ A to a in A[1]. Clearly these bn contain the
same information as the mn, so we may just as well describe an A∞-algebra using them.
Here begins the constant tension in this subject between themn, which naturally extend our
notions of ordinary algebras and differential graded algebras, but have increasingly awkward
sign rules, and the bn, which do not.
We can describe the formal deformation theory of F , using the functor
DefF : Artinian nonunital algebras→Sets
m 7→{γ ∈m⊗Hom1(F ,F)|MC(γ) = 0}
where MC : Hom1(F ,F) → Hom2(F ,F) is given by the formal sum of the degree n
functions
MCn(a) = bn(γ, . . . , γ),
and bn are the higher multiplications of Hom
1(F ,F). We have shifted from the usual maps
mn : A
⊗n → A[2− n] to maps bn : A[1]⊗n → A[2] just to make the signs trivial here.
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The fact that C is supposed to be a Calabi-Yau 3-dimensional category over some ground
field k enables us to make some extra assumptions on our A∞-Yoneda algebra End
•(F),
namely we assume that it has a cyclic structure. We will come to what exactly this means
in Chapter 4, but for the time being it is sufficient to note that this extra structure implies
that we have a nondegenerate antisymmetric pairing
〈•, •〉 : Hom1⊗Hom2 → k
and that if we define
Wn(x) =
1
n
〈bn−1(x, . . . , x), x〉
and let W be the formal sum of these degree n functions, we have that dW = MC. This
makes sense once one views End2(F) as the vector dual of End1(F) via the pairing 〈•, •〉
and identifies each fibre of the cotangent space of End1(F) with the vector dual of End1(F)
in the natural way.
It follows, then, that we are given a formal critical locus description for F without
any reference to a moduli space, directly from the structure of a 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau
category.
The W we have here, though, is in some sense not yet intrinsic to the category – it
changes as we vary the representative we take of the quasi-equivalence class of the category C,
varying by quasi-isomorphisms the representative we take of the A∞-algebra End
•(F). Help
is at hand though: it turns out (see Theorem 5 and Corollary 2 of [43], as well as [42], [31]
and Theorem 4.1.13 below) that we can always find a (noncanonical!) minimal model for our
category, at least around a neighbourhood of our object F , after constructible decomposition
of the space of objects in the category. So there is a quasi-isomorphism (at least after we
replace C by the full subcategory whose objects are a constructible neighborhood of F):
C ∼ // C′ (2.24)
to a Calabi-Yau A∞-category C′ where the morphism spaces have zero differential, and so
we have the identification End1C′(F) ∼= Ext1C(F). This is good, since the graded vector space
of Exts between two objects, as opposed to the differential graded vector space of Homs, is
a true invariant under quasi-isomorphisms of A∞-categories. What’s more, since we have
taken this minimal model in the category of cyclic A∞-categories, this new End
1
C′(F) comes
also with its potential function, denoted Wmin. Finally, the really good news is that this
Wmin doesn’t depend on the choice of minimal model (up to some changes that have no effect
on motivic Milnor fibres). So Wmin, considered as a formal function on the constructible
vector bundle EXT 1, presents itself as a likely candidate for our intrinsic critical locus
description of the category.
2.8 An example in the general framework
Before providing some of the gory details of how the above theory works, let us see how
some of it works in a specific example. First we fix some data. We will start by defining A,
an A∞-algebra. Such an algebra has an underlying graded vector space, which in our case
is just going to be
A = C⊕ C[−1]⊕ C[−2]⊕ C[−3].
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Such an algebra comes also with a countable collection of operations
mn : A
⊗n → A[2 − n],
for n ≥ 1, satisfying some compatibilities. For example, in the case where mn = 0 for
all n ≥ 3 the algebra can be thought of (and indeed really is) just a differential graded
algebra, with m2 equal to the multiplication and m1 giving the differential; in this case, the
compatibility conditions say exactly that our algebra satisfies the conditions required of a
differential graded algebra. The A we are going to consider is slightly different. We first set
m1 = 0, i.e. the differential is zero – this puts us in the ‘minimal’ situation of (2.24). Next,
we set the thing to be unital. So there is some 1 ∈ A0 = C which functions just like the
identity under m2, and such that mi(. . . , 1, . . .) = 0 for all i ≥ 3. Let us extend this unit to
a basis
{1 ∈ A0, a ∈ A1, a∗ ∈ A2, w ∈ A3}
so that we have a graded basis for the whole of A. Next, set
m2(a, a
∗) = m2(a
∗, a) = w
m2(a, a) = 0.
For degree reasons, this and the unital property determine m2 entirely. We define mi = 0
unless i ∈ {2, 3}. We let m3(a, a, a, ) = a∗, and set m3 to be zero on all other 3-tuples of
basis elements.
In fact this algebra hasn’t been plucked from nowhere: it is the A∞ Koszul dual (as
in [52]) of the Ginzburg differential graded algebra Γ(Q,W ) (see Section 4.2) associated to
the quiver with potential we considered in Section 2.3. This is a differential graded algebra
with cohomology concentrated in negative degrees, with zeroeth cohomology isomorphic to
our algebra B as defined in Section 2.3. So the Abelian category of B-modules sits inside
the derived category of Γ(Q,W )-modules as the heart of a t-structure, and A is the Yoneda
algebra Ext•Γ(Q,W ) -mod∞(M,M) of the 1-dimensional simple moduleM of Section 2.3. Note
that this algebra is very different from the Yoneda algebra Ext•B -mod∞(M,M), which is
concentrated in infinitely many degrees.
Under Koszul duality, the B-module M gets sent to the free (right) A-module. But it
is maybe worth forgetting that for now, and just taking some category of modules over A
to be our Calabi-Yau category, and seeing what the programme sketched above, involving
Wmin, does in this case.
As in Section 2.3 we will be interested in some very simple spaces of modules over A
(indeed the same spaces, under Koszul duality). First we need to write down our version
of the superpotential coming from the structure of our category. To this end we introduce
the symmetric pairing
〈•, •〉 : A⊗A→ C[−3]
given by letting 〈a, a∗〉 = 〈1, w〉 = 1. This gives us our W : if we let x be a coordinate on
Ext1(M,M) ∼= A1, then
W = x4.
(Recall that W is actually defined in terms of the bn, maps from A[1]
⊗n to A[2], but up to
sign this makes no difference to our W .) The only modules we will be interested in are A
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and extensions of A by itself. Denote by N the free left A-module. We denote by Nα the
cone of a morphism α : N [−1]→ N . Such a module is really just the extension determined
by α ∈ Ext1(N,N), but souped up to an object in an A∞-category. Such an extension has,
as underlying A-module, N1 ⊕ N2, where we have labelled the two copies of N merely for
convenience. Nα has a differential determined by α:
d
(
a1
a2
)
= m2
((
0 α
0 0
)
,
(
a1
a2
))
=
(
m2(α, a2)
0
)
. (2.25)
By a slight abuse of notation we denote the matrix appearing in (2.25) simply by α. By a
slightly larger abuse of notation we have used the same mi as appear in the definition of
A to denote the natural extension to matrix calculus. What we are really interested in is
End•(Nα).
Proposition 2.8.1. The A∞-algebra End
•(Nα) has a model whose underlying graded vector
space is
H :=End•(N1, N1)⊕ End•(N1, N2)⊕ End•(N2, N1)⊕ End•(N2, N2)
=A11 ⊕A12 ⊕A21 ⊕A22
=M2×2(A) (2.26)
where the subscripts do not change the mathematical object denoted by the terms they are
subscripts to, and are just added for notational convenience. This algebra carries natural
higher products coming from A, which we denote by m2×2,n, or the shifted version by b2×2,n,
and twist by setting
bα,i(A1, . . . , Ai) =
∑
n≥i
b2×2,n(α, . . . , α,A1, α . . . α,A2, α, . . . , α,Ai, α, . . . , α). (2.27)
See Section 3.8 for an explanation of where this model is coming from, and an actual
definition of b2×2,n. Note that the sum in (2.27) is actually finite: any term in which α
appears in consecutive places is automatically zero, from the definition of b2×2,n. So, for
example
bα,1(A) = b2×2,2(A,α) + b2×2,2(α,A) + b2×2,3(α,A, α). (2.28)
Let νN be the scheme consisting of a single closed point, which we make into a parameter
space of A-modules by decreeing that the module over the point is just N . It is somewhat
unfortunate that the same letter ν is used to define Behrend’s microlocal function; from
now on it will always mean a parameter space over a point, as here. In the language of
stack functions, this is just the map Spec(k) → Ob(C) sending the point to N . The stack
function/parameter space νN ⋆ νN is, as in Section 2.3, just Ext
1(N2, N1)/A1, where the
point α ∈ Ext1(N2, N1) parameterises the module Nα.
Definition 2.8.2. We define a graded vector bundle END over the vector space Ext1(N2, N1),
given by the trivial bundle with fibre H as defined in (2.26). This differential graded vector
bundle has operations
mEND,i : END⊗i → END
as defined fibrewise in (2.27).
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While END is a useful object, it isn’t quite right for our purposes, since it isn’t minimal.
In particular, if we build the function W using it, as it is, it has quadratic terms, since
mEND1,1 6= 0. Consider the decomposition
Ext1(N2, N1) = Et
∐
Ent
where Et = 0 and Ent ∼= C∗ is the complement of Et. Consider first the part Et. Here
α = 0, and so END•|Et is minimal, and there is nothing for us to do.
Now take the part Ent. The vector bundle END0|Ent is spanned by sections
1ij ∈ Ext0(Ni, Nj) ∼= Aij ,
where as before the subscripts are being used to distinguish the two copies of N , not to pick
out degrees, and our differential acts on these as follows:
d(111) =a21α,
d(112) =− a11α+ a22α,
d(121) =0,
d(122) =− a21α,
where α denotes a coordinate on Ext1(N2, N1) and the vector bundle END1|Ent is spanned
by sections
aij ∈ Ext1(Ni, Nj),
which in turn are acted on as follows
d(a11) =0, (2.29)
d(a12) =α
2a∗21, (2.30)
d(a21) =0, (2.31)
d(a22) =0. (2.32)
So the section a11 gives us an embedding of EXT 1|Ent into END1|Ent . In fact we can almost
realise EXT •|Ent as a sub A∞-vector bundle of END|Ent , by writing
EXT •|Ent = {111 + 122, 121, a11 + a22, a∗11 + a∗22, w11 + w22, w12}. (2.33)
The identity 2.33 isn’t quite right though, since this sub-bundle isn’t closed under the
operations mEND•,i. The fix involves tweaking the inclusion i : EXT •|Ent → END•|Ent –
we are working with A∞-morphisms, with ‘higher’ parts that can be modified to counteract
the failure of our sub-bundle to be closed under the A∞-operations mEND,i – this is the
process of taking a minimal model. None of this technicality matters to us at the moment,
since the thing we really care about, mEXT •,i, is unchanged by these modifications, and so
we can read off our function WEnt,min – it is just the function x
4 (after rescaling) on the
1-dimensional vector bundle EXT 1|Ent .
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We are working with the idea that our motivic refinement, which we will denote “DT”
for now, looks something like
“DT ” : stack functions for A -mod→Motµˆ(Spec(k))
S 7→
∫
S
(1−MF(Wmin)).
There will in general be some twists by powers of L1/2, a formal square root of the motive
of the affine line, but we have conveniently picked our example so that these powers are all
trivial, in the end. Let us work out what this map does in our example. It turns out we
have already done most of the work. Firstly one can easily check that
“DT ”([Et]L−1) = (1−MF(tr(T 4)))L−1
and so
“DT ”([Et] · L−1) = L−1−(1− L)L−1MF(x4 + y2)−MF(x4 + y4)
by Proposition 2.4.4. Secondly, we have that
“DT ”([Ent]L
−1) = (L−1)L−1−(L− 1)MF(x4)L−1.
In order for the map “DT ” to preserve the ring structure, then, we need
(MF(x4)−MF(x4 + y2)) = 0. (2.34)
While equalities in the ring of motives can perhaps be a little elusive, there are certain
realizations from the ring of motives to more manageable rings that make inequalities easier
to identify. For example, from the functoriality of the weight filtration of the mixed Hodge
structure of a scheme X, it follows that if a finite group G acts on X we may form an
equivariant version χeq,q of the Serre polynomial for X. Using Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.10.1
one can show
χeq,q(MF(x
4)−MF(x4 + y2)) = (α+ α2 + α3 − 2(α+ α2 + α3)√q − q)
from which we deduce that our map “DT ” does not preserve the ring structure, as it stands.
Remark 2.8.1. The expert reader will have spotted that we are being somewhat disingen-
uous here. We are working under the assumption that the powers of L1/2 alluded to above
can be ignored. In fact this is because there is a natural choice of orientation data in our
situation for which the power of L1/2 appearing in the correct motivic weight (see (6.17))
is zero. But we are meant to be presenting a malfunctioning attempt at the integration
map, for which we have ignored the orientation data. So we should throw in some power
of L1/2, so that our example of the problems one runs into when ignoring orientation data
is true to its word. This correction to the motivic weight turns out to be multiplication by
L1/2, over Ent, and multiplication by 1 over Et. What’s more, since
√−1 ∈ C, there is a
square root for L given by (1 −MF(x2)). By motivic Thom-Sebastiani, if we multiply the
weight by this correction term, the motivic weight over Ent transforms from (1−MF(x4)) to
(1−MF(x4+y2)), and our integration map appears to preserve the product. However, even
laying aside the fact that we have used the condition that
√−1 is in our field, which won’t
be true in general, note that even in this most trivial of situations there is an alternative
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square root to L provided by (MF(x2)−1). So this putative fix is rather ad hoc. The role of
orientation data in this example is to pick the correct square root, i.e. to replace the formal
square root of L with the correct one for our situation. In this case that means multiplying
by [Q] · L−1/2, where [Q] = (1−MF(x2)) is the correct square root.
Let us compare the case where things looked better, Section 2.3, with what has happened
here. The following basic observation makes this easier.
Proposition 2.8.3. (see Proposition 7.3) Let α ∈ Ext1(M2,M1). Define
Wα(a) =
∑
n≥2
1
n
Wα,n(a),
a function on 2× 2 matrices with entries in Ext1(M,M), by
Wα,n(a) = 〈bα,n−1(a, . . . , a), a〉.
Write W := W0. Then Wα(a) =W (α+ a).
There is a smooth function + : Matsut,2×2(C)×Mat2×2(C)→ Mat2×2(C) given by matrix
addition, and the proposition states that +∗(W ) = W−, the function on Matsut,2×2(C) ×
M2×2(C) that restricts to Wα over α ∈ Matsut,2×2. It follows by the properties of the
transformation of the motivic vanishing cycle under pullback that [−φW− ]|Matsut,2×2(C) =
[−φW ]|Matsut,2×2(C). So as well as integrating motivic weights across the same 1-dimensional
subspace of Mat2×2(C) both times, we have actually been integrating against the same
motivic weight [−φtr(T 4)] both times as well, almost. The almost here comes from the fact
that along Ent we have modified the function Wα, breaking it into a quadratic part and
a part with cubic and higher terms – this is what we do when we restrict to the minimal
superpotentialWmin. What is this quadratic part? As noted in [43], to a first approximation
it is just Wα,2 on the constructible vector space
V = HOM1/Ker(bHOM•,1). (2.35)
On Et this is trivial, so we concentrate on Ent. Here, V is spanned by a12 (see (2.29)), and
the quadratic function induced by W− equals α
2y2, where y is the coordinate on the vector
space 〈a12〉 ⊂ H, as defined in (2.26). After rescaling, this is just the function y2. If we
had modified “DT ” so that instead of integrating (1 − MF(x4)) along Ent we integrated
(1−MF(x4)) · (1−MF(y2)) = (1−MF(x4+ y2)) we would have arrived at the right answer.
2.9 The role of orientation data in fixing preservation of ring
structure
So let us recall the situation we have arrived at. Firstly, our goal was to associate mo-
tivic Donaldson–Thomas counts to arbitrary stack functions of a Calabi-Yau 3-dimensional
category C. In the slightly different example of the Abelian category of modules over a
superpotential algebra (in our case, C[x]/〈x3〉), we have a good idea of how to do this, that
seems to work, with the product preserved on account of an application of the Kontsevich–
Soibelman integral identity, followed by the motivic Thom-Sebastiani Theorem. If we just
start from the data of a 3-Calabi-Yau category C, we have some proxy for the critical locus
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description, the minimal superpotential Wmin considered as a function on the constructible
vector bundle EXT 1, the problem is that we don’t know how to apply the integral identity.
More precisely, in the case of two stack functions from single points both parameterising the
object N , we do have something to apply the integral identity to – the induced potential
on the differential graded vector bundle END• over Ext1(N,N), defined as in Definition
2.8.2 – but away from the origin, quadratic terms show up, that are removed when we only
consider the minimal superpotential Wmin.
The same story occurs if we replace the two stack functions we were multiplying before,
which were both νN , with arbitrary νEi , for E1, E2 ∈ C. Let us denote the version of
the vector bundle V from (2.35) that we get after making these replacements by VE1,E2 ,
so VE1,E2 is a vector bundle on Ext
1(E2, E1). The key, then, is to get some control over
the constructible vector bundle VE1,E2 , and its associated quadratic form, which we will
denote QE1,E2 , so that we know how to correct our map “DT ” in order to get something
that preserves products. It turns out that (up to a notion of equivalence that induces
isomorphisms of motivic Milnor fibers in the quotient ring Mot
µˆ
(Ext1(E2, E1))) the pair
of the vector bundle (VE1,E2 , QE1,E2) is intrinsic to the category C, i.e. if we had picked a
different minimal model for the category consisting just of the two objects E1, E2, and so
obtained a new pair of a vector bundle with nondegenerate quadratic form, (V ′E1,E2 , Q
′
E1,E2
),
the modification to the motivic Milnor fibre obtained by replacing the motivic weight
(1−MF(Wmin))
by
(1−MF(Wmin))(1 −MF(Q′E1,E2))
would be the same as before. This shouldn’t come as a great shock: the failure of our naive
“DT ” map to preserve the product is again intrinsic to C, by construction. So the dream
is not dead at this point: if we can come up with a way to coherently counteract the error
term introduced by ignoring the contribution from (VE1,E2 , QE1,E2) we will have come up
with a fix that is invariant under quasi-equivalences of Calabi-Yau categories.
This then, defines the role of orientation data in the theory of motivic Donaldson–
Thomas theory:
Condition 2.9.1. Orientation data provides a way of replacing (EXT 1,Wmin) with
a pair (EXT 1 ⊕ V,Wmin ⊕ Q) in such a way that the map Φ defined by inte-
grating with respect to the weight which, over an element M ∈ C is (1 −
MF(Wmin ⊕ Q))L− dim(V )/2+
∑
i≤1(−1)
i dim(Exti(M,M))/2) provides a map preserving as-
sociative product.
Remark 2.9.2. We have finally applied some diligence and added in the powers of L1/2.
As we will see later, there is a natural choice of orientation data such that this power is
zero for all modules in the Abelian category of B-modules. This is already evident at least
for the 2-dimensional module we have been studying in this chapter.
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2.10 Appendix: deferred motivic calculations
Recall Proposition 2.3.1, which stated the equality of µˆ-equivariant motives
MF(x4 + y4) = [C1]− 4L, (2.36)
where C1 is a genus 3 complex curve, with the action 2(α+α
2+α3) on its middle cohomology.
Proof. One can show this as follows: first, note that if X = C2, the blowup at the origin
X˜
h

X
provides an embedded resolution of f = x4 + y4. As ever, let J denote the set of di-
visors in (fh)−1(0), as in the formula (2.5). There are then 5 elements in J , which we
denote E,D1,D2,D3,D4, where E is the exceptional P1. The preimage h−1(0) is E, which
intersects all of the divisors of J nontrivially. So there are 5 terms in the sum∑
∅6=I⊂J
(1− L)|I|−1[D˜J ]{0} (2.37)
coming from the 4 sets {E,Di} as well as from the singleton set {E}. All divisors of
(fh)−1(0) apart from the exceptional P1 have multiplicity 1, so it follows that the e´tale
cover corresponding to each of the points E∩Di is just the 1-sheeted cover. So each of these
points contributes (1−L) to (2.37) . There remains the e´tale cover over the complement to
the projective variety V (x4 + y4) in E, which is denoted, as in the formula (2.5) by D˜{E}.
This cover is 4-sheeted, since fh vanishes to order 4 along E. One can complete in the
obvious way the resulting 4-sheeted e´tale cover to a branched cover
C1

P1
of P1. Since this branched cover is simply ramified at each branch point of P1, i.e. there
is only one point in the fibre of each branch point, it follows that the cover is connected,
and C1 is a genus 3 curve. One can work out the equivariant Euler characteristic of C1 by
taking a good cover, in the analytic topology, of P1, such that any open set in the cover
contains at most one of the branchpoints. This calculation yields
χeq(C1) =(1 + α+ α
2 + α3)χ(P1 − {4 points}) + 4
=2− 2(α + α2 + α3).
Since we know that Z4 acts trivially on the top and bottom cohomology, we deduce that
C1 has the cohomology stated in the proposition. Putting everything together we have
MF(x4 + y4) =([C1]− 4) + 4(1− L)
=[C1]− 4L.
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E2
E1
2 4
E1
2
x4 + y2 = 0
Figure 2.1: Resolved x4 + y2
In similar fashion we can explicitly describe MF(x4 + y2):
Proposition 2.10.1. There is an equality of µˆ-equivariant motives
MF(x4 + y2) = [C2]− 2L (2.38)
where C2 is a genus 1 curve with the action α+ α
3 on its middle cohomology.
Proof. The motivic Milnor fibre of x4+y2 is obtained by performing a couple of blowups as
in our resolution of S3, the P1 of A3 singularities in the projective variety V (tr(T 4)). After
the first blowup we introduce an exceptional P1, which the two components of the strict
transform of the divisor given by the original vanishing locus of x4 + y2 meet in a single
point, as in the leftmost part of Figure 2.1. Blowing up this point gives us the rightmost
arrangement of divisors of Figure 2.1. The new exceptional P1 we label E2, and the strict
transform of the first exceptional P1 we label E1. Let
Z˜
s

C2
be the map of schemes obtained by performing these two blowups. Then the numbers next
to the exceptional divisors in Figure 2.1 indicate the order of vanishing of the function
(x4 + y2)s on those divisors.
The preimage s−1(0) is equal to the union E1 ∪ E2. The complement to E2 in E1 is a
copy of C, from which it follows that our 2-sheeted e´tale cover of it, D˜{E2}, must be the
trivial Z2-torsor. The (resolved) completion of the 4-sheeted e´tale cover of E1, which we
denote C2, is again connected, since two of its branching points are simply ramified. So we
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can use the same trick as for Proposition 2.3.1 to work out its cohomology using equivariant
Euler characteristics. This gives that
χ(C2) = (1 + α+ α
2 + α3)χ(P1 − {3 points}) + 2 + (1 + α2) = 2− (α+ α3),
implying that C2 is a torus with the action of Z4 on its middle cohomology given by the
sum α+ α3. Putting all the pieces together,
MF(x4 + y2) =[C2]− (2 + (1 + α2)) + (1 + α2)L+ (1− L)(2 + (1 + α2))
=[C2]− 2L.
Next we tidy up the unfinished business of calculating [D˜{Y }] from Proposition 2.4.4.
Proposition 2.10.2. There is an equality of absolute equivariant motives
[D˜{Y }] =L[C1] + L(L− 1)[C2]− 2L(L+ 1) (2.39)
=LMF(x4 + y4) + (L− 1)LMF(x4 + y2) + 2L(L2 − 1). (2.40)
Proof. We stratify the cover D˜{Y } by stratifying the base D(tr(T
4)), the complement in P3
to V (tr(T 4)). Denote matrices of D(tr(T 4)) by(
a b
c d
)
.
Note that there is a C∗-action on D(tr(T 4)) given by
t ·
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
a tb
t−1c d
)
.
1. First consider the subscheme P1 ⊂ D(tr(T 4)) of matrices with nonzero trace, and
c 6= 0. P1 is acted on freely by C∗ with the above action. So we may take the
quotient, and multiply the motive we get by (L − 1). So we fix the trace to be equal
to 1, thereby fixing an element in the line of matrices determined by an arbitrary
matrix with nonzero trace, and set c = 1, thereby passing to the quotient by the
C∗-action. Once we have fixed the trace, the complement D(tr(T 4)) is determined
entirely by the determinant, it is given by those matrices with determinant not equal
to θ1 = 1 +
√
1/2 or θ2 = 1−
√
1/2. There is an isomorphism
C× (C− {θ1, θ2})→P1/C∗
(x, y) 7→
(
x x(1− x)− y
1 1− x
)
.
Now
p4 + q4 = (p+ q)4 − 4pq(p+ q) + 2(pq)2
from which it follows that the local defining function for tr(T 4) on P1/C∗ is 1−4y+2y2.
The function 2y2 − 4y + 1 defines a 4-sheeted e´tale cover in the usual way, and this
is just the e´tale cover occurring in the calculation of the motivic Milnor fibre of
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MF(x4 + y2), since we form a homogeneous quartic from 2y2 − 4y + 1 by introducing
the variable z and taking 2y2z2−4yz3+z4, which vanishes to order 2 at infinity. This
is just the cover obtained by removing the branchpoints from the equivariant curve C2
of Proposition 2.10.1. We conclude that there is an equality of absolute equivariant
motives
[D{Y }]P1 = L(L− 1)([C2]− (3 + α2)). (2.41)
2. Next let P2 ⊂ D(tr(T 4)) be the subscheme of matrices with nonzero trace, c = 0, and
b 6= 0. Again we take representatives with trace equal to 1, and again we use the free
C∗-action to assume that b = 1. Then there is an isomorphism
C− {roots of p(z) = z4 + (1− z)4} →P2/C∗
x 7→
(
x 1
0 1− x
)
.
The local defining function for tr(T 4) becomes x4 + (1 − x)4. This polynomial has 4
separate roots, so the 4-sheeted e´tale cover it defines over C is the curve C1, minus
the branchpoints, and also minus the 4 points lying over infinity. So
[D{Y }]P2 = (L − 1)([C1]− 4− (1 + α+ α2 + α3)). (2.42)
3. Let P3 ⊂ P3 be the subscheme consisting of matrices with trace equal to zero, a 6= 0,
and c 6= 0. Then we can assume a = 1, after taking an appropriate scalar multiple.
Furthermore we again have a free C∗-action, and so we take the quotient again, and
assume c = 1. There is an isomorphism
C∗ →P3/C∗
x 7→
(
1 x− 1
1 −1
)
.
The local defining equation for tr(T 4) becomes 2x2. The resulting 4-sheeted cover of
C∗ has 2 components, each a torus, and we conclude that
[D{Y }]P3 = (L − 1)(1 + α2)(L − 1). (2.43)
4. Let P4 ⊂ P3 be the subscheme consisting of matrices with zero trace, a 6= 0, c = 0,
b 6= 0. We again may assume a = 1. P4 is just a single free C∗-orbit, and so we
conclude that
[D{Y }]P4 = (L− 1)(1 + α+ α2 + α3). (2.44)
5. Let P5 ⊂ P3 be the subscheme of diagonal matrices. Then P5 ∼= P1, and V (tr(T 4))∩P5
consists of four points. It follows that the e´tale cover, restricted to P5 is just the e´tale
cover occurring in the calculation of the motivic Milnor fibre of x4 + y4, and so
[D{Y }]P5 = [C1]− 4. (2.45)
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6. Let P6 ⊂ P3 be the subscheme consisting of off-diagonal matrices. Both entries b and
c must be nonzero for the matrix to be in D(tr(T 4)). So we may assume c = 1. On
this orbit C∗ again doesn’t act freely, so we will ignore it. There is an isomorphism
C∗ →P6
x 7→
(
0 x
1 0
)
.
The local defining equation for tr(T 4) is 2x2. So the resulting 4-sheeted e´tale cover
of C∗ is given by a cover by 2 tori, and we have the equality
[D{Y }]P6 = (L − 1)(1 + α2). (2.46)
Putting all this together gives equation (2.39). In light of Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.10.1 we
also deduce equation (2.40).
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Chapter 3
Background on A∞ algebra
3.1 A∞-algebra objects
We start with some well-rehearsed definitions and facts regarding A∞-algebras, modules,
and bimodules. The definitions and many of the facts contained in this chapter can be
found in the excellent introduction [33] – our treatment of the sign issue is taken from
here. Further details can be found in [34]. A comprehensive account of much of the needed
material is to be found in Kenji Lefe`vre-Hasegawa’s thesis [46] – we will often refer to this for
complete proofs of the background we need. We mention also Kontsevich’s paper [40] and
Kontsevich and Soibelman’s notes [42], although these follow a slightly different approach
to the one here (Section 3.5 is closer to these in spirit than the preceeding sections). Finally
we mention Paul Seidel’s book [62], the treatment of which, modulo some signs, is basically
the one given here. In short, no claim is made for any originality here, except perhaps for
some easy details – in particular the statement that the category of twisted objects over a
Calabi-Yau category is again a Calabi-Yau category.
Throughout this section we discuss two constructions. The first is a natural, abstract
extension of the definitions of the categories of A∞-algebras, modules, and bimodules, the
underlying objects of which lie in (vectk)Z, to the setting of an arbitrary monoidal k-linear
Z-graded category C. To the reader already familiar with these notions, these extensions will
be as expected, and straightforward. The second type restricts attention to A∞-algebras,
modules, and bimodules in their more well-known setting (this corresponds to setting C =
(vectk)Z). In this setting, the definitions are even more standard, but we introduce a
relative notion of unitality, in order to accommodate the type of algebra we are heading
towards in Chapter 4, which is a natural notion of A∞-quiver algebra, as well as to state a
large class of algebras for which the construction of orientation data suggested in [43] works.
Definition 3.1.1. Let C be a monoidal Z-graded category. An A∞-algebra object in C is a
pair (A, (mA,i)), where A ∈ C and mA,i is a sequence of morphisms,
mA,i : A
⊗i → A,
of degree (2− i), for i ∈ Z, i ≥ 1, satisfying the compatibility relations∑
a+b+c=n
(−1)a+bcmA,a+c+1(id⊗a⊗mA,b ⊗ id⊗c) = 0 (3.1)
for each n ≥ 1.
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We make the assumptions on C in the definition above a standing assumption throughout
this section.
Definition 3.1.2. An A∞-algebra object (A, (mA,i)) in a category C is called minimal if
mA,1 = 0. It is called strict if mA,i = 0 for all i ≥ 3. An ordinary algebra object in C is an
A∞-algebra object (A,mi) such that mi = 0 for all i 6= 2.
Remark 3.1.1. If (A,mi) is an A∞-algebra object in C, then the compatibility condition
(3.1), for n = 1, ensures that (A,m1) is a differential graded object of C.
Here we follow the sign convention of [33], which in turn follows [21]. As in that case,
extra signs appear in the symmetric monoidal categories we consider, due to the Koszul
sign rule/twisted symmetric monoidal structure.
Definition 3.1.3. An A∞-algebra object (A,mA,n) in a category C is given a unital structure
by the data of a morphism f : 1C → A from the monoidal unit to A, such that the following
diagrams commute
A
id

// 1C ⊗A
f⊗id

A
id

// A⊗ 1C
id⊗f

A A⊗AmA,2oo A A⊗A,mA,2oo
and such that for all n ≥ 3, and for all i ≥ 0, mA,n(id⊗i⊗f ⊗ id⊗(n−i−1)) = 0.
Remark 3.1.2. In the case C = (vectk)Z, A∞-algebra objects are A∞-algebras, as pre-
sented in [33]. Due to the symmetric monoidal structure stipulated in Section 1.3, when we
evaluate the compatibility relations on actual elements of underlying graded vector spaces,
the Koszul sign rule appears, as in Section 3.1 of [33]. Finally, a unital structure on an
A∞-algebra object (A, (mA,n)) in (vectk)Z is a strictly unital structure on the A∞-algebra
A, in the usual (A∞) sense.
Definition 3.1.4. An A∞-algebra object in (vectk)Z will just be called an A∞-algebra.
Definition 3.1.5. A morphism of A∞-algebra objects in a category C, from (A, (mA,i)) to
(B, (mB,i)) is defined as a series of morphisms
fn : A
⊗n → B,
of degree (1− n), satisfying the following compatibility conditions, for n ≥ 1∑
a+b+c=n
(−1)a+bcfa+1+c(id⊗a⊗mA,b ⊗ id⊗c) =
∑
r≤n
i1+...+ir=n
(−1)⋆mB,r(fi1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fir) (3.2)
where here ⋆ = (r − 1)(i1 − 1) + (r − 2)(i2 − 1) + . . . + (ir−1 − 1). A morphism is called
strict if fm = 0 for m ≥ 2. A morphism of unital A∞-algebra objects f : (A, g) → (B,h) in
a category C is a series of maps, as above, such that the following diagram commutes
idC
g //
h
!!B
BB
BB
BB
B
A
f1

B,
and such that, for all n ≥ 2, and all i ≥ 0, fn(id⊗i⊗g ⊗ id⊗(n−i−1)) = 0.
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In the case C = (vectk)Z this definition of morphism is the usual definition of an A∞-
algebra morphism, as found in, for example, [33], [46], [62], and the definition of a unital
morphism is the definition of a strictly unital A∞-algebra morphism.
Example 3.1.3. Let A be an A∞-algebra object in C. Then we define the identity morphism
idA : A → A, as a morphism of A∞-algebra objects, by the following series of morphisms
in C (we use the same symbol for the usual identity morphism of A as an element of C):
idA,1 = idA
idA,i =0 for i ≥ 2.
Definition 3.1.6. Let (A, (mA,i)), (B, (mB,j)), (C, (mC,k)) be A∞-objects in C, and let f :
(A, (mA,i))→ (B, (mB,j)), g : (B, (mB,j))→ (C, (mC,k)) be morphisms between them. Then
we define the composition g ◦ f by setting
(g ◦ f)n =
∑
r≤n
i1+...+ir=n
(−1)⋆gr(fi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fir)
where ⋆ is as in Definition 3.1.5.
Remark 3.1.4. The above composition rule is associative, and so we obtain a k-linear
category, with objects the A∞-objects of C, and with morphisms as defined above. The
identity morphisms are as defined in Example 3.1.3.
In all the cases we consider, the graded category C is the graded category associated
to an Abelian category A. As such there is a functor H•(−) from the category of objects
equipped with differential in C, to AZ = C. One can check that the A∞-structure on A
induces a graded algebra structure on H•(A), and that a morphism of A∞-objects f : A→ B
induces a morphism of graded algebra objects H•(f) : H•(A) → H•(B). The first part of
this verification is to see that f1 is a morphism of objects with differential.
Definition 3.1.7. A morphism (fn, n ≥ 1) : A → B of A∞-algebra objects in C is a
quasi-isomorphism if H•(f) is an isomorphism of algebra objects in C.
Remark 3.1.5. This is equivalent to H•(f1) being an isomorphism of objects in C.
Definition 3.1.8. A triple (A,S, f) gives A the structure of an A∞-algebra over the A∞-
algebra S if f is a strict morphism of A∞-algebras f : S → A such that f1 is an injection.
Normally from the context the morphism f is clear, in which case we call A simply an
A∞-algebra over S.
Definition 3.1.9. A triple (A,S, l) gives the A∞-algebra A the structure of an S-unital
algebra, where S is an A∞-algebra, if it gives A the structure of an A∞-algebra over S, and
for all n ≥ 3, i ≥ 0, mA,n(id⊗i⊗l ⊗ id⊗(n−i−1)) = 0. A triple ((A, g), (S, h), l) gives the
unital A∞-algebra (A, g) the structure of an (S, h)-unital algebra, where (S, h) is a unital
A∞-algebra, if it gives A the structure of an S-unital algebra, and l is a morphism of unital
A∞-algebras.
Definition 3.1.10. Let (A,S, l) give A the structure of an S-unital algebra. Then a strict
morphism p : A→ S gives A the structure of an augmented algebra over S if p ◦ l = idS.
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Definition 3.1.11. A morphism (respectively, unital morphism) f : (A,S, g) → (B,S, h)
of A∞-algebras over S is a morphism (respectively, unital morphism) of A∞-algebras f :
A→ B such that the following diagram commutes
S
g //
h
  A
AA
AA
AA
A A
f

B.
Let A be a unital A∞-algebra object in a category C. The monoidal unit 1C of C possesses
the structure of a strict A∞-algebra object in C, and the unital morphism for A becomes a
strict morphism u of A∞-algebra objects in C.
Definition 3.1.12. Let A be a unital A∞-algebra object in C. An augmentation of A is a
strict morphism of A∞-algebra objects p : A→ 1C satisfying p ◦ u = id1C .
Let S be an arbitrary ordinary unital graded algebra. Let S -Modnorm-S be the category
of ordinary S-bimodules. Then S is the monoidal unit for S -Modnorm-S, and the algebra
structure on the monoidal unit is just the algebra structure on S.
Proposition 3.1.13. There is an equivalence of categories between unital A∞-algebra ob-
jects in S -Modnorm-S and S-unital A∞-algebras. There is also an equivalence between
augmented A∞-algebra objects in S -Modnorm-S and augmented A∞-algebras over S.
Proof. Let A be a S-unital A∞-algebra. We define a unital A∞-object AS in S -Modnorm-S
as follows. First let the underlying bimodule of AS be A. Let
(a1, . . . , an) ∈ A⊗SnS ,
where we write ⊗S to remind the reader that this tensor product is in the category of
S-bimodules. Then we can lift (a1, . . . , an) to some (a˜1, . . . , a˜n) ∈ A⊗n. We evaluate mA
on this n-tuple, and let this be our element mAS ,n(a1, . . . , an). To show that this is well
defined, apply the compatibility equation (3.1) to the (n+ 1)-tuple
(a˜1, . . . , a˜i, s, a˜i+1, . . . , a˜n).
By strict unitality this becomes
(−1)i−1mA,n(a˜1, . . . , a˜is, a˜i+1, . . . , a˜n) + (−1)imA,n(a˜1, . . . , a˜i, sa˜i+1, . . . , a˜n) = 0.
Given a S-unital morphism f : A → B of strictly S-unital A∞-algebras, we define fS :
AS → BS similarly, by applying f to (a˜1, . . . , a˜n). Then the compatability equation (3.2),
applied to
(a˜1, . . . , a˜i, s, a˜i+1, . . . , a˜n)
yields
± (fn(a˜1, . . . , a˜is, a˜i+1, . . . , a˜n)− fn(a˜1, . . . , a˜i, sa˜i+1, . . . , a˜n)) =∑
p1+...+pi=i
q1+...+qj=n−i
±mi+j+1(fp1(a˜1, . . . , a˜p1), . . . , fpi(a˜i−pi+1, . . . , a˜i), f1(s),
fq1(a˜i+1, . . . , a˜i+q1), . . . , fqj(a˜n−qj+1, . . . , a˜n)) = 0.
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In the opposite direction, let AS be a unital A∞-object of S -Modnorm-S. Then we define
the maps mA,n of an A∞-algebra A by setting
mA,n(a1, . . . , an) = mAS ,n(a1, . . . , an),
and we deal with morphisms similarly. The statement regarding augmentations is clear.
If M is an object of a monoidal category, C, then there is a natural notion of the free
(nonunital) A∞-algebra object generated by M (we assume that C admits infinite direct
sums). This is the analogue of the tensor algebra (without unit) construction for a bimodule
over an algebra. It is constructed by taking direct sums of copies of M⊗i, for various i,
labelled by rooted planar trees with i branches, with conditions imposed by the compatibility
conditions (see e.g. [42]). We denote this A∞-algebra object
Free∞,nu(M).
Definition 3.1.14. Say a forgetful functor
fib : C → (vectk)Z
is understood. We say that an A∞-algebra object A is finitely generated if there is a M ∈ C
and a strict morphism f : Free∞,nu(M) → A such that fib(M) is finite-dimensional, and
fib(f) is surjective.
Remark 3.1.6. Formally, Free∞,nu(M) is the free module over the A∞-operad in C gener-
ated by M , as defined in e.g. [23].
Similarly, for M , as above, an object of some monoidal category C which admits infinite
direct products, we define the A∞-algebra object of C given by considering direct products
of M⊗i labelled by rooted planar trees
Free∞,nu,formal(M).
3.2 A∞-modules and bimodules
Assume as before that C is a graded monoidal category. Where it is needed in the following
section, let Dl be a graded category, and assume that we are given a bifunctor
⊗ : C × Dl → Dl,
such that the associativity diagram
C × C ×Dl
⊗×id

id×⊗ // C × Dl

C × Dl // C
commutes up to natural isomorphism, the obvious unitality axiom is satisfied, and the usual
pentagon axiom is satisfied. We assume we are given a natural isomorphism ǫ : 1C ⊗− → −.
Where it is required, we let Dr be another graded category, with a bifunctor
⊗ : Dr × C → Dr,
subject to analagous conditions.
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Definition 3.2.1. Let A be an A∞-algebra object in a graded monoidal category C. A left
A∞-module over A is a pair (M, (mM,i)) consisting of M ∈ Ob(Dl), and a series of maps
mM,i : A
⊗(i−1) ⊗M →M
of degree (2− i) satisfying the compatibility relations∑
a+b+c=n
c≥1
(−1)a+bcmM,a+1+c(id⊗a⊗mA,b ⊗ id⊗c) +
∑
a+b=n
(−1)amM,a+1(id⊗a⊗mM,b) = 0
(3.3)
for every n ≥ 1. A right A-module is defined similarly.
As in the case of A∞-algebra objects, M acquires the structure of a differential graded
object of Dl under mM,1.
Definition 3.2.2. Let M be a module over the unital A∞-object (A, g). Then we say M is
unital if the following diagram commutes
M
id

ǫ−1M // 1C ⊗M
g⊗id

M A⊗M.mM,2oo
If C = (vectk)Z, then by a left module over A we will always mean an A∞-module object
of Dl = (vectk)Z, with C × Dl → Dl provided by the tensor product on (vectk)Z.
Definition 3.2.3. Let (A,S, g) be an A∞-algebra over S. Then an S-unital A-module
(M, (mM,i)) is defined to be an A-module satisfying the condition that for all n ≥ 3 and
n− 1 ≥ i ≥ 1, mM,n(id⊗(n−i−1)⊗g ⊗ id⊗i) = 0. If ((A, g), (S, h), l) is a unital A∞-algebra
over (S, h), then we define S-unital modules to be those that are also unital in the sense of
Definition 3.2.2.
Definition 3.2.4. Let A be an A∞-algebra object of C. A morphism f : (M, (mM,i)) →
(N, (mN,j)) of left A-modules is defined by a series of linear maps, for n ≥ 1,
fn : A
⊗(n−1) ⊗M → N
of degree (1− n), satisfying the compatibility relations∑
a+b+c=n
(−1)a+bcfa+1+c(id⊗a⊗mb ⊗ id⊗c) =
∑
a+b=n,b≥1
(−1)amN,a+1(id⊗a⊗fb). (3.4)
Here we adopt the convention that mi, where i ∈ N, is to be taken to mean mK,i if applied
to a tensor product of the form A⊗(i−1) ⊗K for A an A∞-algebra object, K a module over
it, and is to be taken to mean mA,i if applied to a tensor product of the form A
⊗i.
Remark 3.2.1. In order to reduce clutter we will adopt this convention wherever appro-
priate, i.e. wherever only one possible multiplication on a given tensor product has been
defined.
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Definition 3.2.5. A morphism f : M → N of S-unital modules over a S-unital A∞-
algebra (A,S, l) is a morphism of A-modules satisfying the condition that for all n ≥ 2 and
all n− 1 ≥ i ≥ 1, fn(id⊗(n−i−1)⊗l ⊗ id⊗i) = 0.
Let (A,S, l) be a S-unital algebra, for S an ordinary algebra, and let M be an S-unital
left A-module. Then M is an ordinary left S-module. There is a natural bifunctor
⊗S : S -Modnorm-S × S -Modnorm → S -Modnorm,
where S -Modnorm is the category of ordinary left S-modules, and M is a unital left module
over AS , the unital A∞-algebra object of S -Modnorm-S formed by considering A as an
S-bimodule. The following is proved in the same way as Proposition 3.1.13.
Proposition 3.2.6. There is an equivalence of categories between the category of unital
left/right modules over the unital A∞-algebra object AS of S -Modnorm-S, and S-unital
left/right modules over the S-unital A∞-algebra (A,S, l).
Definition 3.2.7. Let f : (M, (mM,i)) → (N, (mN,i)) and g : (N, (mN,i)) → (K, (mK,i))
be a pair of A-module morphisms. Then we define the composition g ◦ f : (M, (mM,i)) →
(K, (mK,l)) by defining the following series of morphisms, for n ≥ 1:
(g ◦ f)n =
∑
a+b=n,n≥b≥1
(−1)(b+1)aga+1(id⊗a⊗fb).
If A is a unital A∞-algebra object, then we define the category A -Mod to be the category
of unital left A-modules with morphisms as in Definition 3.2.5. We denote by A -Modnu the
category of nonunital left A-modules. If A has the structure of an S-unital A∞-algebra for
some A∞-algebra S then we denote by A -ModS the category of S-unital left A-modules,
with morphisms given by S-unital A-module morphisms. We define the categories of unital,
nonunital and S-unital right A-modules similarly, and denote them by Mod-A, Modnu-A
and ModS−A respectively. The full subcategories of all these categories with objects those
modules satisfying the condition that the total homology of the object M under mM,1 is
finite-dimensional (assuming we have some forgetful functor fib from Dl or Dr to (vectk)Z)
will be denoted with the lowercase: mod. We will mostly be interested in these subcategories.
Definition 3.2.8. Let A be an A∞-object in C. Let M,N ∈ A -Mod, where  = nu, S,−.
Let f, g : M → N be morphisms between them. A homotopy between them is a series of
morphisms
hi : A
⊗(i−1) ⊗M → N
of degree −i, such that∑
a+b+c=n(−1)a+bcha+1+c(id⊗a⊗mb ⊗ id⊗c)−∑
a+b=n,b≥1(−1)amN,a+1(id⊗a⊗hb) = fn − gn.
We define homotopies of right modules similarly.
The most useful facts about modules over an A∞-algebra are the following:
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Lemma 3.2.9 (Homological perturbation theory). Let C and Dl be the graded categories
associated to Abelian categories, with Dl semisimple. Let A be an A∞-object in C, and let
left A∞-modules over it live in Dl. Let f :M → N be a morphism in A -Mod, where again
 = S, nu,−. Then if f is a quasi-isomorphism, there is a g : N →M with f ◦ g and g ◦ f
homotopic to the identity morphisms on N and M respectively.
Lemma 3.2.10 (Minimal model lemma). Let A be as above, and let M be a module over
A. Then there is a minimal module N (i.e. m1(N) = 0), and a quasi-isomorphism
f : N →M.
We will consider a similar result in Theorem 4.1.13, where we consider a version of the
minimal model theorem for (cyclic) Calabi-Yau algebras. A neat exposition of the method
of proof for the above facts can be found in [46] – in general, by considering the underlying
differential graded object of an object in A∞ algebra as the direct sum of a contractible
part V and a part with trivial differential N , the morphism N ⊕ V → V is upgraded to a
morphism of the relevant kind of A∞-object, and using the equivalences discussed in Section
3.5, we identify the kernel of the projection in the category of appropriate co-differential
graded co-objects as having underlying co-object the co-object associated to N , giving N
the appropriate A∞-structure. As is somewhat standard, there is a degree of choice in the
construction of quasi-inverses to quasi-isomorphisms, and to the construction of minimal
models. The following partially mitigates the overabundance of choices here:
Lemma 3.2.11. Let A and M be as above. Say we are given a splitting
M i ∼= Image(mM,1 : M i−1 →M i)⊕Hi(M)⊕ M
i
Ker(mM,1 :M i →M i+1) ,
for every i ∈ N. Then we have a canonical minimal model, associated to this splitting.
Definition 3.2.12. We denote by D∞(A -Mod) the category obtained by quotienting out
the morphism spaces of A -Mod by the homotopies. We define D∞(Mod-A) similarly.
Remark 3.2.2. In the introduction we claimed that D∞(A -Mod) was going to be defined
as H0(A -Mod∞,), where A -Mod∞, is an A∞-category that we are yet to define. We will
see in due course that this definition agrees with the one above.
The definitions for bimodules are similar to those of left or right modules (see section
2.5 of [46], where both of the approaches we consider in this chapter are spelt out, or [70]).
We recall them here since they play such an important part in the sequel. Let C and E be
symmetric monoidal categories. In what follows, A will be an A∞-algebra object in C, and
B will be an A∞-algebra object of E . A∞-bimodule objects will live in a graded category
D, where we have two functors
⊗ : C × D → D
and
⊗ : D × E → D
satisfying the obvious associativity and unit axioms (we end up with four copies of the
pentagon axiom, corresponding to the four categories D × E × E × E , C × D × E × E ,
C × C × D × E and C × C × C × D).
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Definition 3.2.13. If A and B are two A∞-algebra objects of C and E respectively, an
(A,B) bimodule object (M, (mM,i,j)) is given by a M ∈ D and a series of maps
mM,i,j : A
⊗i ⊗M ⊗B⊗j →M
of degree (1− i− j), defined for all i, j ≥ 0, satisfying the following compatibility condition
on A⊗i ⊗M ⊗B⊗j, for each i, j ≥ 0,∑
a+b+c=i+j+1
(−1)a+bcma+1+c(id⊗a⊗mb ⊗ id⊗c) = 0,
where here we adopt the convention mentioned in Remark 3.2.1. A morphism f of (A,B)-
bimodules is given by a series of maps
fi,j : A
⊗i ⊗M ⊗B⊗j → N
of degree (−i− j), satisfying the compatibility relation on each A⊗i⊗M ⊗B⊗j, for i, j ≥ 0∑
a+b+c=i+1+j
b≥1
(−1)a+bcfa+1+c(id⊗a⊗mb⊗id⊗c) =
∑
a+b+c=i+1+j
a≤i,c≤j,b≥1
(−1)bcma+1+c(id⊗a⊗fb⊗id⊗c),
(3.5)
where here we extend the abbreviation of Remark 3.2.1, and write simply fe for any of the
maps ft,s, where t+ s = e− 1.
As usual, if C = E = (vectk)Z, then we set D = (vectk)Z and recover the usual notion
of an A∞-bimodule.
Definition 3.2.14. Let f : (M, (mM,i,j))→ (N, (mN,i,j)), g : (N, (mN,i,j))→ (K, (mK,i,j))
be morphisms of (A,B)-bimodules. then we define their composition g ◦ f by setting
(g ◦ f)i,j =
∑
0≤a≤i
0≤b≤j
(−1)(b+a)(j−b)(gi−a,j−b(id⊗(i−a)⊗fa,b ⊗ id⊗(j−b))).
Definition 3.2.15. If (A,S, l) is an A∞-algebra over S, and (B,T, l
′) is an A∞-algebra over
T , then an (S, T )-unital bimodule (M, (mi,j)) over (A,B) is an A∞-bimodule, as defined
above, satisfying the condition that for all i, j ≥ 0 such that i+ j ≥ 2, and all t < i, v < j
mM,i,j(id
⊗t⊗l ⊗ id⊗(i+j−t)) = 0 = mM,i,j(id⊗(i+j−v)⊗l′ ⊗ id⊗v).
If ((A, g), (S, h), l) is a unital A∞-algebra over (S, h) and ((B, g
′), (T, h′), l′) is a unital A∞-
algebra over (T, h′), then for M to be a (S, T )-unital bimodule over A we ask also that the
following diagram commutes
M ⊗ k
id⊗g′

Moo
id

// k ⊗M
g⊗id

M ⊗AmM,0,1//M A⊗M.mM,1,0oo
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We leave the definition of a morphism of (S, T )-unital bimodules to the reader. As is
the case throughout our treatment of A∞ algebra, the notion of unitality above corresponds
to strict unitality as commonly defined (e.g. [46], [33]). Let (A,S, l) be an S-unital A∞-
algebra, and let (B,T, g) be a T -unital A∞-algebra, for S and T ordinary algebras. Let C be
the category of ordinary S-bimodules, and let E be the category of ordinary T -bimodules.
Then, following Proposition 3.1.13 we may define the A∞-algebra objects AS and BT in
the categories C and E respectively. An S-unital and T -unital (A,B)-bimodule M has
the structure of an ordinary (S, T )-bimodule. The following is proved in the same way as
Proposition 3.1.13
Proposition 3.2.16. There is an equivalence of categories between (S, T )-unital (A,B)-
bimodules, and unital (AS , BT )-bimodule objects.
If f, g are two morphisms M → N for M,N ∈ A -Mod-B, then a homotopy between
them is given by a series of morphisms
hi,j : A
⊗i ⊗M ⊗B⊗j →M
of degree −1−i−j such that the following equality holds on morphismsA⊗i⊗M⊗B⊗j →M :
f − g = ∑
a+b+c=i+1+j
b≥1
(−1)a+bcha+1+c(id⊗a⊗mb ⊗ id⊗c)−
− ∑
a+b+c=i+1+j
a≤i,c≤j,b≥1
(−1)a+bcma+1+c(id⊗a⊗hb ⊗ id⊗c).
Just as in the case of left or right A-modules, we define the derived category of (A,B)-
bimodules D∞(A -Mod-B) by identifying homotopic morphisms.
This ends our roll-call of definitions regarding the ordinary category of A∞-algebras,
modules and bimodules. We will need some basic facts about enriched categories in the
main text, and in particular the enriched category Perf(A -Mod∞), and the full subcategory
of this A∞-category obtained by taking shifts and cones of objects in the image of the
Yoneda embedding, which is discussed in Section 3.6.
3.3 A∞-categories
Definition 3.3.1. A (small) k-linear A∞-category C is given by a set of objects Ob(C), a
Z-graded k-vector space HomC(x, y) for each x, y ∈ Ob(C), and, for each (n + 1)-tuple of
objects (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Ob(C)n+1, for n ≥ 1, a k-linear composition
mC,n : HomC(xn−1, xn)⊗ . . . ⊗HomC(x0, x1)→ HomC(x0, xn)
of degree (2 − n), satisfying compatibility relations as in (3.1). A unital structure on C is
given by a graded morphism
k
ux // HomC(x, x)
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for each x ∈ Ob(C) (where k is placed in degree zero), such that for all x, y ∈ Ob(C) the
following diagrams commute
HomC(x, y)⊗ k
id⊗ux

HomC(x, y)
id

oo
HomC(x, y)⊗HomC(x, x)
mC,2 // HomC(x, y)
k ⊗HomC(y, x)
ux⊗id

HomC(y, x)
id

oo
HomC(x, x)⊗HomC(y, x)
mC,2 // HomC(y, x)
and such that, for all n ≥ 3, n− 1 ≥ i ≥ 0, mC,n(id⊗i⊗ux ⊗ id⊗(n−i−1)) = 0.
Remark 3.3.1. Strictly speaking, some of the A∞-categories that will follow, such as
categories of modules over an A∞-algebra, will not be small. We extend the notion by the
usual move of considering Grothendieck universes, and ignore it from now on. Note that
the categories that we are most interested in, for example categories of modules with finite-
dimensional total homology over a fixed A∞-algebra, and categories of perfect modules over
a fixed A∞-algebra will be quasi-essentially small.
Definition 3.3.2. Let C be an A∞-category. If mC,1 = 0 then we say that C is minimal.
Example 3.3.2. An ordinary category is a special case of an A∞-category satisfying the
property thatmC,i = 0 for all i 6= 2. A differential graded category is a special case satisfying
the property that mC,i = 0 for all i ≥ 3.
Example 3.3.3. An A∞-algebra can be thought of as an A∞-category with one object. In
this case, the two notions of unitality coincide.
Remark 3.3.4. The definition of unitality that we have given is commonly referred to as
strict unitality. Ordinarily one would only ask for a unit at the level of homology, since this
is a notion that is stable under homotopy equivalences of A∞-categories.
Definition 3.3.3. Let C be an A∞-category. Then we define a new A∞-category Cop as
follows:
1. The objects of Cop are just the objects of C.
2. HomCop(x, y) := HomC(y, x).
3. mCop,i = mC ◦ refi where refi is any combination of applications of the morphism
expressing the (untwisted) symmetric monoidal structure of dgvectk that gives a map
HomC(xi−1, xi)⊗ . . .⊗HomC(x0, x1)→ HomC(x0, x1)⊗ . . .⊗HomC(xi−1, xi).
It is straightforward to check that this gives a new A∞-category Cop.
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Definition 3.3.4. Let C,D be two (small) A∞-categories. Then an A∞-functor F between
them is given by a map of sets (again denoted F ) F : Ob(C)→ Ob(D) and, for all (n+1)-
tuples of objects (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Ob(C)n+1, a k-linear map
Fn : HomC(xn−1, xn)⊗ . . .⊗HomC(x0, x1)→ HomD(φF (x0), φF (xn))
of degree (1−n), satisfying compatibility relations analogous to (3.2). A morphism of unital
A∞-categories is a morphism, as above, satisfying the added condition that the following
diagram commutes for all x ∈ Ob(C):
k
uF (x)
''OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
O
ux // HomC(x, x)
F1

HomD(F (x), F (x)),
and also the condition that for all n ≥ 2, and all n− 1 ≥ i ≥ 0, and all x ∈ Ob(C), we have
Fn(id
⊗i⊗ux ⊗ id⊗(n−i−1)) = 0.
Definition 3.3.5. Given a unital A∞-category C, we define Cid to be the category with the
same objects as C, and with morphisms given by scalar multiples of the identity morphisms.
There is a strict functor i : Cid → C, and we define an augmentation of C to be another
strict functor
ν : C → Cid
such that ν ◦ i = idCid.
In analogy with the case of A∞-algebras, if C is an A∞-category then there is an induced
structure of an ordinary Z-graded category with set of objects the same as those of C, and
with morphism spaces between x and y replaced by H•(HomC(x, y)). This graded category
is denoted H•(C). To be precise, we have only defined the structure of a graded category
if the original category C is a unital A∞-category, otherwise it just has the structure of
a nonunital graded category. Similarly we define the ordinary category H0(C), and the
category Z0(C), which has the same objects as C, and
HomZ0(C)(x, y) := Ker(d : Hom
0
C(x, y)→ Hom1C(x, y)).
We say that two objects in C are quasi-isomorphic if they are isomorphic in H0(C). A functor
F : C → D between A∞-categories induces an ordinary Z-graded functor H•(F ) between
the (possibly nonunital) ordinary Z-graded categories H•(C) and H•(D). We say that F is
a quasi-isomorphism if H•(F ) is an isomorphism.
Definition 3.3.6. Let C,D be A∞-categories. Then a functor F : C → D is called an
equivalence if it induces a bijection Ob(C)→ Ob(D), and induces isomorphisms
F1 : HomC(x, y)→ HomD(F (x), F (y)).
It is a quasi-equivalence if it induces a bijection between quasi-isomorphism classes of objects
in C and quasi-isomorphism classes of objects in D, and for each x, y ∈ Ob(C) the morphism
F1 : HomC(x, y)→ HomD(F (x), F (y)) (3.6)
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is a quasi-isomorphism. F is called quasi-full if the morphism (3.6) induces a surjection on
homology, for every x, y ∈ Ob(C), and is called quasi-faithful if it induces an injection on
homology. Functors satisfying both of these conditions will be called quasi-fully faithful. The
quasi-essential image of a functor F is the set of objects in Ob(D) that are quasi-isomorphic
to objects F (x), for x ∈ Ob(C).
Definition 3.3.7. Let D ⊂ C be an inclusion of A∞-categories. We say that D is a
quasi-strictly full subcategory if, for all x, y ∈ Ob(D), HomD(x, y) → HomC(x, y) is a
quasi-isomorphism, and D is closed under quasi-isomorphisms in C.
We next recall the definition of a natural transformation between A∞-functors. This is
the definition given in [62], though with different signs.
Definition 3.3.8. Let F , G be A∞-functors between A∞-categories C and D. Then a
natural transformation ν : F → G is given by
1. For each x ∈ Ob(C) a morphism ν0,x : F (x)→ G(x).
2. For each (n + 1)-tuple of objects in C (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Ob(C)n+1, for n ≥ 0, a k-linear
map
νn : HomC(xn−1, xn)⊗ . . .⊗HomC(x0, x1)→ HomD(F (x0), G(xn))
of degree −n.
3. This data is required to satisfy the compatibility conditions∑
r≤n,i1+...+ir=n,j≤r
(−1)mD,r(Gi1 ⊗ . . .⊗Gij−1 ⊗ νij ⊗ Fij+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Fir) =
=
∑
a+b+c=n
νa+1+c=n(−1)a+bc(id⊗a⊗mC,b ⊗ id⊗c)
where  = [(r − 1)(i1 − 1) + (r − r + 1)(ir−1 − 1)] + (r − j) + [i1 + . . .+ ij−1].
A natural transformation ν is called a natural quasi-equivalence if ν0,x is a quasi-isomorphism
for every x ∈ C. Let F and G now be unital functors. Then a natural transformation between
them is required to satisfy the condition that
νi+j+1(id
⊗i⊗ux ⊗ id⊗j) = 0
for all x ∈ Ob(C), and for all i+ j ≥ 1.
Remark 3.3.5. The definition of the sign  marks a nadir as far as sign conventions go.
We direct the exasperated reader to Section 3.5, where a different approach is explained
that does away with these signs – see Remark 3.5.2. This is the approach of [42] and [43],
and one of the approaches of [46].
Remark 3.3.6. There is a natural extension of the notion of a homotopy between mor-
phisms of A∞-algebras to the notion of a homotopy between A∞-functors. There is also
a version of the homological perturbation lemma for A∞-categories, which states that if
F : C → D is a quasi-equivalence between two unital A∞-categories, there is a functor G
and a natural quasi-equivalence ν : GF → L, such that L is homotopic to the identity
functor.
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There is a standard notion of a module over an A∞-category.
Definition 3.3.9. A left module over an A∞-category C is an A∞-functor F from C to
dgvectk. If C is a unital A∞-category, we say the module is unital if F is a unital functor.
A morphism of C-modules is a natural transformation of functors. If F and G are unital
modules over C, a morphism between them is a unital natural transformation between them.
Remark 3.3.7. We define right modules in the natural way, as A∞-functors from Cop to
dgvectk.
Example 3.3.8. If A is an A∞-algebra, considered as an A∞-category with one object,
then this is just the usual definition of an A∞-module over A. The definition of morphism
can also be checked to be the usual definition.
Remark 3.3.9. We define direct sums and products of modules in the natural way, by
taking pointwise direct sums and products, and direct sums and products of multiplication
morphisms. For M ∈ C -Mod we define the shift of M , denoted M [1], as the module taking
x ∈ C to M(x)[1]. The multiplication morphisms are given by
mM [1],n = −mM,n.
3.4 Bifunctors, and bimodules over A∞-categories
We give a slightly odd looking definition for a bifunctor between A∞-categories. It is
motivated by the fact that an A∞-bifunctor to the category dgvectk should be thought of
as an A∞-bimodule for a pair of ‘A∞-algebras with many objects’. Compare in this regard
section 5.3 of [46], where the promotion to the A∞ world of the link between (A,B)-bimodule
structures on a graded vector space M and homomorphisms from B to the endomorphism
ring of M as a left A-module is discussed and made precise.
Definition 3.4.1. Let C,D, E be A∞-categories. A bifunctor F from the ordered pair
(C,Dop) to E is given by the following data
1. For each pair (x, y) ∈ (C,D) an object F (y, x) ∈ E.
2. For each (n + 1)-tuple of objects (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Ob(C)n+1 and each (m + 1)-tuple of
objects (y0, . . . , ym) ∈ Ob(D)m+1 a map
mF,n,m : HomC(xn−1, xn)⊗ . . .⊗HomC(x0, x1)⊗HomD(ym−1, ym)⊗ . . .
. . . ⊗HomD(y0, y1)→ HomE(F (ym, x0), F (y0, xn))
of degree (1−m− n).
3. These maps are to satisfy the compatibility relations, for each i, j ≥ 0∑
1≤a≤i,
b≤i−a
(−1)(i+j−b−a)a+bmF,i−a+1,j(id⊗b⊗mC,a ⊗ id⊗(i+j−b−a)) +
+
∑
1≤a≤j,
b≤j−a
(−1)ba+i+j−b−amF,i,j−a+1(id⊗(i+j−b−a)⊗mD,a ⊗ id⊗b) =
=
∑
r≤i+j,
a1+...+ar=i,
b1+...+br=j
(−1)HmE,r(mF,ar ,br ,mF,ar−1,br−1 , . . . ,mF,a1,b1) swa1,...,ar ,b1,...,br
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where the final sum is over all a1, . . . , ar, b1, . . . , br such that a1 + . . . + ar = i, b1 +
. . . + br = j and at + bt ≥ 1 for all t ≤ r, sw is the isomorphism
V1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Vi ⊗W1 ⊗ . . .⊗Wj →
V1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Va1 ⊗Wb1+...+br−1+1 ⊗ . . .⊗Wj ⊗ . . . ⊗ Va1+...+ar−1+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Vi ⊗W1 ⊗ . . .⊗Wb1
coming from the untwisted monoidal structure on (vectk)Z, and
H = (ar + br − 1)(r − 1) + (ar−1 + br−1 − 1)(r − 1) + . . .+ (a2 + b2 − 1).
We say the bifunctor F is unital if the following diagram commutes
HomD(y, y)
mF,0,1,x,y ))TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
k
ux //uyoo
uF (y,x)

HomC(x, x)
mF,1,0,x,y
uukkkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
kk
HomE(F (y, x), F (y, x)),
and for all n,m ≥ 0 such that n+m ≥ 2 and all 0 ≤ i ≤ n+m− 1, i 6= n, and all x ∈ C,
y ∈ D and z ∈ C,D,
mF,n,m,x,y(id
⊗i⊗uz ⊗ id⊗(n+m−i−1)) = 0.
Definition 3.4.2. Let C,D be A∞-categories. Then a (C,D)-bimodule is a bifunctor from
(C,Dop) to dgvectk. A bimodule is unital if it is unital as a bifunctor.
Remark 3.4.1. In the case of bimodules, since we are considering bifunctors to the A∞-
category dgvectk, which has vanishing higher compositions, the bifunctor compatibility
relations reduce to much simpler ones, which are essentially just the conditions of Definition
3.2.13 for an algebra with many objects. We do not give here the complicated definition of
a morphism of bifunctors, since we do not need it. A morphism of bimodules is given by
the natural extension of the definition given in Definition 3.2.13 to the A∞-category case.
Example 3.4.2. Let C be an A∞-category. Then
HomC(−,−)(X,Y ) := HomC(Y,X)
is a bimodule for C. The bimodule multiplications are just the category compositions.
Example 3.4.3. Let M be a (C,D)-bimodule. Let x ∈ D. Then there is a forgetful functor
− · idx : C -Mod-D → C -Mod
satisfying (M · idx)(z) :=M(x, z). The module multiplications are given by
mM ·idx,i = mM,i,0.
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3.5 A∞-enrichments of categories
Let C be a Z-graded category. Let D be an A∞-category satisfying H•(D) ∼= C, then we say
that D is an A∞-enrichment of C. The classic case of an enrichment occurs when A is an
Abelian category with enough projectives or enough injectives and C = Aext, the category
with Ob(Aext) = Ob(A), and HomAext(x, y) = ⊕n∈Z(ExtnA(x, y)).
There are two common types of enrichment of this category: firstly, there are differential
graded categories, in which we replace the morphism spaces HomC(M,N) with differential
graded vector spaces RHom•(M,N) calculating Ext groups. Secondly, there are minimal
models of such categories (recall that a differential graded category is just a special kind of
A∞-category).
Remark 3.5.1. There is a possibility of confusion regarding the phrase ‘enrichment of A’,
where A is an Abelian category. The phrase could, on the one hand, mean an enrichment,
in the sense above, of the graded category (A)ext, obtained from A by replacing the vector
spaces HomA(x, y), for x, y ∈ Ob(A), with the graded vector spaces Ext•A(x, y). On the
other hand the phrase could mean an A∞-category C satisfying the condition that the
category H•(C) is triangulated, and A occurs as a heart. Note that this phenomenon has
already arisen in Section 2.3, where the Yoneda algebra of the augmentation module M
of C[x]/〈x3〉 was said to have finite-dimensional total homology, despite the fact that the
Yoneda algebra of M , considered as an object of the category of C[x]/〈x3〉-modules, is
infinite-dimensional. This is because it was being calculated in an A∞-category that was
not an enrichment of the graded category (A)ext, for A the Abelian category of C[x]/〈x3〉-
modules, but rather it was an A∞-category D such that H0(D) happens to be a triangulated
category with A as a heart, without itself being equivalent to Db(C[x]/〈x3〉), the bounded
derived category of C[x]/〈x3〉-modules.
We next consider an enrichment of C for the more general case in which A is an A∞-
algebra and we put
C = (A -Mod)ext,
where (A -Mod)ext is the graded category with objects the left modules over A, and with
Homn(A -Mod)ext(M,N) := HomA -Mod(M,N [n])/ ∼homotopy .
Let M be a module over the A∞-algebra A. Firstly, there is a differential graded
coalgebra, denoted TC(A), associated to A. Its underlying coalgebra is Freecoalg(fib(A)[1]),
the free non-counital coalgebra generated by the underlying vector space of A, shifted by 1.
For the time being we’ll use fib(A) to make it clear that we are forgetting the A∞-structure
of A at this stage in the construction. Explicitly, this has the underlying vector space
Freecoalg(fib(A)[1]) =
⊕
i≥1
fib(A)⊗i[i],
and the comultiplication is given by
∆(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
1≤i≤n−1
(a1, . . . , ai)⊗ (ai+1, . . . , an).
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Now any coderivation bA : TC(A)→ TC(A) is determined by its postcomposition with the
natural projection
p : Freecoalg(fib(A)[1])→ fib(A[1]),
i.e. bA is determined by the composition
TC(A)
bA // TC(A)
p // A[1].
We denote by bA,n the restriction of p ◦ bA to fib(A)⊗i[i]. We assume that bA is a degree 1
map. There is a unique sequence of maps mA,n such that the following diagram commutes,
for all n
(A[1])⊗n
bA,n // A[1]
A⊗n
S⊗n
OO
mA,n // A,
S
OO
where S : A → A[1] is the degree −1 map sending a ∈ A to a ∈ A[1]. It is a standard
fact (e.g. see [63]) that the condition b2A = 0 is equivalent to the condition that the mA,i
determine the structure of an A∞-algebra, i.e. b
2
A = 0 is equivalent to the equations of
(3.1) holding. Since A is an A∞-algebra, it comes with operations mA,i, and so we obtain
a derivation bA. We denote by (TC(A), bA) the differential graded coalgebra associated to
A.
Remark 3.5.2. Note that, converted into a statement regarding the bA,n, the equations
(3.1) become ∑
a+b+c=n
bA,a+c+1(id
⊗a⊗bA,b ⊗ id⊗c) = 0 (3.7)
and we have lost the annoying signs. One can systematically remove all of the signs from
the treatment of A∞ algebra given so far, by recasting everything in terms of the shifts A[1]
for algebras, M [1] for modules, and so on. This is the answer to Remark 3.3.5. Unless there
is good reason not to do so, we will avoid the sign-heavy compositions mi, and work with
the compositions bi, from now on.
Now let M be a left A-module. One can construct a left (TC(A), bA)-differential graded
comodule associated to M as follows: first one takes the cofree left TC(A)-comodule gen-
erated by fib(M)[1]
FreeTC(A) -coMod(fib(M)[1])
which has the underlying vector space (k⊕Freecoalg(fib(A)[1]))⊗fib(M)[1]. The comodule
structure is given by
∆M (a1, . . . , an,m) =
∑
n≥i≥1
(a1, . . . , ai)⊗ (ai+1, . . . , an,m)
for n ≥ 1 and ∆M(m) = 0. Let bM be the coderivation on FreeTC(A) -coMod(fib(M)[1])
defined by the commutativity of the following diagram
A[1]⊗(i−1) ⊗M [1] bM,i //M [1]
A⊗(i−1) ⊗M
S⊗i
OO
mM,i //M
S
OO
(3.8)
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where bM,i is the restriction to (A[1])
⊗(i−1) ⊗M [1] of the composition
FreeTC(A) -coMod(fib(M)[1])
bM // FreeTC(A) -coMod(fib(M)[1])
p //M [1].
One checks again that the condition b2M = 0 is equivalent to the equations (3.3), i.e. b
2
M = 0
if and only if the mM,i define the structure of a left A-module on M .
In a similar vein we have the following construction: let M now be an (A,B)-bimodule,
where A and B are A∞-algebras. Then define the differential graded cobimodule
FreeTC(A) -coBimod-TC(B)(fib(M [1])) by stipulating that its underlying graded vector space
is ⊕
i,j≥0
fib(A)[1]⊗i ⊗ fib(M)[1] ⊗ fib(B)[1]⊗j .
This has commuting left TC(A)-coaction and right TC(B)-coaction, and so it has the
structure of a (TC(A),TC(B))-cobimodule. In the usual way one defines a coderivation
bM on this structure, and the usual result applies: the condition that the maps
mM,i,j : A
⊗i ⊗M ⊗B⊗j →M,
defined a` la (3.8), define an (A,B)-bimodule structure on M , is equivalent to the condition
that b2M = 0.
In each case we have a correspondence between coderivations b satisfying b2 = 0, and
A∞-structures. This correspondence extends to an equivalence of categories. We state it in
the comodule/cobimodule case.
Proposition 3.5.1. [46] The above constructions underlie an equivalence of categories
between
1. A-modules, for an A∞-algebra A, and cofree differential graded comodules for (TC(A), bA),
and
2. (A,B)-bimodules, for A,B A∞-algebras, and left cofree and right cofree
((TC(A), bA), (TC(B), bB))-cobimodules.
In the category of cofree differential graded TC(A)-comodules the morphisms are the degree
zero morphisms commuting with the differential. The case is similar for cobimodules.
This gives a handle on the enriched structure for A -Mod∞,nu and A -Mod∞,nu-B.
Definition 3.5.2. We define the category A -Mod∞,nu as follows:
1. The objects of A -Mod∞,nu are just the left A-modules.
2. Let M,N ∈ Ob(A -Mod∞,nu). Then
Hom•A -Mod∞,nu(M,N) := Hom
•
TC(A) -coMod(M
l
, N
l
)
where here
M
l
:= FreeTC(A) -coMod(fib(M)[1]).
This morphism space is graded, since it denotes ungraded comodule morphisms.
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3. The composition of morphisms mA -Mod∞,nu,2 is just the natural composition of comod-
ule morphisms. All higher compositions are zero.
4. The differential d = mA -mod∞,nu,1 is given on homogeneous elements f by d(f) =
f ◦ b
M
l + (−)|f |b
N
l ◦ f , where b
M
l and b
N
l are determined by the A-module structures
on M and N .
One verifies straight from the definitions that
Z0(A -Mod∞,nu) ∼= A -Modnu .
It is also straightforward to show that
H0(A -Mod∞,nu) ∼= D∞(A -Modnu)
and so we are justified in calling A -Mod∞,nu an enrichment of D∞(A -Modnu) – it is an
enrichment of the category (A -Modnu)ext. Note that this A∞-enrichment is merely a differ-
ential graded category.
The definition of A -Mod∞,nu-B is totally analogous, and is left to the reader, who may,
as ever, consult [46] for the precise definitions.
In this context it is easy to define a tensor product for A∞-modules. Note first that there
is a naturally defined functorial tensor product on cofree differential graded comodules: as a
first example let M
r
be a cofree right TC(A)-comodule, and let N
l
be a cofree left TC(A)-
comodule. Then, dually to the situation for free differential graded algebras, we define the
tensor product M
r ⊗TC(A) N l as the shifted (we’ll explain this shift in due course) limit
lim(M
r ⊗N l
id⊗∆N//
∆M⊗id
//M
r ⊗TC(A)⊗N l)[−1], (3.9)
where ∆− are the comultiplications. This limit inherits a natural differential, given by the
fact that both maps commute with the differentials. Now let M be a (B,A)-bimodule,
where B is another A∞-algebra, and replace M
l
with
M
rl
:= FreeB -coBimod-A(fib(M [1])).
Then M
rl
carries two commuting coactions
∆rM : M
rl →M rl ⊗TC(A)
∆lM :M
rl → TC(B)⊗M rl,
and the two terms of the diagram
M
rl ⊗N l
id⊗∆N//
∆rM⊗id
//M
rl ⊗TC(A)⊗N l (3.10)
are cofree TC(B)-comodules. One may check directly that the limit is also a cofree left
TC(B)-comodule, and that the differential again commutes with the morphisms of (3.10),
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so that under the correspondence between free differential graded TC(B)-comodules and
B-modules, we have defined a left B-module. Similarly, if N is a (A,C)-bimodule, then now
M
rl ⊗TC(A)N rl inherits the structure of a (TC(B),TC(C))-cobimodule. Furthermore, by
definition of a comodule map (not just the more restrictive differential graded comodule
map) a comodule morphism
f : M →M ′
induces a morphism
f ⊗N : lim(M r ⊗N l
id⊗∆N//
∆M⊗id
//M
r ⊗TC(A)⊗N l) // lim(M ′r ⊗N l
id⊗∆N//
∆′M⊗id
//M ′
r ⊗TC(A) ⊗N l).
Putting all this together one obtains
Definition 3.5.3. Let N be a (A,B)-bimodule, and let C be an A∞-algebra. Then there is
a strict A∞-functor
−⊗A N : C -Mod∞,nu-A // C -Mod∞,nu-B
as defined above.
Remark 3.5.3. The reader may be wondering why we have this shift in (3.9). One answer
is that it is this shift that makes A
rl
a monoidal unit in the category of TC(A)-cobimodules,
and it is this answer that recreates derived tensor products for usual algebras, as computed
by the bar resolution, as we are about to see.
We need to convert this description of A∞-tensor products back into the world of A∞-
modules as defined in Definition 3.2.1. So, concretely, we have that the underlying graded
vector space of M ⊗A N is given by
M ⊗A N :=
⊕
i≥0
M ⊗A[1]i ⊗N
with a differential d. Write di for the restriction of d to the summandM ⊗A[1]i⊗N . Then
it is given by
di =
∑
l+m+n=i+2
m<i+2
(S−1 ⊗ id⊗(i−m+1)⊗S−1) ◦ (id⊗l⊗bm ⊗ id⊗(n−1)) ◦ (S ⊗ id⊗i⊗S).
Remark 3.5.4. This is just the bar resolution. As mentioned in [48], in the case where N
has a right B-action, this vector space has a right B-action too. This again can be read off
more easily from the coalgebra/comodule viewpoint, where it is part of Definition 3.5.3.
Remark 3.5.5. For future reference we write down the differential on the right TC(B)-
comodule M ⊗A N r too. The underlying comodule is given by
M ⊗A N r =
⊕
i,j≥0
Gi,j [−1],
where
Gi,j :=M [1]⊗A[1]⊗i ⊗N [1]⊗B[1]⊗j .
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The differential, restricted to Gi,j , is
bM⊗AN
r |Gi,j =
∑
l+m+n=i+j+2
l≥1
id⊗l⊗bm ⊗ id⊗n+
∑
l+m=i+j+2
l≤i+1
bl ⊗ id⊗m .
So far we have considered enrichments only for categories of nonunital modules and
bimodules. Ultimately we will only be interested in unital modules and bimodules (or
S-unital modules and bimodules), so we should adapt our treatment to this situation.
Furthermore, we must generalise to the case of the category of modules over a small A∞-
category, to this end we briefly recall the treatment of Section 5 of [34].
So let C be a small A∞-category. We denote by TCC(C) the (non-counital) cocategory
that has the same objects as C, and for x, y ∈ C has
HomTCC(C)(x, y) :=
⊕
i≥1
Ti(x, y), (3.11)
where
Ti(x, y) :=
⊕
x1,...,xi−1∈C
HomC(xi−1, y)[1]⊗HomC(xi−2, xi−1)[1]⊗ . . .⊗HomC(x, x1)[1] (3.12)
(we take the above to mean that T1(x, y) := HomC(x, y)[1]). The cocomposition is defined
via the obvious maps
Ti(x, y)→
⊕
1≤j≤i−1
z∈Ob(C)
Tj(z, y) ⊗ Ti−j(x, z).
A degree 1 coderivation bC on TCC(C) is a set of maps
HomTCC(C)(x, y)[1] → HomTCC(C)(x, y)[1]
of degree 1 such that the following diagram commutes, for all x, y and z:
HomTCC(C)(x, z)[1]
∆x,y,z // HomTCC(C)(y, z)[1] ⊗HomTCC(C)(x, y)[1]
HomTCC(C)(x, z)[1]
bC
OO
∆x,y,z// HomTCC(C)(y, z)[1] ⊗HomTCC(C)(x, y)[1],
bC⊗id+ id⊗bC
OO
where ∆x,y,z : HomTCC(C)(x, z) → HomTCC(C)(y, z) ⊗ HomTCC(C)(x, y) is the cocomposi-
tion map. Then a coderivation bC is determined by the compositions
Tn(x, y)
bC |Tn //
⊕
i≥1 Ti(x, y) // T1(x, y) = HomC(x, y)[1],
and we have the same story as with A∞-algebras. Let M be a C-module. Then following
this lead we define the TCC(C)-comodule
M
l
(x) :=
⊕
i≥0
x,y∈Ob(C)
Ti(x, y)⊗M [1](x),
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where we set T0(x, x) = k, and the comodule structure is given by the maps
Ti(x, y)⊗M [1](x)→
⊕
1≤j≤i
z∈Ob(C)
Tj(z, y)⊗ (Ti−j(x, z)⊗M [1](x)).
As before, there is a 1-1 correspondence between coderivations b onM
l
satisfying b2 = 0 and
C-module structures on M . In the same way as for modules over an A∞-algebra we may
define the enriched category C -Mod∞,nu as the category having as objects the nonunital
modules M over C, and as morphism complexes the (ungraded) morphisms of comodules:
HomC -Mod∞,nu(M,N) = HomTCC(C) -coMod(M
l
, N
l
),
the grading coming from the grading on M
l
and N
l
.
It is again easy to verify that
Hn(HomC -Mod∞,nu(M,N))
∼= HomC -Modnu(M,N [n])/ ∼homotopy,
and so we have an enrichment of the graded category (C -Modnu)ext with objects the C-
modules, and
Homn(C -Modnu)ext(M,N) = HomC -Modnu(M,N [n])/ ∼homotopy .
We define (C -Mod)ext, in the natural way, to be the subcategory of the graded category
(C -Modnu)ext with objects the strictly unital modules, and
Homn(C -Mod)ext(M,N) = HomC -Mod(M,N [n])/ ∼homotopy,
the unital morphisms up to homotopy. The key proposition is the following:
Proposition 3.5.4. Let C be a strictly unital A∞-category. The inclusion (C -Mod)ext →
(C -Modnu)ext is fully faithful.
This is Proposition 3.3.1.8 of [46]. Now we expect of any reasonable enrichment E of
the category (C -Mod)ext that we should be able to find a lift of the inclusion
(C -Mod)ext → (C -Modnu)ext
to an inclusion of A∞-categories
E → C -Mod∞,nu
and so from the homological perturbation theorem for categories (see Remark 3.3.6), we
deduce that we can just take the full subcategory of C -Mod∞,nu whose objects are strictly
unital modules, to be our category C -Mod∞.
There is a suitably modified version of Proposition 3.5.4 for bimodules (again, this is
just Proposition 3.3.2.2 of [46]), and so, similarly, we define the category C -Mod∞-D to be
the full subcategory of C -Mod∞,nu-D with objects the strictly unital (C,D)-bimodules.
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We finally come to deal with enrichments of the category A -ModS , for (A,S, l) an S-
unital A∞-algebra.
Assumption 3.5.6. We assume that l is an injection of graded vector spaces, that S is an
ordinary algebra, and thatmA,1◦l = 0. Under these circumstances we will denote by ⊗S the
ordinary tensor product of S-modules. A is a graded bimodule over S, and its A∞-structure
as a strictly unital algebra over S corresponds to the structure of a unital A∞-algebra object
in the category of graded S-bimodules. We finally assume that the inclusion of ordinary
graded S-bimodules S → A splits.
Now let M be an ordinary left S-module. Then Endk(M) acquires the structure of an
ordinary algebra object in the category of graded S-bimodules, and so also the structure
of an A∞-algebra object in this category, and a strictly S-unital A-module structure on M
corresponds to a morphism of A∞-algebra objects AS → Endk(M), where AS is the unital
A∞-algebra object in the category of graded S-bimodules induced by A, as in Proposition
3.1.13.
We have a completely analogous story to the one before, involving free co-objects associ-
ated to A∞-objects. Briefly, strictly S-unital A∞-algebra structures on A give coderivations
b satisfying b2 = 0 on the graded coalgebra object
TCS(A) = ⊕i≥1(A[1])⊗iS
satisfying b2 = 0. Furthermore, if we let
M
lS = FreeTCS(A) -coMod(fibS(M)[1]) = ⊕i≥0((A[1])⊗
i
S ⊗S M [1])
then strictly S-unital A-module structures on M extending the S-module structure on M
give rise to coderivations b on this comodule object satisfying b2 = 0.
We define A -Mod∞,S for A a strictly S-unital algebra by letting the objects be the
strictly S-unital modules, and letting the homomorphism complexes be given by the spaces
of (ungraded) free comodule morphisms
HomA -Mod∞,S (M,N) = HomTCS(A) -coMod(M
lS , N
lS ).
Proposition 3.5.4 works in this setting too, and so these morphism spaces actually compute
strictly S-unital morphisms, after taking homology, as before. The story for bimodules is
similar.
Remark 3.5.7. The notion of S-unital algebra, even for S satisfying the restrictive condi-
tions of Assumption 3.5.6, extends the notion of a (small) unital category, since any (small)
category C can be encoded in its quiver algebra QC, with each unit of the category then
becoming an idempotent. Letting S be the algebra spanned as a vector space by these
idempotents, modules over the category C become modules over the quiver algebra QC,
with unital C-modules corresponding to S-unital modules. By construction, this is actually
an equivalence at the level of A∞-categories.
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3.6 The A∞ Yoneda embedding
So far we have defined enrichments of the ordinary categories of A∞-modules over an A∞-
category, and tensor products for appropriate right/left/bimodules. Both of these construc-
tions produce collections of differential graded vector spaces. In the main body of the thesis
these complexes will form differential graded vector bundles over some proxy of the ‘stack
of objects’ in the category of perfect modules for an A∞-category C. We would like, in some
sense, for these differential graded vector bundles to be finite-dimensional. Ideally what
we want is the rather strong statement that the underlying graded vector bundle should
be finite-dimensional, not just the total homology of the differential graded vector bundle
(see Remark 4.1.6). Consider just homomorphism spaces for now. It is clear enough that
the spaces we have defined, which are basically variations on the bar complex, will never
be finite-dimensional. However, this (strong) notion of finiteness for differential graded ho-
momorphism spaces clearly is not invariant under quasi-equivalences, so we might hope,
at least when we restrict to the category of perfect modules, to be able to find a quasi-
equivalence to a category with finite-dimensional homomorphism spaces, and maybe also
find finite-dimensional models for tensor products. We next introduce the Yoneda embed-
ding/Lemma, which is the crucial ingredient for dealing with this problem. The properties
of this embedding are studied extensively in [46].
Let C be an A∞-category. We assume throughout that C is strictly unital. Associated
to an arbitrary x ∈ Ob(C), there is a right C-module hx satisfying
hx(z) := HomC(z, x),
and a left C-module hx satisfying
hx(z) := HomC(x, z).
The right C-module structure on hx is given by the compositions
bn+1 : HomC(zn, x)[1] ⊗HomC(zn, zn−1)[1]⊗ · · · ⊗HomC(z0, z1)[1]→ HomC(z0, x)[1]
that define C as an A∞-category, and the left C-module structure on hx is defined similarly.
We recall (see [62] and [46]) that x 7→ hx can be upgraded to an A∞-functor of A∞-
categories:
h− : Cop →C -Mod∞ (3.13)
h− : x→HomC(x,−), (3.14)
and the analogous statement holds for h−. In the language of left TCC(C)-cocategories,
the module hx is sent to the left TCC(C)-comodule
z 7→
⊕
x1,...,xi−1∈Ob(C)
HomC(xi−1, z)[1] ⊗ . . . ⊗HomC(x, x1)[1].
As ever, define
hx
l
= FreeTCC(C) -coMod(h
x[1])
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and
hy
l
= FreeTCC(C) -coMod(h
y [1]).
A map φ : hy
l → hxl is determined by the induced maps
φi :
⊕
y1,...,yi−1∈Ob(C)
HomC(yi−1, z)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗HomC(y, y1)[1]→ HomC(x, z)[1].
To define the contravariant functor h− we must give maps
(h−)n : HomC(xn−1, y)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗HomC(x, x1)[1]→ HomTCC(C)(hyl, hxl).
There is an obvious choice, given by setting ((h−)n)m = bn+m, and this satisfies the required
compatibility conditions by definition.
Proposition 3.6.1 (A∞ Yoneda embedding [46]). The A∞-functor
h− : Cop →C -Mod∞
x 7→hx := HomC(x,−)
is a quasi-fully faithful functor.
Similarly, we have
Proposition 3.6.2 (A∞ Yoneda embedding, covariant version). The A∞-functor
h− : C →Mod∞- C
x 7→hx := HomC(−, x)
is a quasi-fully faithful functor.
Definition 3.6.3. Given an A∞-category C, we denote by
hC ⊂ C -Mod∞
the subcategory of left C-modules with objects the hx, for x ∈ Ob(C), and with morphisms
the hφ, for φ morphisms of C We denote by
hC [Z] ⊂ C -Mod∞
the subcategory of left C-modules with objects shifts of hx, and with morphisms from hy[m]
to hx[n] given by SnhφS−m, for φ ∈ HomC(x, y). We define hC and hC [Z] similarly.
There is a natural isomorphism of A∞-categories
hC [Z] ∼= hC [Z]op.
The A∞-Yoneda embedding provides the start of an answer to the problem of finding
finite models for HomC -mod∞(M,N), where M and N are unital left C-modules, since if
x, y ∈ Ob(C) then we have that HomC -mod∞(hx, hy) is functorially quasi-isomorphic to
HomC(y, x). This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.6.4. Let C be an A∞-category. We say C is finite-dimensional if |Ob(C)| <∞
and for each x, y ∈ Ob(C), dim(HomC(x, y)) <∞.
Note that if C is a finite-dimensional A∞-category then hC [Z] is a subcategory of
C -mod∞, and hC [Z] is a subcategory of mod∞- C.
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3.7 Triangulated structure
We recall here the triangulated structure on C -Mod∞, discussed elsewhere in [33], [46] and
[62]. Given an arbitrary A∞-category D we have a quasi-fully faithful functor
h− : D → Mod∞-D
into a differential graded category (recall that our model for Mod∞-D is actually a differ-
ential graded category). Now Z0(Mod∞-D) is an ordinary category, and we can describe
mapping cones in this category in the same way that we describe mapping cones of differ-
ential graded modules over a differential graded algebra. Namely, let
φ : M → N
be a morphism of differential graded TCC(D)-comodules from (M,dM ) to (N, dN ), then
we define the underlying graded comodule of cone(φ) to be M [1] ⊕ N . We form the map
dφ as the composition
M [1]⊕N π //M [1] φ // N i //M [1]⊕N
where π is the natural projection, i the natural inclusion, and we are considering φ as a
degree 1 map. We give M [1] ⊕ N the differential dM [1] + dN + dφ, where dnM [1] = −dn+1M .
There is a natural series of maps
M
φ // N
{{vv
vv
vv
vv
v
cone(φ)
dd
where the dotted arrow is a degree 1 map. Allowing diagrams that are quasi-isomorphic to
these to be our distinguished triangles, and passing to the homotopy category, we obtain
the structure of a triangulated category on H0(TCC(D) -coMod), inducing the structure of
a triangulated category on D∞(D -Mod∞). One says D is a triangulated A∞-category if its
quasi-essential image under h− is closed under taking triangles in Mod∞-D.
One can use the Yoneda embedding to understand the compositions of morphisms into
and out of cones in A∞-categories. So we begin by fixing D, a triangulated A∞-category.
Let φ ∈ Zn(HomD(x, y)) be a morphism. Then we construct, as above, the cone of the
induced map
h−(φ) : hx → hy[n].
This corresponds to the underlying TCC(D)-comodule
cone(h−(φ))(z) =
 ⊕
i≥1
x1,...,xi−1∈Ob(C)
HomD(xi−1, x)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗HomD(z, x1)[1]
 [1]⊕
 ⊕
i≥1
x1,...,xi−1∈Ob(C)
HomD(xi−1, y)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗HomD(z, x1)[1]
 [n]
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with differential twisted by
∑
i≥1(h−(φ))i, where the composition with the natural projec-
tion ( ⊕
x1,...,xi−1∈Ob(C)
HomD(xi−1, x)[1] ⊗ . . . ⊗HomD(z, x1)[1]
)
[1]
(h−(φ))i
 ⊕
j≥1
y1,...,yj−1∈Ob(C)
HomD(yj−1, y)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗HomD(z, y1)[1]
 [n]
π

HomD(z, y)[n + 1]
is just bi+1(1φ ⊗ id⊗i) (we let 1φ be the map k → HomD(x, y) sending 1 to φ). From this
we can already read off the structure of the right D-module hcone(φ). We have that hcone(φ)
is the module M , where
M(z) = HomD(z, x)[1] ⊕HomD(z, y)[n], (3.15)
and if we decompose, for arbitrary z ∈ Ob(D), an arbitrary morphism ψ ∈M(z) as ψx⊕ψy,
according to the decomposition (3.15), then we have that
bM,i(ψx ⊕ ψy, a1, . . . , ai−1) =
= bD,i(ψx, a1, . . . , ai−1)⊕ (bD,i(ψy, a1, . . . , ai−1) + bD,i+1(φ,ψx, a1, . . . , ai−1)). (3.16)
We would like to get a handle also on the higher compositions of composable series of
morphisms going through cone(φ) that do not begin or terminate there. There’s a trick for
doing this, starting from the obvious guess as to what the answer is.
Let φ : x→ y be a morphism in Zn(D). We enlarge the category D, forming a category
D′, by adding an object c˜one(φ). We write
HomD′(z, c˜one(φ)) :=
(
HomD(z, y)[n]
HomD(z, x)[1]
)
, (3.17)
HomD′(c˜one(φ), z) :=
(
HomD(y, z)[−n] HomD(x, z)[−1]
)
(3.18)
and
HomD′(c˜one(φ), c˜one(φ)) :=
(
HomD(y, y) HomD(x, y)[n − 1]
HomD(y, x)[1 − n] HomD(x, x)
)
. (3.19)
In other words, we can think of c˜one(φ) as being a twisted direct sum of two objects x[1]
and y, with morphisms into c˜one(φ) being given by 1-by-2 matrices, and morphisms out
given by 2-by-1 matrices, and endomorphisms given by 2-by-2 matrices. The morphism
φ : x→ y becomes a strictly upper-triangular matrix, which we denote Mφ. Given
(ψ1, . . . , ψn) ∈ HomD′(xn−1, xn)[1]⊗ . . . ⊗HomD′(x0, x1)[1],
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where xi1 , . . . , xiτ = c˜one(φ), we define
bD′(ψ1, . . . , ψn) =bD,n(ψ1, . . . , ψn) +
∑
a∈{1,...,τ}
bD,n+1(ψ1, . . . , ψia ,Mφ, ψia+1, . . . , ψn)+
+
∑
a,b∈{1,...,τ}
a<b
bD,n+2(ψ1, . . . , ψia ,Mφ, ψia+1, . . . , ψib ,Mφ, ψib+1, . . . , ψn) + . . .
It’s a simple check to see that this indeed defines the structure of an A∞-category on the
objects of D′ (this is essentially the check that the structure of an A∞-category on the set
of twisted objects generated by the objects in the above expression, recalled in the next
section, is indeed an A∞-category, for which one may refer to Chapter 7 of [46]), and by
construction it is an extension of the A∞-structure on D.
Proposition 3.7.1. There is a quasi-isomorphism of right D′-modules
h
c˜one(φ)
∼ // hcone(φ).
The proof follows straight from our earlier description (3.16) of the cone.
Proposition 3.7.2. There is a quasi-isomorphism in D′
c˜one(φ)
∼ // cone(φ).
Proof. This follows from the fact that the A∞-Yoneda embedding is quasi-fully faithful.
Remark 3.7.1. This is a useful fact, since it gives us a good grip on the A∞-algebra
HomD(cone(φ), cone(φ)). The proposition above tells us that there is a quasi-isomorphism
of A∞-algebras
HomD(cone(φ), cone(φ))
∼ // HomD′(c˜one(φ), c˜one(φ)).
As an instance of this usefulness, we mention the following statement.
Proposition 3.7.3. Let f :M → N be a closed morphism in an A∞-category, and say the
category consisting of the two objects M and N is given a Calabi-Yau structure of dimension
n. Then EndC(cone(f)) is quasi-isomorphic to a n-dimensional Calabi-Yau algebra.
These notions will be explained in the next chapter, as well as the proof.
3.8 The category of twisted objects
We recall some details of the category of twisted objects over a A∞-category, these can be
found (with proofs) in [46]. First we’ll make precise the matrix notation alluded to above.
Definition 3.8.1. A matrix M ∈ Matm×n(C) is given by choosing an ordered m-tuple
(yM,1, . . . , yM,m) ∈ Ob(C)m, and an ordered n-tuple (xM,1, . . . , xM,n) ∈ Ob(C)n, and for
each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n} a morphism Mi,j ∈ HomC(xM,j, yM,i). We
say a sequence of matrices M1, . . . ,Mt is composable if for each s ∈ {1, . . . , t} we have
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that ms = ns+1 and (yMs,1, . . . , yMs,ms) = (xMs+1,1, . . . , xMs+1,ns+1). In that case we define
bC,t(Mt, . . . ,M1) to be the mt × n1 matrix with
bC,t(Mt, . . . ,M1)i,j =
∑
q1∈{1,...,m1}
...
qt−1∈{1,...,mt−1}
bC,t((Mt)i,qt−1 , (Mt−1)qt−1,qt−2 , . . . , (M1)q1,j).
Definition 3.8.2. Given a matrix M in C, associated to the ordered m-tuple
(yM,1, . . . , yM,m) ∈ Ob(C)m
and the ordered n-tuple
(xM,1, . . . , xM,n) ∈ Ob(C)n,
we define the transpose matrix MT in Cop by setting
(yMT ,1, . . . , yMT ,m′) = (xM,1, . . . , xM,n)
and
(xMT ,1, . . . , xMT ,n′) = (yM,1, . . . , yM,m),
and letting (MT )i,j =Mj,i.
Example 3.8.1. Let S be a collection of objects in an A∞-category C admitting finite direct
sums. Then we may form a new A∞-category C⊕, the full subcategory of C consisting of
direct sums of the elements of S. Morphisms between objects in C⊕ are given by matrices
in C, and composition of morphisms is given as in Definition 3.8.1. The transposition map
gives a strict equivalence
(C⊕)op → (Cop)⊕.
Definition 3.8.3. The A∞-category twl(C) has objects given by pairs ((z1, . . . , zn), A), for
n ≥ 1, where (z1, . . . , zn) is an ordered n-tuple of objects in hC [Z], as defined in Definition
3.6.3, and A is a strictly lower-triangular n× n degree 1 matrix in hC [Z] with
(xA,1, . . . , xA,n) = (yA,1, . . . , yA,n) = (z1, . . . , zn),
such that A satisfies
∑
i≥1 bhC [Z],i(A, . . . , A) = 0. For
T1 = ((z1,1, . . . , z1,p1), A1)
T2 = ((z2,1, . . . , z2,p2), A2)
two objects of twl(C), we define Homtwl(C)(T1, T2) to be the space of matrices M in hC [Z]
with (xM,1, . . . , xM,n) = (z1,1, . . . , z1,p1) and (yM,1, . . . , yM,m) = (z2,1, . . . , z2,p2).
For i ∈ {1, . . . , t} letMi be a morphism from ((zi−1,1, . . . , zi−1,ni−1), Ai−1) to ((zi,1, . . . , zi,ni), Ai),
objects of twl(C). We define composition in twl(C) by setting
btwl(C),t(Mt, . . . ,M1) =
∑
p0,...,pt≥0
bhC [Z],t+
∑
pi(A
⊗pt
t ,Mt, A
⊗pt−1
t−1 , . . . ,M1, A
⊗p0
0 ). (3.20)
Note that this sum is finite, since the matrices Ai are strictly lower-triangular.
A proof that these definitions actually define an A∞-category can be found in [46].
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Definition 3.8.4. We define the A∞-category twr(C) in exactly the same way, instead con-
sidering ordered n-tuples of shifts of objects of hC [Z], and strictly upper-triangular matrices.
Remark 3.8.2. Let us motivate these conventions before moving on with them. The
category of twisted objects will turn out to be quasi-equivalent to the category one gets
from taking repeated mapping cones of objects in hC [Z] or hC [Z]. One can think of these
(as in the Abelian case), as recursively defined extensions
Mi−1 →Mi → hxi [ni],
so when converted into matrices, the morphisms will go from hxb [nb] to hxa [na][1], for a < b.
These maps come from maps in HomC(xb, xa). If one thinks of a matrix as a morphism
from column vectors to column vectors, this corresponds to taking a strictly upper-triangular
matrix. Indeed it is sensible to consider a matrix this way, since it conserves the convention
that we read morphisms from right to left. The fact that we consider lower-triangular
matrices when dealing with left modules is due to the fact that C maps contravariantly to
this category, so we consider maps from hxa [na] to h
xb [nb][1], for a < b.
Proposition 3.8.5. There is a strict isomorphism of categories
−⋄tw : twl(C)op → twr(C),
sending objects ((x1, . . . , xn), A) to ((x1, . . . , xn), A
T ) and sending morphisms M of twl(C)op
to morphisms MT of twr(C).
In the sequel we will be a little lax and denote by −⋄tw any of the four functors as
defined above with preimage twl(C)op, twr(C)op, twl(C) or twr(C).
Proposition 3.8.6. There are functorial mapping cones in twl(C) and twr(C).
Proof. We recall the proof here since it gives us a chance to write down what mapping cones
in the category of twisted objects look like. We only deal with twr(C), the construction for
twl(C) is identical. The construction is exactly as one would expect. Given T1 and T2 as
in the statement of Definition 3.8.3, and given M a closed morphism from T2 to T1, i.e. a
degree zero matrix in hC [Z] with (xM,1, . . . , xM,n) = (z2,1, . . . , z2,p1) and (yM,1, . . . , yM,m) =
(z1,1, . . . , z1,p2), satisfying btwr(C),1(M) = 0, we make the new twisted object
cone(M) := ((z1,1, . . . , z1,p1 , z2,1[1], . . . , z2,p2 [1]),
(
A1 M
0 A2
)
).
From the easy identity
∑
i≥1 bC,i
((
A1 M
0 A2
)
, . . . ,
(
A1 M
0 A2
))
=
=
( ∑
i≥1 bhC [Z],i(A1, . . . , A1) btwr(C),1(M)
0
∑
i≥1 bhC [Z],i(A2, . . . , A2)
) (3.21)
we deduce that this gives us a new element of twr(C).
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By construction, there are full and faithful embeddings of A∞-categories given by the
(strict) functors
ir : C → twr(C)
il : Cop → twl(C)
with il(x) = ((h
x), 0) and ir(x) = ((hx), 0), and so one builds in a natural way, out of an
object α ∈ twl(C), a left C-module Homtwl(C)(il(−), α), giving an A∞-functor
jl : twl(C)→ C -Mod∞ .
We obtain a commuting diagram of A∞-functors, interpreting the strict functor il as an
A∞-functor with (il)n = 0 for all n ≥ 2 (see [46])
twl(C) jl // C -Mod∞
Cop.
il
OO
h−
88rrrrrrrrrr
Note that under jl, h
C [Z] is identified as a full subcategory of the category of twisted
objects with associated matrices equal to zero. Recall that, for a triangulated category
E , and S a subset of objects of E , we defined 〈S〉triang to be the smallest strictly full
(i.e. closed under isomorphisms in E) subcategory of E which contains all of the objects
of S and is closed under shifts and triangles. Since C -Mod∞ has a triangulated homotopy
category, i.e. D∞(C -Mod∞) is triangulated, if S is a set of the objects of C -Mod∞, then
we set 〈S〉triang to be the smallest strictly quasi-full subcategory of C -Mod∞ containing
Ob(triangD∞(C -Mod∞)(S)).
Proposition 3.8.7 ([46]). The A∞-functor jl maps to 〈hC〉triang, and is a quasi-equivalence
of categories.
The above proposition is important, for it tells us that, up to quasi-isomorphism, the
objects of twl(C) give us the whole of 〈hC〉triang, and up to quasi-isomorphism, the morphism
spaces of twl(C) give us the morphism spaces of 〈hC〉triang as well. Of course the equivalent
statements hold for twr(C) too. This is good news for doing Geometry, because these
categories are much leaner, a statement we make precise with the following propositions.
As mentioned in [43], it is these propositions that make the categories twl(C) and twr(C)
suitably geometric for motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory.
Proposition 3.8.8 ([43]). Let C be a finite-dimensional category. Then for a fixed n-tuple
τ = (x1, . . . , xn) of objects of h
C [Z], there is a finite type affine scheme Vl,τ parameterising
objects α = ((y1, . . . , ym), A) of twl(C) such that (y1, . . . , ym) = τ .
Proof. By ‘parameterise’, here, we mean that there is a family of objects of twl(C) over
Vl,τ , such that for any object α as in the statement of the proposition, α corresponds to a
(probably non-unique) k-point of this family. This is discussed in [43]. We need to show
that there is a finite type affine scheme parameterising the possible strictly lower-triangular
matrices A, in the above description of α. These matrices form a subset of⊕
i<j∈{1,...,n}
Hom1hC [Z](xi, xj)
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which is a finite-dimensional affine space, by assumption. The equation∑
i≥1
bhC [Z],i(A, . . . , A) = 0
reduces to ∑
1≤i≤n−1
bhC[Z],i(A, . . . , A) = 0,
which gives n2 algebraic equations on this space.
Definition 3.8.9. Fix a finite-dimensional A∞-category C. Then we denote by Vl the ind-
variety
∐
Vl,τ , the disjoint union of the Vl,τ , for all n-tuples τ of objects in h
C [Z], for all
n. We define Vr similarly.
The following proposition comes directly from how we have set up twr(C).
Proposition 3.8.10. Let C be a finite-dimensional A∞-category. For each pair τ1 and
τ2 of of ordered sets of objects of hC [Z], there is a finite-dimensional graded vector bundle
HOMτ1,τ2 over Vr,τ1 ×Vr,τ2, and these satisfy the following condition: If, for all j ∈
{0, . . . , t}, τj is an ordered set of objects of hC [Z], there are maps of algebraic vector bundles
bHOM,j : π
∗
0,1(HOMτ0,τ1)× . . .× π∗t−1,t(HOMτt−1,τt)→ π∗0,t(HOMτ0,τt)
where πa,b : Vr,τt × . . . ×Vr,τ0 → Vr,τa ×Vr,τb is the natural projection. These vector bun-
dles, and maps between them, satisfy the property that for x0 a point of Vr,τ0 parameteris-
ing an object α0 of twr(C), and xt a point of Vr,τt parameterising an object αt of twr(C),
the fibre of the vector bundle HOMτ0,τt over the point (x0, xt) is naturally identified with
Homtwr(C)(αt, α0), and the vector bundle maps bHOM,j agree with the composition maps in
the category twr(C).
Definition 3.8.11. We denote by λ : Vr → Vl the isomorphism of ind-varieties inducing
the same map of underlying sets of k-points as −⋄tw , as defined in Proposition 3.8.5.
Theorem 3.8.12. Let C be as above, then there is an ind-variety Vl,3 parameterising tri-
angles in twr(C).
By functoriality of the mapping cone, this ind-scheme can be taken as the total space
of the constructible bundle Z0(HOM) on Vr×Vr. Note that this comes with three nat-
ural projections p1, p2 and p3. The first two are just the projections onto the first and
second Vr factors, while the third maps the point represented by a matrix M over a point
((τ1, A1), (τ2, A2)) ∈ Vr×Vr to the cone ((τ1, τ2[1]),
(
A1 M
0 A2
)
) – see Proposition 3.8.6.
3.9 Finite models for tensor products
Let M be a (C,D)-bimodule, for C and D finite-dimensional A∞-categories, and assume M
is finite-dimensional too, in the sense that for all pairs (x, y) ∈ (C,D), M(y, x) is a finite-
dimensional differential graded vector space. We have defined a tensor product between M
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and left D-modules, that is functorial, i.e. we have a functor (see the discussion following
Remark 3.5.3)
M ⊗D − : D -Mod∞ →C -Mod∞
N 7→M ⊗D N.
This functor uses the bar construction, and so it generally churns out infinite-dimensional
C-modules, no matter how nice N orM might be. It turns out that if we restrict the functor
to twl(C), considered as a subcategory of C -Mod∞, we can do better than this.
Proposition 3.9.1. For all y ∈ Ob(D), there is a quasi-equivalence of left C-modules
M ⊗D hy →M(y,−).
Proof. This kind of result is pretty standard, related as it is to the fact that the bar reso-
lution actually is a resolution. We will recount the proof anyway. Consider the associated
left TCC(C)-comodules:
M ⊗D hyl(w) =
⊕
i≥0,j≥1
Hi,j(w)[−1]
where
Hi,j(w) =
⊕
z1,z2∈C
TC,i(z2, w)⊗M(z1, z2)[1]⊗ TD,j(y, z1),
and
M(y,−)l(w) = (⊕
i≥0
z∈C
TC,i(z, w) ⊗M(y, z)[1]
)
.
Here we have extended a little the notation of (3.12), setting, for an arbitrary A∞-category
E ,
TE,i(x, y) :=
⊕
x1,...,xi−1∈E
HomE(xi−1, y)[1]⊗HomE(xi−2, xi−1)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗HomE(x, x1)[1]
for i ≥ 1 and
TE,0(x, y) :=
{
0 for x 6= y
k otherwise.
We define
φ :M ⊗D hyl →M(y,−)l
by defining φi,j[1], the restriction of φ to Hi,j. Set
φi,j[1] :=
∑
k>j
id⊗(i+j+1−k)⊗bk.
Next we define a map
ψ :M(y,−)l →M ⊗D hyl
by sending κ ∈ Ti(z, w) ⊗M(y, z)[1] to (κ, idy).
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Using strict unitality, we see that φ ◦ ψ is the identity on M(y,−)l. Finally, the degree
-1 map
h : M ⊗D hyl →M ⊗D hyl
sending η ∈ TC,i(z2, w) ⊗M(z1, z2)[1] ⊗ TD,j(y, z1) to (η, idy) is a homotopy between the
identity on M ⊗D hyl and the map ψ ◦ φ.
Let M be a (C,D)-bimodule. Then we build a (twr(C), twl(D)op)-bimodule Mtw as
follows. First, we set M(hy[b], hx[a]) = M(y, x)[a + b]. Next, let α = ((x1, . . . , xm), A) be
an element of twr(C), and β = ((y1, . . . , yn), B) be an element of twl(D). Then
Mtw(β, α) :=
⊕
i∈{1,...,n}
j∈{1,...,m}
M(yi, xj).
We interpret elements of Mtw(β, α), then, as m by n matrices, with (i, j)th entry taking
values in M(yj, xi). Then the module multiplication is given by matrix multiplications:
let β0, . . . , βt ∈ twl(D) and α0, . . . , αs ∈ twr(C) and let φi ∈ Homtwr(C)(αi−1, αi)[1] for
i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and ψj ∈ Homtwl(D)(βj−1, βj)[1] for j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, and let T ∈ Mtw(βt, α0),
then we set
bMtw,s,t(φs, . . . φ1, T, ψt, . . . , ψ1) =
=
∑
p0,...,ps≥0
q0,...,qt≥0
bM,s+
∑
pi,t+
∑
qj(A
⊗ps
s , φs, A
⊗ps−1
s−1 , . . . , A
⊗p0
0 , T, (B
T
t )
⊗qt, ψTt , (B
T
t−1)
⊗qt−1 , . . . , ψT1 , (B
T
1 )
⊗q0)
(3.22)
where αi = ((. . .), Ai) for i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and βj = ((. . .), Bj) for j ∈ {1, . . . , t}. One
may easily check that this makes Mtw a (twr(C), twl(D)op)-bimodule, and that the (C,D)-
module induced via the embeddings ir and il is just the original bimodule M .
Proposition 3.9.2. Let C and D be A∞-categories, and let M be a (C,D)-bimodule. Then
there is a quasi-isomorphism of (twr(C), twl(D)op)-bimodules:
Mtw(−,−) ∼ // −⊗C M ⊗D −.
The proof is completely formal, using the fact that mapping cones are functorial in
differential graded categories, functors between differential graded categories preserve map-
ping cones, and Proposition 3.9.1. The point is that functors between differential graded
categories and natural transformations between such functors determine their extensions to
triangulated hulls.
Corollary 3.9.3. Let C be an A∞-category, then there is a quasi-isomorphism of (twr(C), twr(C))-
bimodules
−⊗C C ⊗C −⋄tw ∼ // Homtwr(C)(−,−).
Note the confusing swapping of arguments here!
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3.10 The category Perf(C -Mod∞)
We now recall some details regarding the category of perfect C-modules. This section is not
essential to the understanding of the thesis, since in all the cases in which we are interested
this category is the quasi-essential image of the inclusion from twl(C). However, there are
categories C for which the two categories do not coincide, even up to quasi-equivalence,
and for which we can still say something positive about orientation data. This is because
orientation data is a concept that exists independently of the story of motivic Donaldson–
Thomas invariants (as noted in [43], we do not even need the category for which we provide
orientation data to be 3-dimensional). It is anticipated that a more satisfactory treatment
of these complications will be provided by working directly with the derived stack of objects
in Perf(C -Mod∞).
Definition 3.10.1. The category Perf(C -Mod∞) is the smallest quasi-strictly full sub-A∞-
category of the category of left C-modules that is closed under shifts, cones, and homotopy
retracts, containing the image of the Yoneda embedding. A homotopy retract is a diagram
in C -Mod (i.e. we ask that α, β ∈ Z0(C -Mod∞)):
M
α // N
β //M (3.23)
such that the two maps compose to the identity in D∞(C -Mod∞).
The category Perf(C -Mod) is defined as Z0(Perf(C -Mod∞)), and Perf(Mod- C) and
Perf(Mod∞- C) are defined likewise.
Lemma 3.10.2. Every homotopy retract in C -Mod is quasi-isomorphic to a retract.
Proof. By the minimal model theorem and the homological perturbation lemma (see [46]),
we may assume thatM is minimal in diagram (3.23). Then since β◦α is a quasi-isomorphism
on the minimal moduleM , it is in fact an A∞-isomorphism (again, see [46]), and the lemma
follows.
Lemma 3.10.3. Let
M
α // N
β //M
be a homotopy retract, and let φ : M → S be a morphism. Then cone(φ) is quasi-isomorphic
to a homotopy retract of a cone of a morphism from N to S. Alternatively, let ψ : S →M
be a morphism. Then, dually, cone(ψ) is quasi-isomorphic to a homotopy retract of a cone
of a morphism from S to N .
Proof. After taking a minimal model for M we may assume that the diagram in the state-
ment of the lemma is an actual retract diagram, by the previous lemma. Consider the
commutative diagram
M
φ

α // N
φ◦β

β //M
φ

S

idS // S

idS // S

cone(φ) // cone(φ ◦ β) // cone(φ),
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where the maps in the bottom row are supplied by the functoriality of the mapping cone in
differential graded categories (see e.g [66]). Since the composition of the morphisms in the
top row is a quasi-isomorphism, and so is the composition of the morphisms in the second,
it follows that the third row is a homotopy retract, by the five lemma.
The argument for cone(ψ) is given by the dual.
The point of Lemma 3.10.3 is that we can permute the taking of homotopy retracts and
the taking of cones. Combined with Proposition 3.8.7, this tells us that all elements of the
category Perf(C -Mod∞) can be obtained, up to quasi-isomorphism, by taking homotopy
retracts of objects of twl(C).
Before introducing an ind-variety parameterising perfect modules, we give a short di-
gression on A∞-limits.
We first discuss the classical case. Let D be a small unital k-linear category, and let
E be a category such as the category of A-modules for an associative algebra A. Then we
consider the functor category
ED := Fun(D, E)
whose objects are k-linear functors, and whose morphisms are natural transformations.
Given a functor D → k, where by abuse of notation k denotes the category with one object,
the endomorphism algebra of which is just k, one obtains a functor
c : E → ED,
obtained from the natural isomorphism Ek ∼= E .
A limit functor for the diagram D is a right adjoint to c (obviously it depends also
on the functor D → k). By the uniqueness of adjoints it is unique up to unique natural
isomorphism. A colimit functor for the diagram D is a left adjoint to c.
Example 3.10.1. Let D′ be the non-unital k-linear category with one object ω, and one-
dimensional morphism space spanned by the morphism f satisfying f2 = f . One obtains in
the natural way, from D′, an (ordinary) augmented k-linear category D, with one object,
such that the induced ring structure on the augmentation ideal of the endomorphism algebra
of the unique object is just the non-unital algebra spanned by f . We define D → k by
sending f to 1. Let E = A -Modnorm denote the ordinary category of (ungraded) A-modules
for some (ungraded) associative algebra A. Then an object of ED is given by an A-module
M and a morphism φ ∈ End(M) satisfying φ2 = φ. Given such a functor, we obtain a
retract diagram
Image(φ)
ι //M
φ′ // Image(φ),
where φ′ is the map induced by φ and ι is the inclusion. In this situation Image(−) is the
limit functor and the colimit functor.
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In fact it is possible to see, purely categorically, that one obtains a retract diagram from
the limit for D. The situation is summed up by the following commuting diagram:
M
φ

N
i
>>||||||||
Mα
oo
φ
OO
N.
i
oo
φ◦i
aaCCCCCCCC
β
cc
(3.24)
The morphism i comes from the fact that N is the limit of the diagram
M.
φ

The morphisms α and β come from the definition of the limit. Note that if we take β = idN
then everything commutes. By one last application of the definition of limit, it follows that
β = idN = α ◦ i.
The theory of A∞-limits is really just the same thing but for A∞-functors. Let E now
denote a strictly unital A∞-category, and let D be a small k-linear category as before. We
now let
ED := Fun∞(D, E)
be the set of A∞-functors from D to E . This has the structure of an A∞-category (see [34]).
As before there is a (strict) functor
c : E → ED.
We use this functor to construct a (E , ED)-bimodule HomED(c−,−). Given an arbitrary
A∞-functor
G : ED → E
we similarly obtain an (E , ED)-bimodule
HomE(−, G−)
and we define an adjunction between c and G to be a quasi-isomorphism of bimodules
HomED(c−,−) ∼ // HomE(−, G−),
and in this case we say the functor G is the A∞-limit functor.
Now let D be as before, and let E be the A∞-category C -Mod∞. Then a limit and
a colimit functor exist for D (see [66]). Let M be a C-module, let F ∈ ED be a functor
sending the object of D toM , and let N be the limit. Then we obtain a diagram as in 3.24,
commuting up to homotopy. After taking H•(−) of the diagram, we get that the bottom
row is again an isomorphism, and so the limit is a homotopy retract of M .
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Note that an A∞-functor from D to E is given by the following data (which is the data
mentioned in the introduction to [43]): a module M and a morphism of non-unital A∞-
algebras from k to End(M). For each n, k⊗n ∼= k, and so such a morphism is given by a
series of elements fn ∈ End1−n(M), satisfying the compatibility relations of an A∞-algebra
morphism. We assume, now, that we are working with the explicit (differential graded)
model for the A∞-category A -Mod∞ that we recalled in Section 3.5. Say, conversely, that
we are given a homotopy retract diagram
N
i //M
q // N.
Then there is some morphism h ∈ End(N,N) such that dh = idN −q ◦ i. Let f1 ∈
End(M,M) be given by f1 = i ◦ q. Let f2 = i ◦ h ◦ q. For n ≥ 3, we set fn = i ◦ hn−1 ◦ q.
Then one can easily check that these fn satisfy the required compatibility relations. We
claim, finally, that N is the limit and the colimit of the associated element of ED. This
leads to the following proposition:
Proposition 3.10.4. [43] There is an ind-variety V+l parameterising objects of Perf(C -Mod),
and up to quasi-isomorphism, every element of Ob(Perf(C -Mod)) = Ob(Perf(C -Mod∞))
occurs in this family.
Proof. We take as our starting point Vl, the ind-variety of Definition 3.8.9 parameterising
objects of twl(C). Let Vl,τ be one of the components of this variety, parameterising twisted
objects of the form (τ,−). This variety has a graded vector bundle END≤0 on it, the
graded vector bundle of endomorphisms of degree less than or equal to zero. Over a point
x of Vl,τ , corresponding to a twisted object M ∈ twl(C), points in the fibre correspond to
potential morphisms of nonunital A∞-algebras from k to Endtwl(C)(M). They are actual
morphisms if they satisfy the compatibility equations (3.2). Since k and Endtwl(C)(M)
are both concentrated in finitely many degrees, it follows that only finitely many of these
equations are nonzero. It follows that there is a subvariety of Tot(END≤0), the total
space of the underlying ungraded vector bundle, parameterising strictly unital functors
from D, such that the target of the object of D is parameterised by Vl,τ . We construct the
required bundle of C-modules over V+l , which we denote by LVl , by taking the limit of this
functor.
Proposition 3.10.5. There is a quasi-equivalence of categories
−⋄ : Perf(C -Mod∞)→ Perf(Mod∞- C)op.
This quasi-equivalence is induced by an isomorphism of ind-varieties λ : V+r → V+l (where
we use the same symbol λ here as we did to denote the isomorphism λ : Vr → Vl).
Proof. The equivalence
−⋄tw : twr(C)→ twl(C)op
induces a quasi-equivalence Fun∞(D, twr(C)) → Fun∞(D, twl(C)op), and the equivalence
D → Dop induces equivalences
Fun∞(D, twl(C)op)→ Fun∞(Dop, twl(C)op)→ Fun∞(D, twl(C))op.
The second statement is then clear, by construction.
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Proposition 3.10.6. There is a constructible vector bundle HOM lying over V+l ×V+l ,
with homology over (x, y) calculating the homology of the space of homomorphisms between
the two perfect modules parameterised by x and y.
Proof. This is given by the bar resolution and the bundle of C-modules considered above.
Corollary 3.10.7. There is an ind-variety V+l,3 parameterising triangles of objects in Perf(C -Mod),
and up to quasi-isomorphism, every triangle in Perf(C -Mod) occurs in this family.
Proof. Define the ind-variety V+l as above. Consider two components V
+
l,τ1
and V+l,τ2 , with
V+l,τi
parameterising functors whose target is an object ofVl,τi . There is an ind-constructible
vector bundle NAT lying over V+l ×V+l such that the homology of the fibre over a point
x, y computes the homotopy classes of natural transformations from the functor y to the
functor x. From Definition 3.3.8 we deduce that NAT 0|
V
+
l,τ1
×V+l,τ2
is finite-dimensional,
and so the total space of Z0(NAT ) is an ind-variety, as required. The analogue of the
projection to the mapping cone (p3 in Theorem 3.8.12) is given by functoriality of the limit
and functoriality of the mapping cone.
Chapter 4
Calabi-Yau A∞-algebras
4.1 Preliminaries on Calabi-Yau quiver algebras
We introduce here a class of A∞-algebras that includes our two motivating examples – the
non-commutative crepant resolutions of [71], [72], [64] and the cluster collections studied in
[37], [38], [8], [43]. Throughout this chapter, we define
S :=
⊕
v∈I
k (4.1)
for some finite set I, which we will, rather suggestively, call our set of vertices. We give this
the algebra structure given by the direct sum of |I| copies of the standard unital k-algebra
structure on k. This, then, is a unital algebra, and so trivially a unital A∞-algebra, after
we decree that the whole of S lives in degree zero. We consider S as a S-unital A∞-algebra,
as in Definition 3.1.8.
Consider the category S -ModS-S of S-unital S-bimodules (see Definition 3.2.3). This
is identified with the category of ordinary differential graded S-bimodules, in the non-A∞
sense. Let (M,mM,n) be a non-unital A∞-algebra object in this category. Consider the
S-bimodule M ⊕ S. This has the structure of a strictly S-unital A∞-algebra: we define
mM⊕S,1 via the differentials on the two objects, and we define mM⊕S,2 via the pre-existing
multiplication on M and S, and via the ordinary left and right S-module structures on M .
All higher multiplications mM⊕S,i, for i ≥ 3, are equal to mM,i when evaluated onM⊗i, and
are equal to zero otherwise. By construction, this algebra has a natural S-augmentation
given by the projection M ⊕ S → S.
Definition 4.1.1. An A∞-quiver algebra with (finite) vertex set I is given by the augmented
A∞-algebra over S with the underlying vector space M⊕S constructed as above, where M is
a finitely generated A∞-algebra object in the category of S-unital S-bimodules S -ModS-S.
Remark 4.1.1. There are three different ways to think about these objects: as augmented
A∞-algebras over S (see Definition 3.1.10), as augmented A∞-algebra objects in the category
of ordinary S-bimodules (see Definition 3.1.12), and as augmented A∞-categories with set
of objects I (see Definition 3.3.5).
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Example 4.1.2. Let E ∈ S -modS-S be a finite-dimensional S-bimodule. Consider the
non-unital free tensor algebra on E, defined by
Tnu(E) := E ⊕ (E ⊗S E)⊕ (E ⊗S E ⊗S E)⊕ . . .
Now let I ⊂ Tnu(E) be a two-sided ideal, and consider the (ordinary) finitely generated (in
the ordinary sense) algebra object Tnu(E)/I in S -ModS-S. This is also a finitely generated
A∞-algebra object (see Definition 3.1.14) in S -ModS-S, since there is a strict morphism
from the free non-unital A∞-algebra object generated by E in S -ModS-S to Tnu(E) killing
higher multiplications, that is surjective on underlying vector spaces, and clearly also a
strict morphism from Tnu(E) to Tnu(E)/I. As such the S-bimodule
(Tnu(E)/I) ⊕ S
acquires the structure of an A∞-quiver algebra with vertex set I. So an ordinary quiver
algebra with relations, with ‘edges’ E, is an example of an A∞-quiver algebra, which is
finitely generated when the number of arrows is finite, where the arrows are in the usual
way just a basis for E living in
⋃
i,j∈I ei ·E · ej .
In the case of ordinary algebras there is a well-known correspondence between quiver
algebras and small categories, with the vertices I forming the objects of a category, and
the arrows generating the morphisms. We first start with the data of a quiver Γ and some
relations R, which are linear sums of paths in the graph. One then forms the S-bimodule
E, where we give ej ·E · ei a basis given by the set of arrows from i to j. Associated to this
bimodule is a free k-linear category C – morphisms are given by (linear sums of) chains of
arrows from the quiver. Finally we set some of the morphisms to be equal to zero – these
prescriptions come from the relations R. This gives us a category we denote by CΓ,R, and
the first thing one shows is that left modules over the algebra A associated to the data
(Γ, R) are essentially the same thing as functors CΓ,R → vectk.
The situation in the A∞ case is exactly analogous. Let M ⊕S be given the structure of
an A∞-quiver algebra. Assume we have some finite-dimensional bimodule E ∈ S -modS-S
such that there is a strict morphism of S -modS-S A∞-algebra objects
f : Free∞,nu(E)→M,
which is surjective on underlying S-bimodules, from the free unital A∞-algebra object
Free∞,nu(E) to M . Then as before we form a quiver, with vertices given by I and with
arrows from i to j given by a basis of m2(m2(ej , E), ei). These generate a free A∞-category,
with relations, again labelled R, given by the kernel of f . We think of this quiver with
relations as a category with objects the vertices I, and we label this category CΓ,R.
In the case of ordinary, ungraded quiver algebras, we define a representation of a quiver
as a functor from CΓ,R to vectk. The first thing one shows here is that the category of mod-
ules for the algebra A associated to Γ and R is equivalent to the category of representations
of (Γ, R). In the A∞ case this situation is replicated.
Proposition 4.1.2. Let (Γ, R) be a pair of a directed graph and higher relations on Γ. Let
CΓ,R be the associated A∞-category, and let A be the associated A∞-algebra. The category
of unital A∞-functors from CΓ,R to the category dgvectk is isomorphic to the category of
finite-dimensional S-unital A-modules.
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Definition 4.1.3. From now on, where A is understood as an A∞-quiver algebra over a
fixed vertex set I, we define A -Mod to be the category of S-unital A-modules A -ModS.
Similarly we define A -Mod∞,S to be the full subcategory of A -Mod∞,nu with objects the
S-unital modules (see the end of Section 3.5).
Remark 4.1.3. If C is the A∞-category associated to a quiver with relations, then C has
a natural augmentation: by construction, for each x ∈ Ob(C) we have that
EndC(x) ∼= exMex ⊕ k, (4.2)
the factor of k coming from the formal addition of an identity. This enables us to define
a natural augmentation of this A∞-category, and putting these together we obtain our
augmentation of C. In the quiver language the copy of k in (4.2) is the usual canonical
1-dimensional module associated to the vertex x, which we denote sx.
Let A be an A∞-quiver algebra. Then, since A is an A∞-algebra, we can take its
homology algebra H•(A). This inherits, naturally, the structure of an ordinary quiver
algebra, and therefore also the structure of an A∞-quiver algebra, with vanishing higher
multiplications.
Let T be an A∞-object in the category S -ModS-S, where S is considered as an S-unital
A∞-algebra. As before we obtain an S-unital A∞-algebra structure on T ⊕ S. We say
that this is a formal A∞-quiver algebra if there is some E ∈ S -ModS-S with associated
non-unital A∞-algebra object Free∞,nu,formal(E), and a strict morphism
f : Free∞,nu,formal(E)→ T
which is surjective on underlying vector spaces, and such that H•(T ⊕ S) is complete with
respect to the ideal generated by H•(f)(Free∞,nu,formal(E)) = H
•(T ). We say that T ⊕ S
is a finitely generated formal A∞-quiver algebra if the same condition holds, but for finite-
dimensional E ∈ S -modS-S.
Proposition 4.1.4. Let A =M ⊕ S be a finitely generated formal A∞-quiver algebra such
that H•(A) is a nonpositively graded quiver algebra. Then there is a quasi-equivalence of
categories
〈si|i ∈ I〉triang ∼ // A -mod∞,
where the si are as defined in Remark 4.1.3, and an equivalence of categories
A -mod∞,nilp → A -mod∞,
where A -mod∞,nilp is the full A∞-subcategory of A -mod∞ containing those N such that
(H•(M))t H•(N) = 0
for some t.
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Proof. Since in the first statement we are working up to quasi-equivalence, we may take a
minimal model for A, and we may restrict attention to the full subcategory of A-modules
containing only minimal modules. Let M be such a minimal module. Then since A is
concentrated in nonpositive degrees, M admits a filtration of A-modules
. . . ⊂M≤i ⊂M≤i+1 ⊂ . . .
Each factor of this filtration is an A0-module (note that under our minimality assumption,
A0 is an ordinary quiver algebra completed according to path length). The first result
follows, and then so does the second, by induction.
Definition 4.1.5. [42] An A∞-quiver algebra is compact if its homology algebra is finite-
dimensional.
This is equivalent to the A∞-category CΓ,R (see the discussion before Proposition 4.1.2)
being finite-dimensional, in the sense of Definition 3.6.4.
Example 4.1.4. Let L1, . . . , Ln be bounded complexes of coherent sheaves on a smooth
projective scheme X, with HomDb(X)(Li, Li)
∼= k for every i, where Db(X) is the bounded
derived category of complexes of coherent sheaves on X. We assume that Extn(Li, Lj) =
0 for n < 0, and that no automorphism of any of the Li factors through a morphism
f : Li → Lj for j 6= i. Then the full subcategory of Db(X) with objects consisting of
the L1, . . . , Ln determines a (ordinary) graded quiver algebra R. The ath graded piece of
the vector space ei · R · ej is given by ExtaCoh(X)(Lj , Li). This algebra is, by assumption,
naturally an augmented S-algebra, for I the set {L1, . . . , Ln}. There is a well defined
notion of the (generally non-unique) enriched derived category Db∞(X) (e.g. as in [60]),
which incorporates the data of Massey products, and we can consider also the full A∞-
subcategory of Db∞(X) with objects given by the L1, . . . , Ln. After taking a minimal model,
we obtain an A∞-quiver algebra R
′. By definition, H•(R′) = R, and since morphism spaces
in Db(X) are finite-dimensional graded vector spaces, both these algebras are compact.
Example 4.1.5. Consider OP1 and OP1(1) in Coh(P1) ⊂ Db(P1). Again, denote the asso-
ciated quiver algebra R. Then H0(R) is the free path algebra of the Kronecker quiver, with
two vertices labelled by OP and OP(1), and with two arrows going from the first vertex to
the second. The full Yoneda algebra R′ is just R again, since there are no Ext1s. It follows
that the enriched algebra R′∞ is just the same as R. There is an equivalence of derived
categories
Db(R -mod)
∼ // Db(P1)
which, since R ∼= R′∞, lifts to an equivalence of A∞-categories
Db∞(P
1)
∼ // R -mod∞ .
Definition 4.1.6. [11] A Calabi-Yau category of dimension n is an A∞-category C, such
that for each pair A,B ∈ C there exists a nondegenerate pairing
〈•, •〉B,A : HomC(A,B)⊗HomC(B,A)→ k[−n]
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such that 〈•, •〉A,B is obtained from 〈•, •〉B,A by precomposing with the symmetry isomor-
phism in dgvectk
HomC(A,B)⊗HomC(B,A) ∼= HomC(B,A)⊗HomC(A,B).
For A0, . . . , An−1 ∈ Ob(C) define the linear functional Wn on
Hom•(An−1, A0)[1]⊗Hom•(An−2, An−1)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗Hom•(A0, A1)[1]
by Wn =
1
n〈•, •〉A0 ,A1(bn−1 ⊗ id). The symmetric monoidal structure on dgvectk gives an
isomorphism φ between
Hom•(An−1, A0)[1]⊗Hom•(An−2, An−1)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗Hom•(A0, A1)[1]
and
Hom•(An−2, An−1)[1]⊗ . . .⊗Hom•(A0, A1)[1] ⊗Hom•(An−1, A0)[1].
We ask, in addition, that Wn =Wn ◦ φ.
Remark 4.1.6. Note that if C is an A∞-category which can be given the structure of a
Calabi-Yau category, then in particular, the morphism space between any two objects of
C must be finite-dimensional in each degree, a property that is not stable under quasi-
equivalence of A∞-categories.
Definition 4.1.7. If A is an A∞-algebra object in a symmetric monoidal graded category
D admitting internal Homs, then we say that it is a n-dimensional Calabi-Yau A∞-algebra
object if there is a symmetric degree n map
〈•, •〉 : A⊗A→ 1D
such that the Wn defined as above are cyclically symmetric, and such that the map φ(〈•, •〉)
is an isomorphism, where φ : HomD(A⊗A,1D)→ HomD(A,HomD(A,1D)) is given by the
presence of internal Homs.
Remark 4.1.7. Let C be a Calabi-Yau category. Then it is easy to see that Cop possesses
a Calabi-Yau structure too.
Definition 4.1.8. An n-dimensional compact Calabi-Yau A∞-quiver algebra is an A∞-
quiver algebra on some vertex set V , with the structure of a Calabi-Yau category given
on the associated category C with objects Ob(C) = V and morphisms HomC(vi, vj) =
m2(m2(ej , A), ei).
Many of the categories we work with are categories of modules over Calabi-Yau cate-
gories. So the following theroem is essential.
Theorem 4.1.9. Let C be a Calabi-Yau category of dimension n. Then twl(C) and twr(C)
(as in Definition 3.8.3) are Calabi-Yau categories of dimension n.
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Proof. We work only with twr(C), the proof for twl(C) is identical (recall also the isomor-
phism twr(C) ∼= twl(C)op of Proposition 3.8.5). Objects of twr(C) are given by n-tuples of
objects τ = (hx1 [m1], . . . , hxn [mn]), and matrices A in hC [Z], as defined in Definition 3.6.3,
satisfying the equation ∑
i≥1
bi(A, . . . , A) = 0,
while morphisms from (τ1, A) to (τ2, A
′) are given by matrices from τ1 to τ2 in hC [Z]. Given
a matrix M from
τ1 = (hx1 [m1], . . . , hxn [mn])
to
τ2 = (hy1 [p1], . . . , hyn′ [pn′ ])
and a matrix M ′ from τ2 to τ1 we define
〈M ′,M〉twr(C) =
∑
1≤a≤n
1≤b≤n′
〈M ′a,b,Mb,a〉.
Nondegeneracy of 〈•, •〉twr(C) follows straight from nondegeneracy of 〈•, •〉. Cyclic symme-
try of 〈•, •〉twr(C) follows from the definition of composition in twr(C) (see (3.20)) and cyclic
symmetry of 〈•, •〉.
Definition 4.1.10 ([43]). An ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category of dimension n is given
by an ind-variety M, together with an ind-constructible finite-dimensional graded vector
bundle HOM on M×M, together with morphisms π∗0,1(HOM) ⊗ . . . ⊗ π∗i−1,i(HOM) →
π∗0,i(HOM) satisfying the obvious A∞ compatibility conditions, and a morphism 〈•, •〉 :
HOM⊗ sw∗(HOM)→ idM×M[−n], satisfying the obvious cyclic invariance property (as
in Definition 4.1.6), inducing an isomorphism HOM ∼= sw∗(HOM)∗[−n], where sw :
M×M→M×M is the isomorphism swapping the two copies of M, and sw∗(HOM)∗
is the vector dual of sw∗(HOM).
Theorem 4.1.11. Let C be a finite-dimensional Calabi-Yau category of dimension n. Then
triangC -mod∞(C) and triangmod∞- C(C) are quasi-equivalent to ind-constructible Calabi-Yau
categories of dimension n.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 3.8.7, 3.8.10, and the structure defined in the proof
of Theorem 4.1.9.
Definition 4.1.12. Let C and D be ind-constructible Calabi-Yau categories of dimension
n, with the same underlying ind-varieties of objects, M. Then a morphism f of ind-
constructible Calabi-Yau categories C ∼= D is given by a morphism f1 : HOMC →HOMD,
compatible with the inner products on the two constructible vector bundles, along with higher
morphisms fi : π
∗
0,1(HOMC)⊗ . . .⊗ π∗i−1,i(HOMC)→ π∗0,i(HOMD) satisfying the compat-
ibility conditions of an A∞-morphism (see Definition 3.1.5). We require also that∑
a+b=n
〈fa, fb〉D = 0 (4.3)
for all n ≥ 3. The morphism f is an isomorphism if f1 is.
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Remark 4.1.8. The condition 4.3 is considered by Kajiura in [31]. Converted into the
language of symplectic forms on K*, introduced below, the condition that f1 preserves
the inner product corresponds to the condition that the constant term of the pulled back
noncommutative symplectic form is unchanged. The condition (4.3) corresponds to the
condition that the pulled back symplectic form is still constant.
Theorem 4.1.13 (Minimal model theorem for ind-constructible Calabi-Yau categories).
Let C be an ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category of dimension n. Then C is isomorphic to
an ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category D, with compositions mi respecting the decompo-
sition HOMD ∼= HOMmin ⊕ V , satisfying
1. m1|HOMmin = 0,
2. mi|π∗0,1(V )⊗...⊗π∗i−1,i(V ) = 0 for all i ≥ 2, and
3. H•(V ) = 0.
Proof. The proof for this Theorem is essentially contained in [31], an excellent reference for
cyclic A∞-algebras. There is, though, a possibility of mishap when transposing the proof of
Theorem 5.15 of that paper, in that we have to introduce some analogue of the free tensor
algebra associated to the underlying vector space of a cyclic A∞-algebra. So we will recount
the ideas of [31], translating them into an appropriate ind-constructible framework.
Firstly, fix the underlying ind-variety M = Ob(C) = Ob(D). We denote by HOM
the constructible vector bundle of homomorphisms on the ind-variety M×M. Consider
the ind-constructible vector bundle H* := sw∗(HOM[1])∗, the vector dual of the pullback
along the isomorphism that swaps arguments (every constructible vector bundle will be
locally finite-dimensional). The bracket 〈•, •〉 provides an isomorphism
H* ∼= HOM[2].
Consider now the ind-varietyMn ∼= (M×M)×M. . .×M(M×M), where here and elsewhere
we adopt the convention that Mn×MMm is the pullback in the following diagram
Mn×MMm

//Mm
π1

Mn πn //M .
We define the constructible vector bundle K* on chains(M) := ∐i≥2Mi, which is given by⊕
a1<...<ai∈{1,...,n}
a1=1,ai=n
π∗a1,a2(H*)⊗ . . . ⊗ π∗ai−1,ai(H*) (4.4)
when restricted to Mn. Consider the natural morphism given by concatenation of chains
of terms in Ob(C)
m : chains(M)×M chains(M)→ chains(M)
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where the fibre product is the pullback of the diagram
chains(M)×M chains(M)
π1

π2 // chains(M)
πfirst

chains(M) πlast ////M
and the projection πfirst is the morphism projecting each component Mi onto its first copy
of M, and πlast is defined similarly. We denote by ∆K* the natural morphism
∆K* :m∗(π
∗
1(K
*)⊗ π∗2(K*))→ K* .
Note that this is a morphism of locally finite-dimensional constructible vector bundles. We
say b′ : K* → K* is a derivation with respect to ∆K* if it satisfies the condition
∆K* ◦ (m∗(π∗1(b′)⊗ id) +m∗(id⊗π∗2(b′)))− b′ ◦∆K* = 0.
Let b1 < . . . < bj ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and let a1 < . . . < ai ∈ {1, . . . , j}, with a1 = 1, ai = j, b1 =
1, bj = n. Then b
′ induces a map of constructible vector bundles on Mn:
b′part : π
∗
ba1 ,ba2
(H*)⊗ . . .⊗ π∗bai−1 ,bai (H
*)→ π∗b1,b2(H*)⊗ . . .⊗ π∗bj−1,bj(H*).
Now let
ι : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n} (4.5)
be an order preserving injection, whose image contains {b1, . . . , bj}. We define b˜l = ι−1(bl).
Then ι induces a projection Mn →Mm. We consider also the morphism
b′part : π
∗
b˜a1 ,b˜a2
(H*)⊗ . . .⊗ π∗
b˜ai−1 ,b˜ai
(H*) // π∗
b˜1,b˜2
(H*)⊗ . . . ⊗ π∗
b˜j−1,b˜j
(H*),
and the following diagram:
π∗ba1 ,ba2
(H*)⊗ . . . ⊗ π∗bai−1 ,bai (H
*)
b′part

∼= // π∗ι (π
∗
b˜a1 ,b˜a2
(H*)⊗ . . . ⊗ π∗
b˜ai−1 ,b˜ai
(H*))
π∗ι (b
′
part)

π∗b1,b2(H*)⊗ . . .⊗ π∗bj−1,bj (H*)
∼= // π∗ι (π
∗
b˜1,b˜2
(H*)⊗ . . .⊗ π∗
b˜j−1,b˜j
(H*)).
If all such diagrams commute, we say that b′ is a coherent morphism K* → K*, and in the
present case, where b′ is also a derivation, we say that it is a coherent derivation (even though
the mangling of English given by ‘herent derivation’ gives a more consistent notation).
Since we have set things up to involve only locally finite-dimensional constructible vector
bundles, we may dualize everything in sight, and define the notion of a cocoherent coderiva-
tion. Then coherent derivations b′ on K* satisfying b′2 = 0 are in 1-1 correspondence with
A∞-structures on HOM. Consider the ind-constructible variety Mn. Since M is ind-
constructible, Mn has a locally finite constructible decomposition with components given
by terms of the form X1 × . . . Xn with Xi a term in the constructible decomposition of M.
It follows that M carries an action of Zn, given by cyclic permutation. There is a further
locally finite constructible decomposition of Mn such that the Zn-action factors through a
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free Zt-action on each piece, for t|n, and we can assume each piece to be affine and smooth,
from which it follows that the quotient scheme of each Zn-equivariant piece exists and is
smooth. We define the ind-constructible vector bundle C* by setting its restriction to Mn
to be ⊕
a1<...<ai∈{1,...,n}
π∗a1,a2(H*)⊗ . . .⊗ π∗ai−1,ai(H*)⊗ π∗ai,a1(H*),
and we define the restriction of K*cyc to Mncyc := Mn /Zn to be the constructible vector
bundle of Zn-invariant sections. Let ι be as in (4.5), but without the restriction that 1 is
mapped to 1 and m to n. There is an obvious cyclic symmetrization map from sections of
K*cyc to sections of C
*, and we say a global section Scyc ∈ Γ(K*cyc) is coherent if its cyclic
symmetrization is. Let Scyc be a coherent section of K
*
cyc, with cyclic symmetrization S.
Then we next consider the Hamiltonian vector field associated to Scyc. First, we define the
coherent derivation (•, Scyc) via its action on each π∗1,n(H*), the constructible vector bundle
on Mn. For a1 < . . . < ai ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with a1 = 1 and ai = n, we define a morphism
τ : π∗a1,a2(H*)⊗ ...⊗ π∗ai−1,ai(H*)⊗ π∗ai,a1(H*)⊗ π∗1,n(H*)→ π∗a1,a2(H*)⊗ ...⊗ π∗ai−1,ai(H*)
via τ = id⊗(i−1)⊗〈•, •〉. Extending linearly we get our desired morphism on each π∗1,n(H*),
and one can check that these morphisms define a coherent graded morphism K* → K*
precisely if Scyc is homogeneous of degree −1 – we assume this to be the case for Scyc from
now on.
Next, define the Hamiltonian vector flow to be given by
e(•,Scyc) := id+
1
k!
(•, Scyc)k.
Note that as long as the restriction of S to M2 is zero, this is a finite sum of morphisms of
constructible vector bundles, upon restriction to eachMn, and so it is well-defined. One can
show (see [31] Section 4.3) that e(•,Scyc) preserves the noncommutative symplectic structure
on K*cyc given by the Calabi-Yau pairing 〈•, •〉. We now have everything in place to perform
homological perturbation on our ind-constructible category.
The bracket 〈•, •〉 corresponds to a constant symplectic form (in the language of [31],
and [41]) on K*, which in turn gives rise to the Poisson bracket (•, •) used above. Given this
symplectic form, the data of an ind-constructible 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau A∞-category
is given precisely by a coherent section Scyc ∈ Γ(K*cyc), called the action (in the constant
case, i.e. the one in which the symplectic form comes from a nondegenerate bracket on the
underlying algebra, this is especially familiar, corresponding to the fact that the bracket
establishes an isomorphism between the underlying vector space and its dual). An isomor-
phism of ind-constructible Calabi-Yau A∞-categories, given by actions Scyc,1 and Scyc,2, is
given by a coherent isomorphism F : K* → K*, commuting with ∆K* , such that F∗(ω) = ω
and F∗(Scyc,2) = Scyc,1. By the results of Section 2.6, we may split the constructible vector
bundle HOM into HOM ∼= HOMmin⊕V1⊕V2, where m1 acts trivially on HOMmin, and
maps V1 isomorphically onto V2. The strategy of the proof then is as in [31]. One can
assume, further, that these constructible vector bundles are trivialized, giving coordinates
x1, . . . , xa on HOMmin, y1, . . . , yb on V1 and z1, . . . , zc on V2. One writes the action Scyc as
Scyc =
∑
i≥2 Scyc,i, where on eachMn, Scyc,i is the sub bundle of K* given by the expression
(4.4). Then by assumption, Scyc,2 contains no x instances. We assume in addition that for
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3 ≤ i ≤ t, Scyc,i contains no y or z instances. Then there is a Hcyc ∈ K*cyc, such that if we
define S′cyc = (e
(•,Hcyc))∗(Scyc), then S
′
cyc,i contains no y or z instances for 3 ≤ i ≤ t + 1.
Furthermore, Hcyc,i is zero for i < t, from which it follows that we can compose an infinite
chain of these Hamiltonian flows together, recursively getting Scyc,i into the right form as
i goes to infinity, since after restricting to each Mn this is a finite composition of mor-
phisms of constructible vector bundles, which is again a morphism of constructible vector
bundles.
Remark 4.1.9. By construction, the inclusion and the projection between HOMmin to
HOMD can be upgraded to morphisms of ind-constructible A∞-categories. If HOM′min is
some alternative summand appearing as in the theorem, we obtain a morphismHOMmin →
HOM′min which is furthermore an isomorphism of ind-constructible Calabi-Yau A∞-categories.
Remark 4.1.10. The decomposition of the potential W has a nice geometric interpreta-
tion. Firstly, it is zero on the image of the differential. The way to interpret this is that
deformations in this direction do not move one along the moduli space of objects (recall that
Zariski tangent spaces of fine moduli spaces are generally identified with Ext1). Also, the
component of HOM1 that is mapped injectively to HOM2 has a quadratic potential lying
over it, and after differentiating it gives a linear term – so passing to the scheme-theoretic
degeneracy locus, this part gets ignored. All that is left, then, is Ext1, and its minimal
potential Wmin.
Calabi-Yau categories are the objects that motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory needs to
get going. Since we are interested in categories up to quasi-equivalence – by Requirement
2.5.2, we should be able to push stack functions through quasi-equivalences of Calabi-Yau
categories and get the same motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariant – if we have a category
D and we would like to start assigning motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants to stack
functions for D, it is good enough to have chosen a quasi-equivalence
D′ → D
from a Calabi-Yau category. So if C is a 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau category, we can use the
Theorem 4.1.9 and Proposition 3.8.7 to deal with 〈hC〉triang and 〈hC〉triang.
Remark 4.1.11. For C a n-dimensional Calabi-Yau category, we have a manageable sub-
category of 〈hC〉triang, that is quasi-equivalent to the whole category, namely twl(C). It is
an interesting question whether Perf(C -Mod∞) contains an ind-constructible subcategory
that is Calabi-Yau, such that the inclusion is a quasi-equivalence.
4.2 Noncompact Calabi-Yau algebras
Above we follow the natural suggestion for the definition of a ‘Calabi-Yau A∞-quiver al-
gebra’, which is to use the correspondence between A∞-quiver algebras and small A∞-
categories, and then use Definition 4.1.6. This gives us our notion of a compact Calabi-Yau
A∞-quiver algebra. There is however a different notion, called, in contrast, a noncompact
Calabi-Yau A∞-algebra, that is perhaps equally commonly used, which we recall from [22].
First, assume A is a differential graded algebra (all A∞-algebras are quasi-isomorphic to
differential graded algebras, so this entails no loss of generality). Then A naturally has
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the structure of a left A ⊗ Aop-module. Furthermore, A ⊗ A has also the structure of a
A⊗Aop-bimodule – by setting
(a, b) · (c, d) · (e, f) = (a · c · e, f · d · b).
We assume that A is homologically finite, that is, it belongs to Perf(A ⊗ Aop -Mod). Next
consider
RHomA⊗Aop -Mod(M,A⊗A)
for an arbitrary left A ⊗ Aop-module M (i.e. an A-bimodule). This object inherits the
structure of a right A⊗Aop-module. Using the natural isomorphism between A⊗Aop and
(A ⊗ Aop)op, the above object can be considered instead as a left A ⊗ Aop-module. Using
functoriality of RHom, this defines a functor
−! : A -Mod-A→ A -Mod-A.
Definition 4.2.1 ([22]). We say that A is a noncompact Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension
d if there is a quasi-isomorphism
φ : A
∼ // A![d]
such that φ = φ![d] in the derived category.
By Lemma 4.1 of [35], if A is a (noncompact) Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension d, then
there is a nondegenerate functorial pairing, for all M1,M2 ∈ A -mod
Hom(A -mod)ext(M1,M2)⊗Hom(A -mod)ext(M2,M1)→ k[−d]. (4.6)
In the case in which A is a differential graded quiver algebra associated to some quiver Q,
we would like a lift of this pairing to a Calabi-Yau structure on the full subcategory C of
A -mod∞ consisting of just the simple objects si, for i the vertices of Q. This would make
C the category arising from a compact Calabi-Yau A∞-quiver algebra. We next discuss a
class of differential graded quiver algebras for which we do indeed have such a lift, and for
which the Calabi-Yau structure on C is easily read off.
For now we will only be interested in Calabi-Yau algebras and Calabi-Yau categories of
dimension 3. Let Q be an (ungraded) quiver, i.e. an S-bimodule E, where S is the algebra
(4.1), and let W be a formal linear combination of cyclic paths, of length at least 2, of Q.
We form a graded quiver Q′, as follows (this construction is found in [22] originally, though
with a slightly different completion, and also in [37]):
1. The vertices of Q′ are the vertices of Q.
2. The degree 0 arrows of Q′ from i to j are just the arrows of Q from i to j.
3. For each arrow α from i to j of Q, Q′ has an arrow α∗ of degree -1 from j to i.
4. For each vertex i of Q, Q′ has a loop ti at i of degree -2.
We let E be the S-bimodule with the above basis of arrows, i.e. ej ·E · ei has a graded basis
given by the arrows from i to j. We take the (ordinary) quiver algebra Freenu,formal(E)⊕S.
This is the completed (ordinary) quiver algebra freely generated by E. This is given the
differential d defined by its action on generators:
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1. d(α) = 0 for each α of degree 0.
2. d(α∗) = (∂/∂α)W , where (∂/∂α) is the noncommutative derivation with respect to
α, defined on cyclic paths as the sum of terms obtained by cyclically permuting α to
the start, and then deleting it (see [22], Section 1, for a little more detail regarding
this construction).
3. d(ti) = ei
∑
α[α,α
∗]ei, where the sum is over all the degree zero arrows α.
The result is a noncompact Calabi-Yau differential graded quiver algebra (see the Appendix
of [36] for a proof of this), which we denote Γ(Q,W ). We denote by Dr(Q,W ) the full
subcategory of mod∞- Γ(Q,W ) consisting of the si, for i the vertices of Q. By construction,
this category is the A∞ Koszul dual of Γ(Q,W ), considered as an augmented category via
the correspondence between A∞-quiver algebras and augmented A∞-categories (see [51] for
the description of the A∞ Koszul dual in terms of the bar resolution). It can, then, be
described as follows:
1. The objects of Dr(Q,W ) are the vertices i of Q.
2. The only degree zero morphisms of Dr(Q,W ) are the identity morphisms.
3. The degree 1 morphisms from i to j are given by the vector dual (eiEej)
∗, while the
degree 2 morphisms are given by ejEei.
4. For each vertex i there is a degree 3 endomorphism ωi.
5. These are (a k-basis for) all the morphisms of Dr(Q,W ). This category is equipped
with differential zero.
6. If α is a degree 1 homomorphism in Dr(Q,W ), and β is a degree 2 homomorphism,
then m2(α, β) = α(β) = m2(β, α).
7. The only compositions left to define are the compositions of the degree 1 part of
Dr(Q,W ). Let α∗1, . . . , α∗n be a composable sequence of elements of E∗, beginning at
vertex i and ending at vertex j. Define
µ : k̂Qcyc := k̂Q/[k̂Q, k̂Q]→k̂Q
a1 . . . am 7→ 1
m
(a1 . . . am + a2a3 . . . ama1 + . . . + ama1 . . . am−1)
where here we are completing with respect to path length. Consider Wn+1, the
part of W containing cyclic words of length n + 1. We let bn+1(α
∗
n, . . . , α
∗
1) =
(α∗n, . . . , α
∗
1)µ(Wn+1), be the element of eiEej
∼= Hom2Dr(Q,W )(j, i) defined by con-
traction (if W is given by going allong some arrows A, then some arrows B, we write
W = BA).
It is straightforward to see that Dr(Q,W ) is a Calabi-Yau category of dimension 3. By
Koszul duality there are quasi-equivalences of categories (see sections 4 and 5 of [51])
Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // thickmod∞- Γ(Q,W )(si|i ∈ I), and
twr(Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // triangmod∞- Γ(Q,W )(si|i ∈ I).
(4.7)
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Now by Proposition 4.1.4 we deduce that triangmod∞- Γ(Q,W )(si|i ∈ I) is closed under
homotopy retracts, and so we have a quasi-equivalence
twr(Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q,W )). (4.8)
Summing up, we have the following
Proposition 4.2.2. Let Dr(Q,W ) be as above. Then we have quasi-equivalences of cate-
gories
twr(Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // mod∞- Γ(Q,W ),
and
twl(Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // Perf(Dr(Q,W ) -Mod∞) ∼ // Γ(Q,W ) -mod∞,
and the categories twr(Dr(Q,W )) and twl(Dr(Q,W )) are ind-constructible 3-dimensional
Calabi-Yau categories.
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Chapter 5
What is ‘the stack of objects’?
5.1 Sheaves of modules
We are dealing, throughout, with categories of modules over A∞-algebras. The core case of
interest to us is the category of perfect modules over these algebras. To a certain extent we
follow the treatment for the ‘stack of objects’ in such a category outlined in the introduction
to [43].
Let A be an A∞-algebra. First we consider twisted complexes constructed by taking
repeated extensions of A by shifts of itself. Then we deal with (homotopy) retracts. The
trick is to parameterise these two steps algebraically. The solution to this problem is written
down in [43]. The first step involves us considering, for each n, a closed subvariety of the
variety of n× n upper triangular matrices with entries in the underlying vector space of A,
cut out by a Maurer-Cartan equation. The next step involves taking a closed subvariety
of the bundle End•(M), defined by a set of higher A∞ coherence relations. More details
of this construction are provided in Section 3.10. If we restrict attention to categories of
modules over compact Calabi-Yau A∞-quiver categories (see Definition 4.1.8) constructed
from a quiver Q with superpotential W (see Section 4.2 for the construction of Dr(Q,W )),
we can ignore the second step, after replacing our ind-variety of upper triangular matrices
with entries in A with the ind-variety Vl, of Proposition 3.8.8 and Definition 3.8.9, due to
Proposition 4.2.2.
Now this object is simply a countable collection of varieties, possessing an obvious bundle
of Dr(Q,W )-modules. Note that there is a great deal of overcounting in the setup as it
stands, and the data of automorphism groups is not present. We can try to fix the first
problem by giving the components of the ind-variety V+l an ordering Vl =
∐
n∈NVl,n, and
throwing away objects in V+l,n that appear (up to quasi-isomorphism) in V
+
l,m, for m < n,
to give a smaller ind-constructible variety V+l,− and we can try to fix the second problem
by introducing gauge groups and taking the associated ind-Artin stack. Since orientation
data is provided by an object in the category of ind-constructible super line-bundles on
moduli stacks of objects, one might suppose the thing to do is to fashion this ind-stack into
a representing stack, on which universal orientation data will live, so that orientation data
is simultaneously provided for arbitrary moduli stacks, by pullback.
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This is not quite the approach we take. The task of turning this ind-variety V+l =
∐
V+l,τ
into a universal stack V+l,− /G from which we can pull back orientation data via morphisms
of stacks is not really workable, or necessary. As a sign of the difficulties incurred, note that
even in the case A = k, there is no hope of turning
∐
V+l,τ into an object that represents
the functor sending schemes to families of perfect modules. Here we can work just with
Vl, since the category of twisted objects is closed under homotopy retracts. One easily
sees that the components of Vl in this case are just given by functions f : Z → N such
that all but finitely many numbers are set to zero. It follows that Vl,− here would just be
Vl. The function f parameterises the differential graded vector space that has homology of
dimension f(i) in degree i. The gauge group is, then,
G =
∏
GLf(i)(k)
and any differential graded vector bundle that can be obtained (up to quasi-isomorphism)
from pullback from Vl /G is quasi-isomorphic to its homology. Furthermore, in order for a
differential graded vector bundle to be obtained by pulling back from Vl,− we would need
this homology to be a graded vector bundle.
Using the propositions of Section 2.6 there is an obvious workaround in the case A = k:
since we are only interested in moduli of objects up to constructible decomposition. For a
variety X parameterising differential graded vector spaces (i.e. a differential graded vector
bundle on X) we can assume that the bundle is formal, with homology bundles of constant
dimension. Then our ind-stack Vl /G is good enough – up to constructible decomposition
every differential graded vector bundle is obtained by pullback from Vl /G. Assuming the
base space of our family is a variety we can even use constructible triviality of vector bundles
one more time to forget the group G. In summation, every differential graded vector bundle
is obtained by pullback from Vl, up to constructible decomposition.
So we propose a solution that does not start with V+l so much as end up with it: let M
be some moduli stack of objects in Perf(A -Mod). By definitionM has on it a flat family F
of perfect A-modules. Our solution is to work with this sheaf. We give here a baby example.
We would like to define, on the ‘stack of objects’ Ob(C), a line bundle sDet(Ext•), as in
[43]. This, then, would provide one of the ingredients for the discussion of orientation data
restricted to M, via pullback. Assuming we have our stack Ob(C), we have a morphism
ι :M→ Ob(C), and we expect the isomorphism
ι∗(sDet(Ext•)) ∼= sDet(ExtA(F)).
Note, however, that we could just as well construct sDet(ExtA(F)) from our original sheaf
F . This prefigures our treatment. We cut out, for the main body of the paper, any
consideration of Ob(C) as a kind of moduli stack, and consider only sheaves of perfect
modules. Next we explain how we ‘end up’ back with V+l .
5.2 Flat families of modules
Definition 5.2.1. A flat family of perfect A-modules over a scheme X is a sheaf of OX×A-
modules such that the fibre over every geometric point is perfect, and the underlying graded
coherent sheaf is a vector bundle.
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Here is the proposition we will use:
Proposition 5.2.2. Let F be a family of A-modules parameterised by an irreducible integral
scheme S, i.e. an OS ⊗A-module, such that the fibre over each geometric point is a perfect
module. Then the fibre over the generic point Spec(K(S)) is a perfect A⊗K(S)-module.
Proof. Let Gi be a set of families of A ⊗ K(S)-modules. There is a differential graded
K(S)-vector space
RHOM(F ,Gi)
with underlying graded vector space HomK(S)(
⊕
n≥0 fib(A)
⊗n[n]⊗F [1]K(S),Gi[1]K(S)), and
the natural differential. Set K := K(S). The natural inclusion
HomK(
⊕
n≥0
fib(A)⊗n[n]⊗F [1]K ,
⊕
i∈I
Gi[1]K)→
⊕
i∈I
HomK(
⊕
n≥0
fib(A)⊗n[n]⊗F [1]K ,Gi[1]K)
becomes a quasi-isomorphism after tensoring withK, by Proposition 1.3.1, since F is perfect
at every geometric point. It follows that it is a quasi-isomorphism to start with, and so F
is perfect over the generic point.
Theorem 5.2.3. Let C be a quiver algebra, and so in particular
〈hC〉triang → Perf(C -Mod∞)
is a quasi-equivalence of categories. If F is a flat family of perfect left C-modules over a
finite type scheme X, then X admits a finite decomposition into subschemes Xi such that
on each Xi there is a map αi : Xi → Vl, where Vl is as defined in Definition 3.8.9, and a
quasi-isomorphism of C-modules
F → α∗i (LVl),
where LVl is the natural bundle of perfect C-modules on Vl.
Proof. Since X is finite type, we may assume, after finite constructible decomposition, that
it is an integral affine scheme. Note that the definition of a quiver algebra (Definition 4.1.1)
is stable under extension of scalars. It follows from Proposition 4.1.4 and Proposition 5.2.2
that the fibre of F over the generic point Spec(K(X)) is a closed point of the ind-variety
(VK(X))l defined as in Definition 3.8.9, but with the category C replaced by C ⊗K(X), and
that, generically, F is pulled back from a map to Vl. The result then follows by Noetherian
induction.
The slogan that goes with this result is that Proposition 4.2.2, which stated that there
is a quasi-equivalence
twl(Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // Perf(Dr(Q,W ) -Mod∞), (5.1)
is true in constructible families. The above quasi-equivalence enables us to begin motivic
Donaldson–Thomas theory for objectsM in Perf(Dr(Q,W ) -Mod∞), since it tells us that we
can replace M with a M ′ ∈ twl(Dr(Q,W )) such that Endtwl(Dr(Q,W ))(M ′) is a Calabi-Yau
category with one object, and so possesses a well behaved potential function W , which is
the crucial input for calculating the motivic weight of M . The fact that this result is true
in families tells us that we can calculate motivic weights in families too.
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Remark 5.2.1. Note the key part played by passing to the generic point and then us-
ing Noetherian induction. The fact that we can do this means that many things can be
proved (the prime example being the proof (assuming their integral identity) of Kontsevich
and Soibelman of the preservation of ring structure under the integration map Φ− – see
Definition 6.3.1) by considering stack functions νM , i.e. families of objects in our chosen
Calabi-Yau category consisting of a single object.
Remark 5.2.2. We can deal with flags in a similar fashion. For example, let M be a
moduli stack of 2-step filtrations
0 ⊂M1 ⊂M2, (5.2)
such that M1 and M2 are flat families of Dr(Q,W )-modules, and for every x a geometric
point of M the factors (M1)x and (M2/M1)x are perfect. Then after passing to an atlas,
and taking a smooth, affine, constructible decomposition, and passing to a generic point,
we get that (5.2) is a 2-step filtration of perfect Dr(Q,W ) ⊗K-modules, for K some field
extension of k. We deduce that the sheaf of flags on M is pulled back (up to constructible
decomposition of an atlas and quasi-isomorphism of the family) from the natural sheaf of
flags on Vl,3, the ind-variety of triangles of twl(Dr(Q,W )).
Now assume only that C is a finite-dimensional Calabi-Yau category, not necessarily of
the form Dr(Q,W ). Then we no longer have the quasi-equivalence (5.1). Recall, however,
that we do have an ind-variety V+l parameterising objects of Perf(C -Mod∞), up to quasi-
equivalence. We prove the following in exactly the same way as 5.2.3.
Theorem 5.2.4. If F is a flat family of perfect C-modules over a finite type scheme X,
X admits a finite decomposition into subschemes Xi such that on each Xi there is a map
αi : Xi → V+l and a quasi-isomorphism of C-modules
F → α∗i (LV+
l
),
where L
V
+
l
is the natural bundle of perfect C-modules on V+l . Furthermore, given any
flat family of 2-step filtrations of perfect C-modules, we can, up to quasi-isomorphism, ob-
tain the same family by pulling back from V+l,3, the ind-variety parameterising triangles in
Perf(C -Mod∞) (see Corollary 3.10.7).
As already noted, while we can use such descriptions to say meaningful things about
orientation data in high generality, Theorem 5.2.4 is not so much use for carrying out the
programme of motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants, since we do not obtain Calabi-Yau
HOM-bundles over M, as we have not constructed them over V+l in the first place. In
essence, all mention of V+l could be removed from the following work: once we have given
up on the idea of modelling the category Perf(A -Mod∞) with something that is geometric
and has Calabi-Yau HOM-bundles, as in the case of Vl, we may as well just work with
superdeterminants of families of perfect modules directly, instead of working with V+l and
pulling back via Theorem 5.2.4.
Remark 5.2.3. There is a somewhat different approach to the question of where orientation
data (and, to complete the picture, the superpotential function W ) should live. We could
take seriously the idea that these ingredients, that determine the motivic weight functions
on moduli spaces that determine their motivic DT contributions, should be pulled back
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from some universal representing stack of perfect A-modules. Such an object exists within
the framework of derived algebraic geometry, as developed in [68], [69]. The moduli stack of
interest is a derived stack, in the terminology of [69], and is constructed in our case in [67].
One would hope to be able to construct the orientation data in the category of sheaves for
this stack. In this context one can think of a sheaf (on a stack) simply as a morphism of
(derived) sheaves on simplicial k-algebras.
In the following chapters, for familes F of perfect C-modules over varieties X we will
be interested in super line bundles with the fibre sDet(M ⊗C T ⊗C M⋄) over a module M
(with −⋄ as in Definition 3.10.5, and superdeterminant as defined in (6.1)). So it is clear
enough what our sheaf on the stack of perfect C-modules will be in this case: it is just
the morphism taking the family F to this superdeterminant. Furthermore, complexities
due to the problem of ‘glueing along quasi-isomorphisms’ disappear due to the fact that
quasi-isomorphisms induce canonical isomorphisms of superdeterminants. In summation,
the correct place for Theorem 6.4.2 to live is the monoidal category of constructible super
line bundles over the stack of perfect C-modules. This fact explains why, despite the rather
uneconomical structure of V+l , as opposed to Vl, Theorem 6.4.2 remains true there.
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Chapter 6
Orientation data
6.1 Preliminaries on bifunctors
Let C be a finite-dimensional unital A∞-category, satisfying the property that
〈hC⊗K〉triang → Perf(Mod∞-(C ⊗K))
is a quasi-equivalence of categories for all field extensions K ⊃ k (in fact it is enough to
check for K = k – a consequence of the existence of V+r ). LetM be a stack parameterising
a flat family of perfect right C-modules (it will turn out to be more convenient to work with
right modules for the duration of this chapter), which we denote LM. Let
β : U →M
be an atlas. Then by Theorem 5.2.3 there is a constructible decomposition U =
∐
Ui, and
morphisms αi : Ui → Vr such that the sheaf of C-modules on Ui given by the pullback of LM
along β|Ui is quasi-isomorphic to the pullback along αi of the bundle of C-modules on Vr,
which we denote LVr . A C-module M has an underlying vector space given by
⊕
x∈CM(x),
and flatness tells us that this forgetful functor gives rise (locally) to a differential graded
vector bundle along U .
Given a finite-dimensional differential graded vector bundle V there is an associated
super line bundle (i.e. a Z2-graded line bundle) given by taking the superdeterminant. This
is defined as
sDet(V ) :=
dim(V )∏ top∧
(Veven)⊗ (
top∧
(Vodd))
∗, (6.1)
where
∏
is the parity change functor on Z2-graded objects. The superdeterminant satisfies
the canonical isomorphism
sDet(V ) ∼= sDet(H•(V )). (6.2)
Recall that there is a differential graded vector bundle HOM• on Vr ×Vr, satisfying the
property that Hn(HOM•) calculates HomD∞(C -Mod∞)(N,M [n]) above a point (M,N) ∈
Vr×Vr. We deduce from (6.2) that if V • is some other finite-dimensional differential graded
vector bundle calculating homomorphisms in the derived category, there is a canonical
isomorphism
sDet(V •) ∼= sDet(HOM•)
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as super line bundles on Vr ×Vr. In general we redefine the superdeterminant of a differ-
ential graded vector bundle to be the right hand side of (6.2), allowing us to work with all
differential graded vector bundles with locally finite-dimensional homology.
Recall from Proposition 3.10.5 the dualizing functor−⋄ : Perf(C -Mod∞)→ (Perf(Mod∞- C))op.
We denote by
Θ : C -Mod∞- C → Perf(Mod∞- C) -Mod∞-Perf(Mod∞- C)
the strict differential graded functor given by
Θ : T → −⊗C T ⊗C −⋄.
Proposition 6.1.1. The functor Θ is a quasi-equivalence.
Proof. Via the A∞ Yoneda embedding h− there is a restriction functor
res : Perf(Mod∞- C) -Mod∞-Perf(Mod∞- C)→ C -Mod∞- C,
and it is easy to see that it is a left inverse to Θ. Now it is enough to show that the
quasi-essential image of Θ is the whole of Perf(Mod∞- C) -Mod∞-Perf(Mod∞- C). So let M
be a bifunctor in this category. After applying a quasi-equivalence η we may assume that
Perf(C -Mod∞) is a differential graded category and M is a differential graded bimodule for
Perf(C -Mod∞). Then since differential graded functors preserve cones it follows that there
is a quasi-equivalence Θ(res(M))|(twr(C),twr(C)op) →M |(twr(C),twr(C)op). Furthermore, since
differential graded functors preserve finite limits and colimits up to quasi-equivalence, this
quasi-equivalence lifts to Θ(res(M)).
Specifically, we need that the bifunctor HomPerf(C -Mod∞)(−,−) is of this form. Us-
ing the above proof and Corollary 3.9.3 we deduce that there is a quasi-isomorphism
HomPerf(C -Mod∞)(−,−)→ Θ(C).
Let M be a stack parameterising perfect C-modules, and let T be a C-bimodule. After
restricting to one of the Ui in the constructible decomposition of the atlas forM of Theorem
5.2.4, we obtain (from the bar construction) a differential graded vector bundle
ΞT (α
∗
i (LV+r ), α
∗
i λ
∗(L
V
+
l
)) := α∗i (LV+r )⊗ T ⊗ α
∗
i λ
∗(L
V
+
l
) (6.3)
(recall from Proposition 3.10.5 that λ is the isomorphism of ind-varieties induced by the
construction of −⋄), which at a point x parameterising a perfect module M calculates
Θ(T )(M,M). Now assume thatM is furthermore a stack parameterising objects in twr(C).
By Proposition 3.9.2, we may consider instead the differential graded vector bundle
Ttw(α
∗
i (LVr), α
∗
i λ
∗
i (LVl)), where these αi are now the maps appearing in Theorem 5.2.3, a
quasi-isomorphic differential graded vector bundle with finite-dimensional fibres. From the
point of view of motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory, it is the second bundle that is useful,
since in the case T = C it carries extra data encoding the cyclic structure of the category,
enabling us to write down the minimal potential (see Definition 4.1.6 for a definition of
this potential, see Theorem 4.1.13 for an explanation of how this minimal potential is
obtained, and see Chapter 2 for an explanation of why this minimal potential is such an
important player in this story). However, since these two constructible differential graded
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vector bundles are quasi-isomorphic, they are the same as far as the superdeterminant is
concerned. For the purposes of considering orientation data, which can be defined purely in
terms of these superdeterminants, we needn’t restrict ourselves to finite-dimensional vector
bundles, and in particular we can extend the treatment to the case of M parameterising
objects in Perf(Mod∞- C), not just twr(C).
Definition 6.1.2. We denote by −∗ the functor
−∗ : C -Mod∞- C → (C -Mod∞- C)op
taking a bimodule to its vector dual. Explicitly, a bimodule S for C is given by a N2-indexed
series of morphisms
bS,i,j : HomC(xi−1, xi)[1] ⊗ . . .⊗HomC(x0, x1)[1]⊗HomC(yj−1, yj)[1]⊗ . . .
. . .⊗HomC(y0, y1)[1]→ Hom(S(x0, yj), S(xi, y0))[1].
We define S∗(x, y) = S(y, x)∗. Applying the vector space duality functor on dgvectk gives
a N2-indexed series of maps
bS∗,i,j = b
∗
S,j,i : HomC(yj−1, yj)[1]⊗ . . . ⊗HomC(y0, y1)[1]⊗HomC(xi−1, xi)[1]⊗ . . .
. . .⊗Hom(x0, x1)[1]→ Hom(S(xi, y0)∗, S(x0, yj)∗)[1]
and it is easy to check that these satisfy the bimodule compatability relations. We deal with
homomorphisms in a similar fashion.
We denote by Θtw the functor sending a C-bimodule T to the twr(C)-bimodule Ttw.
The following is clear.
Proposition 6.1.3. There is a diagram of quasi-equivalences of categories, in which the
top square commutes, and the bottom square commutes up to natural quasi-equivalence:
twr(C) -mod∞- twr(C) −
∗
∼=
// (twr(C) -mod∞- twr(C))op
C -mod∞- C ∼=
−∗ //
Θtw
OO
(C -mod∞- C)op
Θtw
OO
Perf(Mod∞- C) -Mod∞-Perf(Mod∞- C)
res
OO
−∗
∼
// (Perf(Mod∞- C) -Mod∞-Perf(Mod∞- C))op.
resop
OO
Definition 6.1.4. Recall the definition of the shift functor from Remark 3.3.9. Following
[43] we define the functor
−∨ : C -Mod∞- C → (C -Mod∞- C)op
as the composition −[−3] ◦ −∗. Let F be a bimodule for an A∞-category C. A self-duality
structure of degree 3 on F is a quasi-isomorphism
φ : F → F∨.
We may define a self-duality structure of degree n, for arbitrary n, similarly.
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From now on we assume that C is a finite-dimensional (as in Definition 3.6.4) A∞-
category with a 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau structure.
Proposition 6.1.5. Let H ∈ Perf(Mod∞- C) -Mod∞-Perf(Mod∞- C) denote the Hom bi-
functor. Then there is a quasi-isomorphism
H → H∨.
Proof. Since H is quasi-isomorphic to the image of C under Θ, it is enough to show that
there is a quasi-siomorphism of C-bimodules
C → C∨.
For this we consider the Calabi-Yau pairing 〈•, •〉 on C. We define a strict morphism
f : C → C∨
by setting f1(φ) = 〈φ, •〉. It is straightforward to check that the cyclic invariance and
symmetry of the function W of Definition 4.1.6 implies that this is indeed a morphism of
C-bimodules, of the right degree.
As remarked in [43], the orientation data issue is one that arises for any bifunctor
to dgvectk with a self-duality structure. Say F is such a bifunctor for the category
Perf(Mod∞- C). Up to quasi-isomorphism we may assume that F is Θ(T ), for some C-
bimodule T . In Section 3.9 we explained how, restricted to twr(C)×twr(C)op, the bifunctor
F is quasi-isomorphic to Ttw (see Proposition 3.9.2), which can be considered as a differen-
tial graded vector bundle over Vr×Vr, where Vr is the ind-variety paramaterizing objects
of twr(C). We define
Fbun := ∆
∗(Ttw)
where ∆ : Vr → Vr ×Vr is the diagonal embedding, and we define the super line bundle
F := sDet(Fbun). (6.4)
By abuse of notation we denote by the same symbol F the analogous super line bundle on
V+, where now we use the definition
F := sDet(H•(∆∗(ΞT (LV+r , λ
∗(L
V
+
l
))))), (6.5)
where Ξ is as in (6.3). Similarly we define
F≤a := sDet(H≤a(∆∗(ΞT (LV+r , λ
∗(L
V
+
l
))))).
The self-duality structure on F gives us an isomorphism of constructible super line bundles
(F≤1)⊗2 ∼= F , (6.6)
given by considering the canonical isomorphism, for any constructible vector bundle V and
any n ∈ Z:
sDet(V [2n+ 1]∗) ∼= sDet(V ). (6.7)
Orientation data for F can be defined to be a choice of another square root of F , satisfy-
ing some extra properties. We will first flesh out this definition, before relating it to the
foundational problem discussed in Chapter 2.
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6.2 The definition of orientation data
Consider the ind-variety V+r,3 of exact triangles. There are three projections pi : V
+
r,3 → V+r
corresponding to the three terms in an exact triangle. For F as in the previous section,
define
Fi = p∗i (F) (6.8)
and
F≤ai = p∗i (F≤a).
We also have projections pi,j : V
+
r,3 → V+r ×V+r given by projection onto the ith and jth
factors. If F = Θ(T ), we let
Fi,j = p∗i,j(sDet(H•(LV+r ⊗C T ⊗C λ
∗(L
V
+
l
)))). (6.9)
Note that since F has a self-duality structure we have an isomorphism
F1,3 ∼= F3,1.
It follows by basic homological algebra (and some applications of the isomorphisms above)
that we have a canonical isomorphism
F2 ∼= F1 ⊗F3 ⊗F⊗21,3 . (6.10)
We would like for this isomorphism to have a square root, i.e. we would like for there to be
a constructible isomorphism
F≤12 ∼= F≤11 ⊗F≤13 ⊗F1,3 (6.11)
such that taking the tensor square of this isomorphism, and using the canonical isomorphism
(6.6) between the square (F≤1i )⊗2 and Fi, we obtain the isomorphism (6.10). We may not
be able to achieve this with the ind-constructible super line bundle F≤1, which motivates
the main definition of this chapter. We give the original definition of [43].
Definition 6.2.1. Let T be a bimodule for C, equipped with a self-duality structure. Let F ,
Fi, and Fi,j be defined as in (6.5), (6.8) and (6.9), in terms of T . Then the set OD+(T ) of
complete orientation data for T on Perf(Mod∞- C) is given by triples of:
I: An ind-constructible super line bundle
√
(F) on V+r .
II: An isomorphism of ind-constructible super line bundles√
(F)⊗2 ∼= F . (6.12)
III: An isomorphism of ind-constructible super line bundles
f :
√
(F1)⊗
√
(F2)−1 ⊗
√
(F3) ∼= F1,3 (6.13)
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such that the following diagram
(
√
(F1)⊗
√
(F2)−1 ⊗
√
(F3)⊗F−11,3 )⊗2
f⊗f //

id⊗ id
F1 ⊗F−12 ⊗F3 ⊗ (F−11,3 )⊗2 // id
(6.14)
commutes. Furthermore, we require the following data:
QIS: For any scheme S and any pair of constructible morphisms α, β : S → V+r and any
quasi-isomorphism γ : α∗(LV+r ) → β∗(LV+r ) a constructible isomorphism α∗(
√F) →
β∗(
√F), commuting with all of the above isomorphisms.
The set of orientation data for T on twr(C), denoted OD(T ) is defined in the same way, but
with all instances of V+r replaced by Vr.
Example 6.2.1. Let ζ : K0(twr(C))→ Z2 be a group homomorphism from the Grothendieck
group of twr(C). Then ζ induces a partition of the components of Vr into two sets, re-
specting quasi-isomorphism of families. To such a homomorphism we associate the super
line bundle Lζ on Vr which is trivial, with parity determined by the value of ζ. This super
line bundle comes with a canonical trivialization of its square given by the canonical triv-
ialization of the tensor square of the trivial odd or even super line bundle. In particular,
given orientation data √
F⊗2 ∼= F
for T on twr(C) we obtain new orientation data by replacing
√F by √F ⊗ Lτ . Since Lτ
comes from a homomorphism of the K0-group of 〈hC〉triang, it follows that condition (III)
of Definition 6.2.1 is met by an essentially unchanged isomorphism. As a result of this,
we do not expect orientation data to be unique. Note that this operation gives the set of
complete orientation data a free Hom(K0(twr(C)),Z2)-action.
Remark 6.2.2. In practice, we never have to worry about the condition QIS. We stick, at
all times, to constructions that induce canonical isomorphisms on quasi-isomorphic families,
i.e. we stick to constructible super line bundles coming from superdeterminants of differ-
ential graded vector bundles arising from bifunctors. The only examples of
√F that we
consider are given by taking sDet(Θ(S)), for C-bimodules S, so that isomorphisms between
evaluations of superdeterminants on quasi-isomorphic families come for free. The fact that
one can consider orientation data at the level of ind-constructible super line bundles on V+r
or Vr is worth bearing in mind, though (e.g. consider Example 6.2.1).
We use instead a modified definition:
Definition 6.2.2. The category OD(T ) or OD+(T ) of orientation data on Vr or V
+
r for a
C-bimodule T is given by:
1. Ob(OD(T )) or Ob(OD+(T )) is the set of pairs (G, φ) as in (I) and (II) of Definition
6.2.1, such that there exist isomorphisms as in (III) and (QIS).
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2. HomOD(T )((G, φ), (H, ψ)) or HomOD+(T )((G, φ), (H, ψ)) is given by the set of isomor-
phisms τ : G → H such that the following diagram commutes
G⊗2
φ
""D
DD
DD
DD
D
τ⊗2

H⊗2 ψ // F .
(6.15)
Remark 6.2.3. We are justified in forgetting the choice of data in (III) since it plays
no part in the determination of the motivic weight w for objects of E , as defined in [43]
(see Definition 6.3.1). The role of (III) is in the proof that the integration map Φ of
that paper is a homomorphism, which runs independently of the particular isomorphism
chosen. Our condition that there exists some isomorphism satisfying (III) amounts to
the cocycle condition 6.3.1. Similarly, the existence of the isomorphisms in (QIS) is there
merely to guarantee that the integration map is well defined – we needn’t worry what these
isomorphisms actually are.
6.3 The link with constructible functions
Given a square root
√
(F) of F , the existence or nonexistence of a square root of the
isomorphism (6.10), as in (6.13), is determined entirely by the value of a certain obstruction,
denoted l, which is defined in terms of constructible functions. We next describe this link.
We consider only self-dual bifunctors of degree three, since the story is unchanged in higher
dimensions, which are of limited interest anyway.
Say L is an ind-constructible super line bundle on an ind-variety X =
∐
Xi equipped
with a trivialization
ψ : L⊗2 ∼= 1 .
Then after passing to each Xi, L is a constructible super line bundle on an algebraic variety.
It follows that after stratifying further, the line bundle is in fact trivial (see Section 2.6).
Pick some U in the stratification, let
τU : 1[a]|U ∼= L|U
be a local isomorphism (where a takes value 0 or 1) on U , a locally closed subvariety of Xi.
Then we have the canonical isomorphism
φ : 1 |U ∼= 1[a]|U ⊗ 1[a]|U .
Putting all this together gives an isomorphism on U
ψ|U ◦ (τU ⊗ τU) ◦ φ : 1 |U ∼= 1 |U
which gives a nonvanishing function on U , given by the image of the constant section 1 of
1. Note that changing τU changes this constructible function by a square. Therefore we
have a well defined element of
Constr(U, k∗)/ Constr(U, k∗)2,
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where Constr(U, k∗) is the set of k∗-valued constructible functions on U . Since each Xi is
just an algebraic variety it follows that the presheaf on Xi,
F(U) = Constr(U, k∗)/ Constr(U, k∗)2
is in fact a sheaf, and so in the above way we build a section of it. In this way we obtain
an ind-constructible function on X, i.e. a constructible function on each of its components.
The data of L with its trivialized square also gives a section of
Constr(X,Z2),
the group of ind-constructible Z2-valued functions on X. This function is given by the
parity of L. We define
J2(X) := Constr(X, k
∗)/(Constr(X, k∗))2 × Constr(X,Z2). (6.16)
This agrees with the definition of [43] under the assumption
√−1 ∈ k, otherwise one sets
J2(X) = ((Constr(X, k
∗)/ Constr(X, k∗)2)× Constr(X,Z))/(−1, 2)
as in [43]. It is in J2(Vr,3) or J2(V
+
r,3) that the obstruction l belongs. It is given by the fact
that, if we define F as in (6.4) or (6.5), with T = C, i.e. F is the superdeterminant of the
constructible vector bundle of self extensions, the following constructible super line bundle
Ftr = F≤11 ⊗ (F≤12 )−1 ⊗F≤13 ⊗F−11,3
has a canonically trivialised square given by equation (6.10), and so gives an element l ∈
J2(Vr,3), alternatively l ∈ J2(V+r,3). This obstruction should be read as the failure of F≤1 to
provide orientation data. Indeed clearly if it is zero we can give a constructible isomorphism
as in equation (6.11) and in this way let F≤1 provide orientation data.
This approach gives a new perspective on condition (III) of Definition 6.2.1. Given a
√F
and an isomorphism
√F ∼= F we obtain an element h of J2(C), since the ind-constructible
super line bundle
√F−1 ⊗ F≤1 has a trivialized square. In fact we have seen that the set
of isomorphism classes of objects in Ob(OD(C)) embeds naturally in J2(Vr), and similarly
there is an embedding
Ob(OD+(C))/ ∼isom⊂ J2(V+r ).
As noted in [43] the existence of some isomorphism satisfying condition (III), i.e. the
condition met by isomorphism classes of orientation data considered as subsets of J2(Vr)
or J2(V
+
r ), amounts to the following condition:
Condition 6.3.1 (Cocycle condition). There is an equality in J2(Vr,3) (or J2(V
+
r,3))
p∗1(h)− p∗2(h) + p∗3(h) = l.
Remark 6.3.2. Recall the extended example of Chapter 2. There it was noted that
if we assign to every object E in the category of perfect modules the motivic weight
L
∑
i≤1(−1)
i dim(Exti(E,E))
2 (1 − MF(Wmin(E)), the integration map, so defined, need not pre-
serve the product. Let νM1 and νM2 be two stack functions associated to the two modules
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M1 and M2, then we saw that, after fixing a minimal model for the category consisting of
just these two objects, there is a constructible vector bundle V over the space of extensions
Ext1(M2,M1), and a nondegenerate quadratic form Q on V , such that the required correc-
tion over an extension Mα is L
−dim(V )
2 (1 −MF(Q)). Now such a pair (V ′, Q′) on a scheme
X, in general, determines an element of J2(X), via the isomorphism induced by Q
′ between
V ′ and V ′∗. Furthermore, the map from such pairs to equivalence classes of relative motives
in Mot
µˆ
(X) (see Section 2.2 and Section 4.5 of [43] for the definitions) sending (V ′, Q′) to
L
−dim(V ′)
2 (1−MF(Q′)) factors through the map to J2(X) (note that for this statement to be
(known to) be true, we must work with Mot
µˆ
(X) rather than Motµˆ(X)). Finally, one can
show that the obstruction element l of J2(Vr,3) or J2(V
+
r,3), pulled back to Ext
1(M2,M1),
is exactly the element determined by (V,Q). So in this case if we correct the motivic weight
against which we integrate by twisting by L
−dim(V )
2 (1 − MF(Q′)), for Q′ a nondegenerate
quadratic form on a constructible vector bundle that gives rise to the element h ∈ J2(Vr)
or h ∈ J2(V+r ), the cocycle condition above is just Condition 2.9.1.
This last remark explains the following definition of the integration map of Kontsevich
and Soibelman. First recall that we assume we have a map θ : K0(〈hC〉)→ Γ, as in Section
1.1 and we define M = Mot
µˆ
(Spec(k))[L1/2, [GLn(k)]−1 | n ∈ N], as in (1.2).
Definition 6.3.1 (Integration map for stack functions of objects of 〈hC〉triang). Let C be
a 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau category. Let h ∈ J2(Vr) be orientation data for the HomC-
bimodule on Vr. Define
Φh(X) ∈M[xγ |γ ∈ Γ],
where X is a variety with a flat family of objects X of 〈hC〉triang over it, satisfying θ([X ]) =
γ, by
Φh(X) = α
∗[−L ext
61 − dimV
2 φ(Wmin+Q)]X · xγ (6.17)
where α : X → Vr is a constructible morphism such that the pullback family of objects on X
is quasi-isomorphic to X , Wmin+Q is considered as a function on the ind-constructible vec-
tor bundle EXT 1⊕V , and L− ext
61 − dimV
2 is the constructibly trivial relative motive over Vr
whose fibre over a point x parameterising an object M , is L(− dim(V )+
∑
i≤1(−1)
i Exti(M,M))/2
(we say a relative motive is trivial if it is pulled back from the absolute ring of motives along
the structure morphism). The (equivalence class) of the pair (V,Q) is the one determined
by the isomorphism class of orientation data h, i.e. it is any pair of constructible vector
bundle with nondegenerate quadratic form giving rise to h.
Remark 6.3.3. Although this thesis doesn’t aim to cover all of the foundational ground
behind its inspiration [43], we should at least say something more to convince the reader
that the above definition is well-defined, at least forgetting the work that must be done
to make sense of motivic vanishing cycles of formal functions (see the discussion following
Theorem 2.2.1). To this end, we assert that if X1 and X2 are two quasi-isomorphic families
of objects pulled back from morphisms X → Vr, and E1 and E2 are cyclic minimal models
for the pulled back A∞-endomorphism bundles, then there is a cyclic A∞-isomorphism
between them. To prove this, one should consider the ind-constructible cyclic A∞-category
with underlying ind-variety of objects given by X1
∐
X2 := X
∐
X, where the first copy of
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X parameterises the objects via X1, and the second via X2. This ind-constructible Calabi-
Yau category has a minimal model P as in Theorem 4.1.13. We consider the full sub
ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category Q with
HomQ(a, b) =
{
HomP(a, b) if a = b considered as points of X
0 otherwise.
Then by assumption there are constructible sections α12 and α21 of HOMQ |(X1,X2) and
HOMQ |(X2,X1) arising from the original quasi-isomorphisms of modules. Adapting the
argument of [46] to the cyclic bar complex relative to the sub bundles generated by the
identity section over (X1,X1), the identity section over (X2,X2) and the sections α12
and α21, and observing that the inclusion of the reduced cyclic bar complex is a quasi-
isomorphism (see ([49])), one gets that these quasi-isomorphisms can be made strict up to
cyclic quasi-isomorphism of the category Q. It follows that there is a strict isomorphism of
ind-constructible A∞-categories between the restrictions Q|X1 and Q|X2 , given by pre and
post composition with α12 and α21.
6.4 The construction of orientation data
In this section we will work with self-dual bifunctors of arbitrary odd degree, since we are
actually going to state a result, and it is easy to prove it in generality. As noted in [43],
the problem of constructing orientation data is straightforward in at least one case. If
F ∼= H ⊕H∨, and its self-duality structure is the obvious one, then we can take sDet(H) as
our square root of sDet(F ), and the isomorphism (6.10) applied to sDet(H) demonstrates
that the same isomorphism applied to sDet(F ) has a square root.
Definition 6.4.1. Let T be a bimodule on C with a self-duality structure. We say that T
is canonically split if there is some bimodule H on C and an isomorphism
T ∼= H ⊕H∨
such that the self-duality structure on T is the one induced by the canonical self-duality
structure on H ⊕H∨.
In [43] orientation data is described by reducing our problem (that of constructing
orientation data for the Hom bifunctor) to the easy one of providing orientation data for
the image under Θ of a canonically split bimodule. This is achieved by considering families
(over A1) of self-duality structures for Hom which are canonically split over the zero fibre.
We adopt a slightly different, purely algebraic approach. We describe a little more fully the
link between the two approaches in Remark 6.4.2.
Theorem 6.4.2. Let n ≥ 1, and let C be either:
1. The category associated to a minimal compact Calabi-Yau A∞-quiver algebra of di-
mension 2n+ 1, with no morphisms of negative degree, or
2. A finite-dimensional Calabi-Yau A∞-category of dimension 2n + 1 such that higher
compositions vanish on degree zero morphisms, and there are no morphisms in negative
degree.
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Then in either case C has a sub-bimodule C≥n+1, whose underlying Cid-module is given by
the pieces of C of degree at least n+ 1. This bimodule provides a differential graded vector
bundle, via the map Θ, on Vr in case (1), and on V
+
r in case (2), which we denote L
in either case, and we denote by L the superdeterminant of L. Then there is a canonical
isomorphism
L⊗2 ∼= H
and this provides orientation data for C.
See Definition 4.1.8 for the definition of a compact Calabi-Yau A∞-quiver algebra. Of
course the first case is a special case of the second, in which we are in the happy situation
of not having to deal with the slightly complicated V+r .
Proof. We first prove the statement that for all φ ∈ Homt(x, y) for t ≥ n+ 1 and x, y ∈ C,
and for all homomorphisms α1, . . . , αj , and β1, . . . , βj in C,
mC,i+j+1(α1, . . . , αi, φ, β1, . . . , βj)
has degree at least (n + 1). For degree reasons, it is sufficient to check this under the
assumption that at least one of the α or β is of degree less than 1. The statement then
follows from the C0-unitality of C. Next we consider
S := cone(L→ C),
the cone of the inclusion morphism. One can check easily that a minimal model N for this
C-bimodule is given as follows. Firstly, N(x, y) = Hom≤nC (x, y). It is sufficient to define
the composition morphisms for N just for homogeneous morphisms of C. On these the
composition for N is just the composition for C, unless the result is of degree (n + 1) or
more, in which case it is zero.
We next claim that restricting the isomorphism of C-bimodules
τ : C → C∨
to L, we obtain a quasi-isomorphism
τL : L→ N∨.
This is easy to check, for dimension reasons apart from anything else. In fact we have a
commuting diagram of strict C-bimodule morphisms, in which all the columns are isomor-
phisms
L
τL

i // C
τ

q // N
τ∨L

N∨
q∨ // C∨ i
∨
// L∨.
(6.18)
Since the top row of (6.18) is quasi-isomorphic to a triangle of C -Mod∞- C, so is its image
under Θ (since differential graded functors preserve cones). Given a triangle
V1 // V2 // V3
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of differential graded vector bundles on a scheme X, with finite-dimensional total homology,
we obtain a canonical isomorphism sDet(V2) ∼= sDet(V1)⊗ sDet(V3). In particular, if N is
the superdeterminant of the differential graded vector bundle induced by Θ(N) on Vr or
V+r , then there is a canonical isomorphism
H ∼= L⊗N
as well as a canonical isomorphism
L ∼= N ,
by (6.7). Putting these together we obtain an isomorphism
H ∼= L⊗2.
On Vr,3 or V
+
r,3, the ind-variety of triangles, we set
Li,j = p∗i,j(sDet(LVr ⊗ L⊗ λ∗(LVl)))
or
Li,j = p∗i,j(sDet(LV+r ⊗ L⊗ λ
∗(L
V
+
l
))),
and we define Ni,j similarly. Since L comes from the bifunctor − ⊗C L ⊗C −⋄, there is a
quasi-isomorphism
L−11 ⊗ L2 ⊗ L−13 ⊗ L1,3 ⊗ L3,1 ∼= 1 .
Since N1,3 ∼= L3,1, we obtain a commuting square of isomorphisms
L1 ⊗ L−12 ⊗ L3 //

H1,3

N1 ⊗N−12 ⊗N3 // H3,1
and we’re done.
Remark 6.4.1. Note that the conditions of the theorem are quite weak. For instance any
odd-dimensional Calabi-Yau category that is also a differential graded category satisfies
condition (2). For a category with one object, identified as an algebra A, this is the condition
that A is A0-unital.
Definition 6.4.3. Let Cid be the subcategory of C with the same objects as C, and with only
(scalar multiples of) the identity morphisms. A C-bimodule L fitting into a diagram as in
(6.18), in which the rows are strict morphisms of C-bimodules, and short exact sequences of
underlying Cid-bimodules, will be called a Lagrangian sub-bimodule.
Remark 6.4.2. Intuitively, the approach of [43] to constructing orientation data in the
situation of Theorem 6.4.2(1) involves deforming the short exact sequence arising from the
inclusion of the Lagrangian bimodule C≥2 in C until it splits, and then pulling back the
canonical orientation data arising from the canonical splitting of the deformed version of C.
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Chapter 7
Examples
7.1 Integration map for nilpotent modules over a Jacobi al-
gebra
Let (Q,W ) be, as before, a quiver with potential. Consider the quasi-equivalence of cate-
gories of Proposition 4.2.2
twr(Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // mod∞- Γ(Q,W ).
There is a full sub A∞-category of the right hand category given by modules concentrated
in degree zero. On the left hand side, this is quasi-equivalent to the category containing hC ,
and closed under cones of morphismsM → N [1]. In other words there is a quasi-equivalence
of A∞-categories between the A∞-category of right modules for Γ(Q,W ) concentrated in
degree zero, which we denote A, and the full sub A∞-category of twr(Dr(Q,W )), which we
denote Atw, with objects given by the k-points of
Ar :=
∐
τ∈(hC)n,n∈N
Vr,τ , (7.1)
where Vr,τ is as in Proposition 3.8.8. Note that for degree reasons, an A∞-module concen-
trated in degree zero over Γ(Q,W ) is just an ordinary module over the ordinary algebra
H0(Γ(Q,W )). Given a Dr(Q,W )-bimodule T with a self-duality structure, we define orien-
tation data for T on Ar as before, but now we restrict the cocycle condition to morphisms
of degree 1 in Atw, i.e. to those morphisms such that the mapping cone remains in Atw.
Trivially, then, orientation data for T on Vr provides orientation data for T on Ar.
We construct an integration map ΦA for the stack functions for A, i.e. given a flat
family of nilpotent right Γ(Q,W )-modules F over a scheme X, we are going to construct
an absolute motive, which will be its contribution to the Donaldson–Thomas count. Up
to constructible decomposition we may assume that the underlying vector bundle of our
family is trivial, with fibre some n-dimensional vector space V . We decompose this vector
space as
V = ⊕Vi,
where Vi = V ei. We fix a basis for each Vi, in this way obtaining a basis for V . We
order this basis so that every arrow of Q is sent to a family of strictly upper-triangular
matrices (working, again, up to constructible decomposition), and denote this (ordered)
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basis (v1, . . . , vm), where vt ∈ V ei(t), for some function i from the numbers {1 . . . m} to the
vertices of Q. Given such a decomposition, we define
Rep(Γ(Q,W ),⊕Vi)
to be the set of right modules of H0(Γ(Q,W )) respecting this decomposition, i.e. if a is an
arrow from i to j in Q, and f ∈ Rep(Γ(Q,W ),⊕Vi), then f(a) can be considered as a linear
map from Vj to Vi.
The space Rep(Γ(Q,W ),⊕Vi) is a Zariski closed subspace of⊕
i,j vertices of Q
Homk(eiH
0(Γ(Q,W ))ej ,Hom(Vi, Vj)) := D⊕Vi ,
and occurs as the scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus of tr(W ) on D⊕Vi (see e.g. [64]). If
P is the base for our flat family of nilpotent modules, we obtain a constructible morphism
g : P → D⊕Vi , with image in the intersection of scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus of the
function tr(W ) with the strictly upper-triangular matrices. We define the dimension vector
of a module parameterised by P to be the n-tuple (dim(V1), . . . ,dim(Vn)). Given our quiver
Q we obtain a n×n incidence matrix MQ with (MQ)ij equal to the number of arrows from
i to j, and we define 〈t1, t2〉Q for two dimension vectors t1 and t2 by
〈t1, t2〉Q := t1tT2 − t1MQtT2 .
Definition 7.1.1. We define the integration map ΦA by setting
ΦA(P ) ∈M[L1/2, [GLn(k)]−1 | n ∈ N][xγ |γ ∈ Zn]
to be
ΦA(P ) = g
∗[−φtr(W )L
1
2
〈,〉Q ]P · xv,
where L
1
2
〈,〉Q is the constructibly trivial relative motive over Vr with fibre over a module M
given by L
1
2
〈dim(M),dim(M)〉Q , and v is the dimension vector of the modules parameterised by
P .
By construction (see Section 4.2) there is a natural isomorphism
D⊕Vi
∼=
⊕
i,j
Hom1Dr(Q,W )⊕(si ⊗ Vi, sj ⊗ Vj),
inducing an isomorphism
Vhsi(1) ,...,hsi(n)
∼= Rep(Γ(Q,W ),⊕Vi) ∩D⊕Vi,sut,
where D⊕Vi,sut is the subspace of D⊕Vi consisting of strictly upper-triangular matrices. This
follows from the fact that Vhsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) is the zero locus of the Maurer-Cartan equations,
which occurs as the scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus of W (see e.g. [41]). So after
constructible decomposition, we can consider our family of objects in A as a family of
objects in Atw. Let g : P → Vhsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) be a family of objects in Atw. Consider the
differential graded vector bundle
g∗∆∗(HOM1|V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )×V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )),
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which as a graded vector bundle is just the trivial vector bundle with fibre D⊕Vi on the
space P . Let TP be the total space of this vector bundle, then there is a morphism
jM : TP → D⊕Vi (7.2)
given by (N, a) 7→ g(N)+ a. We let WTP be the (non-minimal) potential on the total space
of g∗∆∗(HOM1|V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )×V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )), i.e. the pullback of the potential on the
endomorphism bundle. The key observation is the following
Proposition 7.1.2. There is an equality of functions on TP
WTP = j
∗
M (tr(W )) (7.3)
Proof. This follows from the construction of the higher compositions in twr(Dr(Q,W ))
(see Definition 3.8.3) and the Calabi-Yau structure on the graded vector bundle HOM• on
twr(Dr(Q,W ) (see Theorem 4.1.9). At a point (N, a), with N an object of twr(Dr(Q,W ))
with associated matrix TN the left hand side of (7.3) is equal to∑
i≥1
1
i
〈bi−1+p0+...+pi−1(T⊗p0N , a, . . . , a, T⊗pi−1N ), a〉
which is equal to ∑
i≥1
1
i
〈bi−1(TN + a, . . . , TN + a), TN + a〉
by cyclic symmetry of 〈bi−1(•, . . . , •), •〉, which is the right hand side of (7.3).
Theorem 7.1.3. Let Dr(Q,W ) be as above. We give Vr the orientation data c of Theorem
6.4.2. Then there is an equality Φc|A = ΦA.
Proof. Consider the morphism
π : Tot(HOM1 |V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )×V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) ))→ Rep(Γ(Q,W ),⊕Vi)
defined as in (7.2). We have already observed that, up to constructible decomposition, we
can assume that a family P → Rep(Γ(Q,W ),⊕Vi) factors through the inclusion of the zero
section of the space Tot(HOM1 |V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )×V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )). One may use the previ-
ous proposition, and the formula (2.5) to show also that π∗(φtr(W )) = φWtot , where Wtot
is the total potential constructed via the Calabi-Yau structure on the category of twisted
objects (as in Theorem 4.1.9). We may split the superpotential as in Theorem 4.1.13, and
apply Theorem 2.2.1, the motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem (we ignore here the problem
with formal functions, that is, we assume that the left hand side of the equation in the
theorem is well defined – see the remark after Theorem 2.2.1). We deduce that ΦA is given
by integrating against the motivic weight L(ext
≤1(M)−dim(V2))/2(1−MF(Wmin)(1−MF(Q2)),
where Q2 is the quadratic form on V2 := HOM1 |V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )×V(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n) )/(Ker(d
1))
given by the bracket 〈d(−),−〉, while Φc|A is given by integrating with the motivic weight
L(ext
≤1(M)−dim(V1))/2(1 −MF(Wmin)(1 −MF(Q1)), where Q1 is a quadratic form on a con-
structible vector bundle V1, given up to equivalence by the choice of orientation data.
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We can explicitly describe the class of Q1 in this case. For an arbitrary twisted objectM
parameterised byV(hsi(1) ,...,hsi(n))
, the differential graded vector space Dr(Q,W )≥2tw(M,M) is
precisely the degree 2 and 3 pieces of the differential graded vector spaceDr(Q,W )tw(M,M),
calculating self extensions. It follows that
sDet(Dr(Q,W )≥2tw(M,M))⊗ sDet(H≥2(Dr(Q,W )tw(M,M)))−1
is canonically isomorphic to sDet(Image(d1)), as a super vector space with trivialized square,
where d is the differential on Dr(Q,W )tw(M,M). The super line bundle sDet(Image(d1)),
along with the trivialization of its square, is in turn canonically isomorphic to sDet(V2).
Since the classes of L−dim(Vi)/2(1 − MF(Qi)), for i = 1, 2, are determined, in families, by
the same isomorphism class of constructible super line bundles with trivialized square, the
theorem follows.
7.2 The case of a quiver with W = 0
Let Q be a quiver, and set W = 0 to be the trivial linear combination of cycles of Q. If one
defines, as in Section 2.3, the spaces
Repn(Γ(Q,W )) =Hom(H
0(Γ(Q,W )),Matn×n(k))
∼=Hom(kQ,Matn×n(k)),
then the spaces Repn(Γ(Q,W )) are smooth, and after taking the quotient stack under the
action of GLn(k) on Repn(Γ(Q,W )) by conjugation, one obtains a smooth stack. In common
with representation spaces of superpotential algebras these are degeneracy loci of functions
on smooth ambient spaces – the special feature here is that the representation spaces are
the ambient spaces, and the functions that they are degeneracy loci of, are identically zero.
If Q has no oriented cycles then the moduli spaces Repn and Repn /GLn(k) above are of
course special cases of stack functions in the more general framework of motivic Donaldson–
Thomas invariants: they are families of objects in the 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau category
Perf(Mod∞-(Dr(Q,W )). This remains true in those cases in which Q has oriented cycles,
if we consider only nilpotent representations in Repn(Γ(Q,W )). So one expects that the
motivic Donaldson–Thomas count will be given by pulling back the motivic weight
(1−MF(0))L−dim(Repn(Γ(Q,W ))/GLn(k))/2 = (1−MF(0))Lext≤1 /2
which is defined to be just Lext
≤1 /2. For this to be the case, from the definition of the
integration map (see Definition 6.3.1), we expect that the contribution from the orientation
data should be trivial. We will show that this is true in the case in which our families are
of objects in the Abelian category of nilpotent kQ-modules.
Theorem 7.2.1. Let Q be a quiver, endowed with the potential W = 0, and let Ar be as in
Theorem 7.1.3. Then the element h ∈ J2(Ar) arising from the orientation data of Theorem
6.4.2 is trivial.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 7.1.3. There it was shown that the element h arising
from the orientation data associated to the bimodule Dr(Q,W )≥2 was equal to the element
of J2(Ar) arising from the constructible vector bundle ∆
∗((HOM1)/Ker(d)), with the
nondegenerate quadratic form 〈d(•), •〉. Since all compositions of degree 1 elements in
Dr(Q,W ) are zero, it follows that d|∆∗(HOM1) = 0 on Ar, and we are done.
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v1 v2
Figure 7.1: The P1 quiver
Example 7.2.1. Consider the quiver QP1 of Diagram 7.1, which we (necessarily) give
the superpotential W = 0. The Ginzburg differential graded algebra Γ(QP1 ,W ) has 0th
cohomology given by the free path algebra kQP1 . The Abelian category A of left modules
over this free quiver algebra is the heart for a Bridgeland stability condition (see [9]) on the
category of Γ(QP1 ,W )-modules, and we deduce from Theorem 7.2.1 that if we endow the
category of Γ(QP1 ,W )-modules with the orientation data arising from the quasi-equivalence
(see Propositions 4.1.4 and 4.2.2)
Γ(QP1 ,W ) -mod∞
∼ // Perf(Mod∞-Dl(QP1 ,W )),
then moduli of objects in this Abelian category have over them the trivial orientation data.
Given another Bridgeland stability condition in the same connected component as the first
(see [10]), the heart of our category is necessarily given by either a shift of the original
heart, or by a shift of the Abelian category A′ obtained by cluster mutation (see Chapter
8.2) at one of the two objects hvi . The quiver one gets from such a mutation is the same as
QP1 , except we swap the vertices. It follows that the superpotential in the mutated heart
is also zero, and so we may apply Theorem 7.2.1 again and deduce that orientation data
is trivial on A′ too. Assuming that there is only one connected component to the space of
Bridgeland stability conditions (thanks to Tom Sutherland for pointing out this subtlety),
it follows that all motivic Donaldson–Thomas invariants one might care to calculate in this
example have trivial contribution from orientation data.
Question 7.2.2. Let (Q,W ) be a pair of a quiver with potential, such that between any two
vertices of Q all of the arrows go the same way. Assume, as above, that W = 0. We direct
the reader to recollection of the notion of a cluster mutation of Dr(Q,W ) in Section 8.2.
Note that if we mutate Q at vertex i we obtain a new pair (Q′,W ′), such that in general
W ′ 6= 0. By the main result of [38], there is a quasi-equivalence of categories
Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q,W )) ∼ // Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q′,W ′))
and so we obtain another choice of orientation data, coming from the Lagrangian sub-
bimodule Dr(Q′,W ′)≥2 ⊂ Dr(Q′,W ′). By Corollary 8.2.3 this orientation data is the same
as the orientation data coming from the trivialization of the tensor square of
sDet(Θtw(Dr(Q,W )≥2)). It is natural to ask, then, whether the orientation data is trivial
on A′, the heart of the category mod∞,nilp- Γ(Q′,W ′) consisting of degree zero nilpotent
modules.
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x
y
z
Figure 7.2: The quiver QC3 for C〈x, y, z〉
7.3 Orientation data for Hilbert schemes of C3
For the remainder of this chapter we work exclusively over C. We next consider a ‘global’ ex-
ample, and build a bridge to [3]. That paper provides an assignment of motivic Donaldson–
Thomas counts to Hilbert schemes of C3, seemingly without the introduction of orientation
data. The approach is mainly the one replicated in Section 2.3, and involves an integration
map that is essentially the natural generalization of the integration map ΦA of Definition
7.1.1; we will quickly recall how this goes in this case.
Let QC3 be the quiver of Figure 7.2, with the arrows labelled x, y, z. Next, let W =
xyz − xzy. For this quiver with superpotential, we form the uncompleted Jacobi algebra
R :=CQC3〈x, y, z〉/〈
∂
∂x
W,
∂
∂y
W,
∂
∂z
W 〉
=CQC3〈x, y, z〉/〈yz − zy, zx− xz, xy − yx〉
∼=C[x, y, z],
where these partial differentials are the noncommutative differentials of [22] (see also [12]).
If we define
Repn(R) := Hom(R,Matn×n(C))
and
Repn(CQC3) := Hom(CQC3 ,Matn×n(C)) ∼= Mat3n×n, (7.4)
then Repn(R) occurs as the critical locus of the function
tr(W ) := tr(XY Z −XZY ),
where the X,Y,Z are given by the isomorphism of (7.4).
Next, consider the space Repn(R) × Cn, the space of pairs of a representation and a
vector in the underlying vector space of that representation. There is an open subscheme
Un ⊂ Repn(R)× Cn
consisting of those pairs such that the subrepresentation generated by the vector v ∈ Cn is
the whole representation. If we define
Wn ⊂ Repn(CQC3)× Cn
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Figure 7.3: The quiver modified quiver Q′C3 for C〈x, y, z〉
similarly, then we have that Un = crit(π
∗(tr(W )|Wn), where π here is the projection
π : Repn(CQC3)× Cn → Repn(CQC3).
There is an action of GLn(C) on these spaces, acting by translation on the vector v ∈ Cn and
by conjugation on the representation, and this action is free on Un and Wn, with quotient
Un/GLn(C) the Hilbert scheme of n points on C3. The space Wn/GLn(C) is smooth, and
tr(W ) lifts to it, with Un/GLn(C) occurring as its critical locus. We can, then, assign
Hilbn(C3) a virtual motive, given by [−φtr(W )]L−dim(Wn)/2+dim(GLn(C))/2, from the above
setup, and this is what the authors of [3] do.
We modify this situation slightly. As noted in [3] and elsewhere, the Hilbert scheme in
question can be recast as a moduli space of representations (or left modules) of the quiver
Q′C3 of Figure 7.3. We give this quiver the same potential W = xyz − xzy and take the
uncompleted Ginzburg differential graded algebra Γnc(Q
′
C3 ,W ). Note that this differential
graded algebra, unlike Γnc(QC3 ,W ), is not concentrated in degree zero. For the time be-
ing, consider the differential graded category Γnc(QC3 ,W ) -mod, which naturally forms a
sub-category of Γnc(Q
′
C3 ,W ) -mod. The category Γnc(QC3 ,W ) -mod, in turn, contains the
full subcategory Γ(QC3 ,W ) -mod, as the category of Γnc(QC3 ,W )-modules with nilpotent
homology modules.
Let A be the symmetric algebra on 3 generators, placed in degree 1 (by the Koszul sign
rule, this algebra is actually isomorphic, as an ungraded algebra, to the exterior algebra
on three generators). There is an isomorphism Dl(QC3 ,W ) ∼= A, given by considering the
category with one object as an algebra. By Koszul duality (see Propositions 4.7 and 4.1.4)
there is a quasi-equivalence
Perf(Mod∞-A)
∼ // Γnc(QC3 ,W ) -mod∞,nilp .
The left hand category is quasi-equivalent to a Calabi-Yau 3-dimensional category, by The-
orem 4.1.9.
An arbitrary degree zero module in Γnc(QC3 ,W ) -mod∞ will have homology supported
above finitely many points. For arbitrary x ∈ C3, the category of modules supported above
x is quasi-equivalent to Γnc(QC3 ,W ) -mod∞,nilp, which is the category of finite-dimensional
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modules supported above the origin. So we obtain a geometric model of our category by
considering an ind-constructible category with underlying ind-variety of objects
Vnc :=
∐
i≥1
Vir ×Mi,
where Vr is the ind-variety parameterising objects in twr(A), and Mi is the moduli space
of i distinct ordered points in C3. There is a natural quasi-equivalence from this category
to the category with the same description, but for which we replace Mi by moduli spaces
of unordered points – we’ve chosen this model purely for convenience. There is an ind-
constructible graded vector bundle HOM♠ on Vnc×Vnc parameterising homomorphisms;
over a pair ((M1, . . . ,Mi), (z1, . . . , zi)) × ((N1, . . . , Nj), (z′1, . . . , z′j)) it is a direct sum of
copies of Homtwr(A)(Ma, Nb) for pairs satisfying za = z
′
b. The pairing 〈•, •〉 extends to this
constructible vector bundle.
So the category obtained by taking iterated cones of 1-dimensional modules for C[x, y, z]
is an ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category, with objects arranged geometrically into the
ind-variety
Anc :=
∐
i≥1
Air×Mi,
where Ar is as in (7.1). We concentrate on degree zero Γnc(Q
′
C3 ,W )-modules, which form
an Abelian category Anc,fr. We can construct an integration map for families of objects in
Anc,fr in the usual way: given a map
ζ : X → Hom(CQ′C3 , V0 ⊕ V∞)
such that the image is in the scheme-theoretic degeneracy locus of the function tr(W ), we
let
ΦAnc,fr := L[−φtr(W )L
1
2
〈,〉Q′
C3 ]. (7.5)
The point is: as well as building integration maps by supplying orientation data, we can
reverse engineer integration maps to obtain orientation data. We can use Proposition 7.1.2
and the identity
tr((X+λ id)(Y +λ id)(Z+λ id)−(X+λ id)(Z+λ id)(Y +λ id)) = tr(XY Z−XZY ) (7.6)
to show that in this case too, our integration map comes from integrating with respect to
the nonminimal W coming from the pullback of our graded vector bundle HOM♠ along
the natural projection f :
f : Hom(CQ′C3 , V0 ⊕ V∞)→ Hom(CQ′C3 , V0) ∼= Hom(CQC3 , V0) ⊃ Vhs0 ,...,hs0 ∼= DV0,slt
where here, as in Section 7.1 we assume (as we can, up to constructible decomposition), that
the image of ζ lies in the subspace of strictly lower triangular matrices, with respect to some
fixed basis contained in V0 ∪ V∞, and that the image of an arrow from i to j is given by a
morphism from Vi to Vj (there is some swapping here on account of our use of left modules).
We use Theorem 4.1.13 to split W into a minimal (cubic and higher terms) part and a part
arising from a nondegenerate quadratic form Q on an ind-constructible vector bundle V .
Then we should set the orientation data hnc,fr to be the element of J2(Rep(Γnc(Q,W )))
arising from this (V,Q). The statement that the cocycle condition holds then comes from
the Kontsevich–Soibelman integral identity of [43], proved (at least at the level of mixed
Hodge modules) in [44].
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We give a different, more precise description of this orientation data, and prove that
it does provide orientation data, at least on a category that is quasi-equivalent to the
category of degree zero finite-dimensional modules on the framed quiver Q′C3 with poten-
tial W . Firstly, we must say something about the cyclic structure on the category of
finite-dimensional modules for Γnc(Q
′
C3 ,W ). For this, first take the cyclic structure on
the category with objects C3 ∪ {s∞} that restricts to HOM♠ on C3, and where we set
HOM|{s∞}×C3 = C[−1], the shift of the trivial line bundle, HOM|C3×{s∞} = C[−2], and
HOM|{s∞}×{s∞} = C[0]⊕C[−3], and set all higher multiplications on these last three bun-
dles to be trivial. We next extend the (nondegenerate) bracket in the natural way. We call
this ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category C. Note that the full A∞-Calabi-Yau subcate-
gory of C containing only s∞ and the skyscraper sheaf of a single point in C3 is naturally
isomorphic to Dl(Q′,W ). Then the construction for twr(C) is exactly as in Definition 3.8.3,
as is the proof that twr(C) forms a new ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category, which is
quasi-equivalent to the category Γnc(Q
′
C3 ,W ) -mod∞. We note that, by construction, there
is an inclusion of categories from the ind-constructible category with underlying ind-variety
Vnc, considered above. We denote the underlying ind-variety of objects of twr(C) by Vnc,fr.
In analogy with our previous notation, we denote by Anc,fr the ind-variety of objects of the
sub ind-constructible Calabi-Yau category of twr(C) given by repeated degree 1 extensions
of skyscraper sheaves on C3 and the simple module s∞. This category is quasi-equivalent
to Anc,fr.
Next we specify the orientation data on Anc,fr. There is a map of ind-constructible
categories
̺i,t : V
i
r×Mi → Vr
given by projection onto the tth copy of Vir. The ind-variety Vr has an isomorphism class
of super line bundles with trivialized square, h ∈ J2(Vr), given by the super line bundle
with trivialized square coming from orientation data of Theorem 6.4.2. We define
hnc,fr =
∑
i≥1,t≤i
̺∗i,t(h).
Proposition 7.3.1. The element hnc,fr provides orientation data for the Hom bifunctor on
Anc,fr.
Proof. To start with, consider the general situation in which we have just two objects x1
and x2 in a 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau category D. By the minimal model theorem there is
a splitting of the four homomorphism spaces
HomD(xi, xj) ∼= ExtD(xi, xj)⊕ Vij
preserved by the differential, which we’ll denote d, such that H•(Vij) = 0. Let α ∈
Ext1(x2, x1). Then by the mapping cone construction of Section 3.7 we obtain a differ-
ential dtot,α on
H :=
⊕
i,j∈{1,2}
HomD(xi, xj)
calculating Ext1(xα, xα), where xα = cone(α). Under the above splitting we have that
dtot,α = d+ dmin,α, where dmin,α is the analogous differential on
E :=
⊕
i,j∈{1,2}
ExtD(xi, xj).
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We deduce that dtot,α respects the splitting into two parts
H ∼= E ⊕
⊕
i,j∈{1,2}
Vij.
So if we let jtot ∈ J2(Ext1(x2, x1)) be determined by H1/ ker(dtot,α), considered as a con-
structible vector bundle with the natural inner product, and jmin ∈ J2(Ext1(x2, x1)) be
given by E1/ ker(dmin), then
jtot = jmin + c, (7.7)
where c is a constant element of J2(Ext
1(x2, x1)) given by the value of jtot over 0 ∈
Ext1(x2, x1).
Now we need to show that our choice of orientation data satisfies the cocycle condition.
By the usual move of passing to generic points and using Noetherian induction (see Remark
5.2.1), it will be enough to prove this over the family parameterised by Ext1(M ′1,M
′
2),
the coarse moduli space of the stack νM ′2 ⋆ νM ′1 , where M
′
1 and M
′
2 are two Γnc(Q
′
C3 ,W )-
modules in Anc,fr. We can construct M ′1 and M ′2 as repeated extensions by 1-dimensional
Γnc(QC3 ,W )-modules and the simple module s∞. By considering mapping cones this gives
us a Calabi-Yau A∞-algebra T := RHom(M1⊕ sa1∞⊕M2⊕ sa2∞,M1⊕ sa1∞⊕M2⊕ sa2∞), quasi-
isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of M ′1⊕M ′2, with a sub differential graded vector
space T12 := RHom(M1 ⊕ sa1∞,M2 ⊕ sa2∞) calculating Ext1(M ′1,M ′2). Here M1 and M2 are
direct sums of 1-dimensional Γnc(QC3 ,W )-modules.
We denote by Z1(T12, d) the 1-cycles of T12. By formula (7.7), the obstruction l ∈
J2(Z
1(T12, d)) above the extension defined by α is determined from the vector space V =
End1(M1 ⊕ sa1∞ ⊕M2 ⊕ s∞)/Ker(dα), where dα is again determined by the mapping cone
construction. The obstruction lmin ∈ J2(Ext1(M ′1,M ′2)) is determined from l via pullback
along any inclusion Ext1(M ′1,M
′
2) → Z1(T12, d). Now V splits into sixteen different parts,
of the form End1(P,Q), for P,Q ∈ {M1, sa1∞,M2, sa2∞}. We note that since no terms in the
potential pass through v∞, the differential applied to all of these summands is zero, unless in
fact P,Q ∈ {M1,M2}, and also we deduce that the image of dα lies in these same four sum-
mands. So in fact the obstruction element l ∈ J2(Z1(T12, d)) is determined by the pullback
along the projection Z1(T12, d) → Ext1(M ′1,M ′2) → Ext1(M2,M1). Since our choice of ori-
entation data is pulled back from orientation data on the underlying Γnc(QC3 ,W )-modules,
we are done.
Proposition 7.3.2. There are equalities of µˆ-equivariant motives
Φnc(Hilbn(C
3)) = ΦAnc,fr(Hilbn(C
3))
where Φnc is the Kontsevich–Soibelman integration map with the given orientation data,
and ΦAnc,fr is as in (7.5).
Proof. This follows from the identity (7.6), Proposition 7.1.2 and Theorem 7.1.3 – in fact
the two integration maps are the same.
Proposition 7.3.3. Under the pullback map
J2(Anc,fr)→ J2(Ar),
the element hnc,fr is sent to h, the orientation data constructed from the A-bimodule A
≥2.
Proof. This follows straight from the definition of hnc,fr.
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Figure 7.4: The (framed) quiver Q′con for the noncommutative conifold
7.4 The conifold
Consider the quiver Q′con of Figure 7.4 with the potential
W = x1y1x2y2 − x1y2x2y1.
We will be interested in objects in Bnc,fr, the Abelian category of finite-dimensional left
modules, concentrated in degree zero, over the Jacobi algebra of this quiver with potential.
Continuing with our notation of the previous section, we consider these as degree zero mod-
ules of the (uncompleted) Ginzburg differential graded algebra Γnc(Q
′
con,W ). As with the
case of the quiver of Figure 7.2 we have added a vertex ∞ which should be thought of as
providing a framing. Note that if we delete this vertex the (uncompleted) Jacobi algebra as-
sociated to this quiver with potential is a noncommutative crepant resolution of the conifold
singularity in the sense of [71], due to [72], see also [7]; let Y = Spec(C[x, y, z, w]/(xy−zw))
be the conifold singularity, and let
X

Y
be a crepant resolution, with X the total space of the bundle OP1(−1)⊕2 over P1. Then if
B is the Jacobi algebra we obtain after deleting the vertex ∞, there is an isomorphism
B ∼= EndY (π∗(OP1)⊕ π∗(OP1(1)))
and an equivalence of derived categories
Dbcpct(Y )→ D∞(B -mod)
where the left hand side is the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on Y with
compactly supported cohomology, and the right hand side is, as usual, H0 of the A∞-
category of B-modules with finite-dimensional homology. Accordingly we denote the quiver
obtained by deleting the vertex ∞ from Q′con by Qcon. Note that there is a forgetful functor
Bnc,fr → Bnc,
where Bnc is the Abelian category of finite-dimensional left modules over Γnc(Qcon,W ),
concentrated in degree zero.
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Figure 7.5: The module C2,3
IfM is an object of Bnc,fr, then we define the dimension vector vM ofM to be the 3-tuple
(dim(e∞M),dim(e1M),dim(e2M)). We will be considering some basic stack functions of
objects of Bnc,fr. Firstly, Hilbn,m(A) will be the scheme of objects of Bnc,fr with dimension
vector (1, n,m) such that e∞M generates M . Secondly, Mn,m will be the stack of all
representations of Γnc(Qcon,W ) concentrated in degree zero, considered as representations
of Γnc(Q
′
con,W ), with dimension vector (0, n,m). Finally, νs∞ is the indicator function for
the representation s∞, as usual. Then there is an identity in the Hall algebra∑
n,m≥0
Mn,m ⋆νs∞ =
∑
a,b≥0
Hilba,b(A) ⋆
∑
n,m≥0
Mn,m ·
coming from the fact that every module with dimension vector (1, n,m) occurs uniquely
as an extension of s∞ by a Γnc(Qcon,W )-module and also, uniquely, as an extension of an
element of Mn−a,m−b by an element of Hilba,b(A).
Next take some Z : Z2 → C a homomorphism taking dimension vectors of finite-
dimensional representations of the quiver Γnc(Qcon,W ) to points with imaginary part greater
than zero (as in [8]). We assume that arg(Z((1, 0))) < arg(Z((0, 1))). We define
Cφ = the full subcategory of Bnc such that arg(Z(M)) = φ. (7.8)
As shown in [59], the collection of simple objects of the union of these categories is given by
a countable collection of spherical objects with dimension vector (n, n+ 1), which we label
Cn,n+1, a countable collection of spherical objects with dimension vector (n+1, n), which we
label Cn+1,n, and finally the skyscraper sheaves over points of the resolved conifold X, which
all have dimension vector (1, 1) when considered as modules over our algebra Γnc(Qcon,W ).
A typical module C2,3 is pictured in Figure 7.5. The objects Ca,b are all nilpotent, and can
be considered as modules of Γ(Q′con,W ).
By the existence and uniqueness of Harder-Narasimhan filtrations, there is an identity
in the motivic Hall algebra∑
n,m≥0
Mn,m =P(0, 1) ⋆ P(1, 2) ⋆ . . . ⋆ P(n, n + 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ P(1, 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ P(n + 1, n) ⋆ . . . ⋆ P(1, 0).
(7.9)
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where P(a, b) is the stack function for the objects in CZ((a,b)) which admit a filtration by
simple objects in CZ((a,b)), where CZ((a,b)) is as in (7.8). Strictly speaking, in order to make
sense of the right hand side we work in the ring obtained by quotienting out by the preimage
under Φcon of the ideal generated by x
(p,q), for increasingly large p and q (see the discussion
around (1.3)). For a fixed ideal the right hand side of (7.9) becomes a finite product, so
in particular, the infinite product makes sense in an appropriate completion of the Hall
algebra.
Now to write down the image of these identities under the integration map we had
better define the orientation data. We first write down orientation data for the category
Bnc of degree zero finite-dimensional Γnc(Qcon,W )-modules. Note that under the derived
equivalence between Γnc(Qcon,W )-modules and sheaves on X, the resolved conifold, the
nilpotent modules are sent to sheaves supported on the exceptional locus, while the others
are sent to compactly supported sheaves with support away from the exceptional locus. So
we split our category as a direct sum
Bnc = Γnc(Qcon,W ) -mod0 = Γnc(Qcon,W ) -mod0,nilp⊕Cohcpct(Y ′),
where Y ′ is Y with the singular point removed, and the zeroes in the subscripts are because
we are interested only in degree zero modules. To construct orientation data for Bnc it is
enough to do so for each of the summands. Under Koszul duality the left hand summand is
just a subcategory of the category of perfect right Dl(Qcon,W )-modules, for which we have
constructed orientation data, by Theorem 6.4.2. The objects of the right hand summand
are again arranged into the ind-constructible variety
∐
iA
i
r ×M ′i , where M ′i is the moduli
space of i distinct ordered points in Y ′, and Ar is as in Section 7.3. We give the category
Cohcpct(Y
′) the pulled back orientation data, which on Air×M ′i is given by π∗1(h)+. . .+π∗i (h),
where h ∈ J2(Ar) is the orientation data arising from the fact that Ar is a sub ind-variety of
Vr, the ind-variety parameterising objects of twr(Dl(QC3 , xyz−xzy)), for QC3 as in Figure
7.2, since Y ′ is smooth.
Next, in order to obtain orientation data for Bnc,fr, the Abelian category of degree zero
finite-dimensional representations for Γnc(Q
′
con,W ), we pull back the orientation data above
along the functor to the category of Γnc(Qcon,W )-modules, and this provides orientation
data due to the proof of Proposition 7.3.1. We denote the integration map defined using
this orientation data by Φcon.
Lemma 7.4.1. The stack function νCa,b carries trivial orientation data.
Proof. We prove this for C2,3, the proof generalizes easily. Note that C2,3 is obtained by a
single extension, i.e. it fits into a short exact sequence
s⊕32 → C2,3 → s⊕21 . (7.10)
We define the ind-variety Vcon to be the ind-variety of objects of twr(Dl(Qcon,W )). Then
we need to show that l ∈ J2(Vcon,3) is trivial above the extension determined by(7.10). We
calculate this in the usual way: first let
E• = E1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ E4
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where
E1 = ExtΓ(Qcon,W ) -mod∞(s
⊕2
1 , s
⊕2
1 )
E2 = ExtΓ(Qcon,W ) -mod∞(s
⊕2
1 , s
⊕3
2 )
E3 = ExtΓ(Qcon,W ) -mod∞(s
⊕3
2 , s
⊕2
1 )
E4 = ExtΓ(Qcon,W ) -mod∞(s
⊕3
2 , s
⊕3
2 ).
Then (7.10) gives an element α ∈ E2 (up to scalars), and we define d = b2(α, •)+ b2(•, α)+
b3(α, •, α). Since W is quartic, in fact we have
d|E1 = b3(α, •, α),
and d|E1 is only nonzero when restricted to (E3)1. Next we decompose (E3)1 = U1 ⊕ U2,
where Ui is spanned by elements of Ext
1
Γ(Qcon,W ) -mod∞
(s⊕32 , s
⊕2
1 ) labelled by the arrow xi of
Figure 7.4. Then since W = x1y1x2y2 − x1y2x2y1 we deduce that U1 is mapped to U∗2 and
U2 is mapped to U
∗
1 by d, where the duality here comes from 〈•, •〉. We deduce that the
quadratic form induced on E1/Ker(d : E1 → E2) is split, and so l is trivial above α.
Remark 7.4.1. In fact since we’re working over C it is sufficient to show that the number
dim(E1/Ker(d : E1 → E2)) has even parity (see the remark alongside (6.16)). This parity
is given by dim(E≤1) + dim(Ext≤1(C2,3)) = 13 + 24 + 1. We give the above proof because
it doesn’t depend on the base field.
One proves in exactly the same way
Lemma 7.4.2. The modules Ox, for x a point on the exceptional locus, carry trivial ori-
entation data.
Lemma 7.4.3. The minimal potential Wmin(Ca,b) is trivial.
Proof. The minimal potential is a function on Ext1Γ(Qcon,W ) -mod∞(Ca,b), which is itself trivial.
Since each Ca,b is spherical, there are equalities
P(n, n + 1) =
∑
i≥0
νC⊕in,n+1
/[GLi(C)],
and since the orientation data and the minimal potential are trivial on Ca,b, we have that
Φcon(P(n, n + 1)) =
∑
i≥0
Li
2/2/[GLn(C)] · (x0,n,(n+1))i.
Using a trick due to Tom Bridgeland we have the equation
Φcon(P(n, n + 1)) · x1,0,0 · Φcon(P(n, n + 1))−1 = x1,0,0 ·
∑
0≤i≤n
[Gr(n, i)] · x0,in,i(n+1). (7.11)
Finally, we note that P(1, 1) is the stack function for sheaves of X supported at points, and
deduce that
P(1, 1) ⋆ νs∞ ⋆ P(1, 1) = Hilbpts(X), (7.12)
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where Hilbnpts(X) is the stack function associated to length n zero-dimensional coherent
sheaves on X, and Hilbpts(X) =
∐
n≥0Hilb
n
pts(X). From (7.11), (7.12) and (7.9) we obtain
an infinite product formula for ∑
n,m≥0
Φcon(Hilbn,m(A)). (7.13)
From the construction of the minimal potential on the full subcategory of Coh(X) consisting
of modules with zero-dimensional support, we deduce that∑
n≥0
Φcon(Hilbpts(X)) · x(1,n,n) = x(1,0,0) · (
∑
n≥0
Φc(Hilb
n
0 )x
(0,n,n))X
where the exponential is as defined in [3], Hilbn0 is the punctual Hilbert scheme, given the
orientation data c it inherits as a moduli space of objects in the category of perfect modules
over Dl(QC3 , xyz − xzy), and Φc is the Kontsevich–Soibelman integration map using the
orientation data of the previous section, or equivalently of Theorem 6.4.2 (see Definition
6.3.1). By the main theorem of [3] and also Theorem 7.1.3, this gives an infinite product
description for the partition function (7.13), involving refined McMahon factors.
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Chapter 8
The set of choices for orientation
data
8.1 Lagrangian sub-bimodules
Recall Definition 6.4.3, in which we defined Lagrangian sub-bimodules of the diagonal bi-
module C, for C a finite dimensional A∞-category carrying a (2n+1)-dimensional Calabi-Yau
structure. In Chapter 6 we explained how a Lagrangian sub-bimodule of C gives rise to a
choice of orientation data for the category of perfect modules over C, and how there is a
natural sub-bimodule of C, denoted C≥n+1, which is Lagrangian under quite weak assump-
tions.
We assume that 2n + 1 = 3 – this is the realm of motivic Donaldson–Thomas theory.
The natural question, given that one of the aims of the study of motivic Donaldson–Thomas
invariants is to associate motives to spaces of objects in an arbitrary Calabi-Yau category, is
whether our choice of orientation data is dependent on our choice of C. That is, say we have
another finite-dimensional Calabi-Yau category C′, and a quasi-equivalence of categories
Perf(Mod∞- C) ∼ // Perf(Mod∞- C′),
then for an arbitrary stackM of objects in Perf(Mod∞- C) we have two choices of orientation
data: one is the one constructed via tensor products with the bimodule C≥2, while the other
comes from using the above quasi-isomorphism to considerM as a stack of C′-modules, and
then taking the tensor product with C′≥2. In an ideal world, these two choices would always
be the same, and so we would have a relatively canonical choice of orientation data: if a
Calabi-Yau category can be described, up to quasi-equivalence, as Perf(Mod∞- C), for some
finite-dimensional C, then we would pick the orientation data coming from this choice, i.e.
the constructible super line bundle sDet(H•(LV+r ⊗Θ(C≥2)⊗λ∗(LV+l ))) on V
+
r (see Section
6.1 for the relevant definitions).
Example 8.1.1. Consider the quiver Q with one vertex and one loop. Denote the loop a.
We give this the superpotential W = a2. Then Dr(Q,W ) is the category with one object,
which we will call E, EndDr(Q,W )(E) has underlying graded vector space
EndDr(Q,W )(E) = k ⊕ k[−1]⊕ k[−2]⊕ k[−3],
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and the differential maps the first graded piece isomorphically onto the second. We deduce
that the inclusion
H∗(S3)→ End•(E)
from the cohomology algebra of the 3-sphere is a quasi-isomorphism, and so there is a
quasi-isomorphism of categories
Dr(Q0, 0)→ Dr(Q,W )
where Q0 is the quiver with one vertex and no edges. This gives rise to a quasi-equivalence
of categories
Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q,W ))→ Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q0, 0)).
In both categories we may consider the stack function νhE , with one point, parameterising
the spherical object hE . However, considered as a stack function for Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q,W )),
this stack has over it an even square root of the superdeterminant of the diagonal bifunctor,
since Dr(Q,W )≥2 is 2-dimensional. On the other hand, considered as a stack function for
Perf(Mod∞-Dr(Q0, 0)) it has over it an odd square root of the superdeterminant of the
diagonal bifunctor, since Dr(Q0, 0)≥2 is 1-dimensional.
Despite the above example, it turns out we can prove an invariance result in a wide class
of situations. This was the point of introducing the concept of a Lagrangian sub-bimodule.
The following proposition demonstrates that there are often many ways to construct La-
grangian sub-bimodules. The main result of this section will be that they all produce the
same orientation data.
Proposition 8.1.1. Let (Q,W ) be a pair of a quiver with a potential. After picking a basis
for the underlying S-bimodule of Q (i.e. a set of arrows), we identify each arrow a : x→ y
of Q with a generator of the one-dimensional subspace of Hom2(hx, hy) it represents in the
category Dr(Q,W ), and denote by a∗ ∈ Hom1(hy, hx) the dual of a under the pairing 〈•, •〉.
Let T be a subset of the arrows of Q such that no cycle in W contains 2 different arrows of
T , and no cycle of W contains more than a single copy of an arrow in T . Then there is a
Lagrangian sub-bimodule LT ⊂ Dr(Q,W ), equal to
k{a|a /∈ T, a∗|a ∈ T} ⊕ Dr(Q,W )3.
Proof. The point is that T is closed under the composition with elements of Dr(Q,W ), due
to our restrictions on T . This means we can promote the exact sequence of underlying
Dr(Q,W )id-bimodules
LT // Dr(Q,W ) // NT
to a triangle of Dr(Q,W )-bimodules, and
LT → Dr(Q,W )
and
N∨T → Dr(Q,W )∨
are strict inclusions of bimodules, mapping to the same underlying Dr(Q,W )id-bimodule,
so there is an isomorphism
LT → N∨T
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making
LT //

C //

NT

N∨T
// C∨ // L∨T
commute.
Example 8.1.2. Let (Q,W ) be a quiver with potential, let 0 be a vertex of Q, and as-
sume that the cycles of W going through 0 only pass through it once. Then we may pick
T to be the set of arrows ending at vertex 0. We will see in a short while that the La-
grangian sub-bimodule LT arises when we perform cluster mutations. So the answer to the
general question below, regarding the comparison of orientation data arising from different
Lagrangian sub-bimodules, is related to the question of how orientation data changes under
derived equivalence.
So we consider the general question: how does orientation data change if we pick a
different Lagrangian sub-bimodule of C? We start with an analogy. LetM be some manifold,
and say it has on it a 2n-dimensional graded symplectic vector bundle
V

M,
with an associated nondegenerate quadratic form on V of grade t, for some odd number
t. Say now we are interested in finding a square root for the line bundle sDet(V ) (this
will indeed be a line bundle since 2n is even). There is one situation in which this is easy,
namely, let L ⊂ V be a Lagrangian sub-bundle. Then we have a natural isomorphism
φL : sDet(L)
⊗2 // sDet(V ).
The analogue of the question we are interested in will be the following: let L′ ⊂ V be
some other Lagrangian sub-bundle. Assume, moreover, that L ∩ L′ ⊂ V is also a sub-
bundle, i.e. the dimension of the intersection between L and L′ doesn’t change along fibres
(obviously in the situation in which everything is algebraic this can be arranged after taking
a constructible decomposition). We wish to find an isomorphism
τ : sDet(L′) // sDet(L)
such that the following diagram commutes
sDet(L)⊗2
τ⊗2

φL // sDet(V ).
sDet(L′)⊗2
φL′
88ppppppppppp
Such an isomorphism is given as follows:
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1. There is a natural isomorphism
sDet(L) ∼= sDet(L ∩ L′)⊗ sDet(L/(L ∩ L′)).
2. There is a natural isomorphism
sDet(L′) ∼= sDet(L ∩ L′)⊗ sDet(L′/(L ∩ L′)).
3. There is a natural isomorphism
sDet(L′/(L ∩ L′)) ∼= sDet((L′ + L)/L).
4. The symplectic form on V induces a natural isomorphism
sDet((L′ + L)/L) ∼= sDet(L/(L ∩ L′)).
Putting all this together we get exactly the isomorphism we want. All of this is elementary
linear algebra – but the idea for what follows is essentially the same.
Theorem 8.1.2. Let L1 and L2 be Lagrangian sub-bimodules of C, a finite-dimensional
Calabi-Yau category satisfying one of the conditions of Theorem 6.4.2, with associated ori-
entation data Υ1 and Υ2 on the ind-variety V
+
r . Then there is an isomorphism in OD
+(C)
of orientation data
Υ1 ∼= Υ2.
Proof. We have a diagram of underlying Cid-bimodules
S // N2 // Q
L1
OO
// C
OO
// N1
OO
K //
OO
L2
OO
// T
OO
(8.1)
in which the bottom left square is a pullback, the top right square is a pushout, and all
rows and columns are short exact sequences. We claim that, since the morphisms of the
middle row and the middle column are strict, this square can be upgraded uniquely to a
commutative diagram of strict C-bimodule morphisms. We explain this for the top left
square, the others are similar. So consider
S
α // N2
L1
φ
OO
β // C
ψ
OO
K.
i
OO
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Let a ∈ S. Then there exists a˜ ∈ L1 such that φ(a˜) = a. Let x1, .., xn and y1, . . . , ym be
morphisms in C. Then we set
mS,m+n+1(x1, . . . , xn, a, y1, . . . , ym) = φ(mL1,m+n+1(x1, . . . , xn, a˜, y1, . . . , ym)).
Now pick b ∈ K. We have
φ(mm+n+1(x1, . . . , xn, i(b), y1, . . . , ym)) =± φ(i(mm+n+1(x1, . . . , xn, b, y1, . . . , ym)))
=0
by strictness of i. It follows that our definition of mS is well-defined. The condition that in
the upgrade of (8.1) to a diagram of C-bimodules the morphisms are strict determines the
module structures on the four corner objects uniquely. It follows, from this uniqueness, that
the entire diagram is self-dual under the functor −∨. In particular, if we let T and S be
the ind-constructible super line bundles on V+r given by sDet(H
•(LV+r ⊗Θ(T )⊗λ∗(LV+l )))
and sDet(H•(LV+r ⊗Θ(S)⊗ λ∗(LV+l ))) respectively (see the discussion preceeding (6.5) for
an explanation of this notation), then there is an isomorphism
φ : S ∼= T ,
as well as canonical isomorphisms
f : L2 ∼= K⊗ T
and
g : L1 ∼= K ⊗ S
coming from the fact that all rows and columns are triangles of C-bimodules (we define
K = sDet(H•(LV+r ⊗ Θ(K) ⊗ λ∗(LV+l )))). Putting τ = f
−1(id⊗φ)g gives the desired
isomorphism of orientation data.
One proves in exactly the same way the analogous statement regarding orientation data
in OD(C) arising from pairs of Lagrangian sub-bimodules of C.
8.2 Cluster mutations
We next recall the theory of cluster collections. As will become clear to those who know
this side of the story, this exposition is essentially Koszul dual to the usual treatment (for
which our go-to reference is [38], see also [17], [18] and [20]).
Let E0, . . . , En be a collection of spherical objects in a 3-dimensional triangulated Calabi-
Yau category D, i.e. for each object Ei we have a quasi-isomorphism
ExtD(Ei)
∼ // H∗(S3).
We further assume that for any two distinct objects Ei and Ej , Ext
•
D(Ei, Ej) is concentrated
in one degree only, and this degree is either 1 or 2. Such a collection is called a cluster
collection. Under these circumstances, we are guaranteed that the full subcategory of D
containing only these objects, is quasi-isomorphic to Dl(Q,W ), for a quiver Q whose vertices
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are the objects Ei, and such that the number of arrows from Ei to Ej is dim(Ext
1(Ei, Ej))
(see [73]). We take the minimal category Dl(Q,W ), which in turn fixes a model for the
category twr(Dl(Q,W )), as explained in Section 3.8, which is identified with a quasi-full
subcategory of the triangulated closure of Dl(Q,W ) in D. We obtain a quasi-fully faithful
functor
Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q,W ))→ D,
and we assume that this is a quasi-equivalence, so we may as well set
D = Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q,W )).
The category Dl(Q,W ) is a finite-dimensional Calabi-Yau category, and we can apply
Theorem 6.4.2 to obtain orientation data for the diagonal bimoduleDl(Q,W ) onVr, defined
as in Definition 3.8.9 (but here we have reverted to right modules over Dl(Q,W )).
Now we consider a new cluster collection E′1, . . . , E
′
n given as follows. Firstly, we set
E′0 = E0[−1].
Next, for i 6= 0 we let
E′i := cone(E0[−1]⊗ Ext1(E0, Ei)→ Ei)
be the cone of the universal extension from E0. We let C′ be the full subcategory of D with
objects the E′i. By the main theorem of [38] we have a quasi-equivalence of categories
Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q,W )) ∼ // Perf(Mod∞- C′)
and so we find ourselves with two choices of orientation data.
It turns out to be quite easy to write down a minimal model for C′, after we make the
simplifying assumption that for any u a 3-cycle in Q passing through vertex 0, the u coeffi-
cient of W is zero. There are a few types of differential graded vector spaces HomC′(E
′
i, E
′
j)
to consider.
1. Say i 6= 0 6= j, Ext1(E0, Ei) 6= 0 6= Ext1(E0, Ej). Then we have
HomC′(E
′
i, E
′
j) := A⊕B2 ⊕ C1 ⊕D0,3,
where
A =HomDl(Q,W )(Ei, Ej),
B =HomDl(Q,W )(Ei, E0 ⊗Hom1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej)),
C =HomDl(Q,W )(E0 ⊗Hom1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ei), Ej),
D =HomDl(Q,W )(E0 ⊗Hom1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ei), E0 ⊗Hom1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej)), (8.2)
so in turn, we have a splitting D = D0⊕D3 into graded pieces. It is easy to see (using
the Calabi-Yau pairing) that the differential maps B to D3 isomorphically, and (using
nothing at all) that it maps D0 to C, isomorphically.
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2. If i 6= 0 6= j, and either Ext1(E0, Ei) = 0 or Ext1(E0, Ej) = 0, then HomC′(E′i, E′j) is a
cone, and it is easy to check that its differential is zero. For example let Ext1(E0, Ei) =
0. Then
HomC′(E
′
i, E
′
j) = HomDl(Q,W )(Ei, E0 ⊗Hom1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej))⊕HomDl(Q,W )(Ei, Ej).
The differential is given by the composition m2, but since we have stipulated that
there are no cubic terms going through vertex 0 in W , this means that any such
composition is zero.
3. Finally, assume that i = 0 and j 6= 0 or i 6= 0 and j = 0. In the first case,
HomC′(E
′
i, E
′
j) = HomDl(Q,W )(E0[−1], E0⊗Ext1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej))⊕HomDl(Q,W )(E0[−1], Ei).
If the first summand is nonzero then the differential on this graded vector space maps
the degree minus one part onto the degree zero part, and is zero on the degree two
part. Otherwise this is just a graded vector space living in degree one. In the second
case,
HomC′ = HomDl(Q,W )(E0 ⊗ Ext1(E0, Ei), E0[−1]) ⊕HomDl(Q,W )(Ei, E0[−1]).
If the first summand is nonzero then the differential maps the degree three part
isomorphically onto the degree four part, and is zero on the degree one part, otherwise
this differential graded vector space is again just a graded vector space, living in degree
two.
So the only cases in which we have a nonvanishing differential are cases (1) and (3), and
in case (1) we have shown that the inclusion HomDl(Q,W )(Ei, Ej) → HomC′(E′i, E′j) is a
quasi-isomorphism, while in the other case there is a unique choice of quasi-isomorphism
of vector spaces from a minimal differential graded vector space. Let M be the underlying
C′id-bimodule of the diagonal bimodule C′. We have shown that we have a minimal model
M ′ →M for M (considered as a Cid-bimodule), given by the inclusions
HomDl(Q,W )(Ei, Ej)→ HomC′(E′i, E′j),
if we are in case (1) above, such that M ′(E′i, E
′
j) = M(E
′
i, E
′
j) in case (2), and the unique
inclusion of the homology in case (3).
Proposition 8.2.1. The sub C′id-bimodule M ′ is closed under the operations mC′,n.
Proof. Let i 6= 0 6= j and suppose Ei and Ej satisfy Ext1(E0, Ei) 6= 0 6= Ext1(E0, Ej) (the
case (3) is straightforward). Let x1, . . . , xn be a series of morphisms in C′, with the preimage
of x1 equal to Ei, and the target of xn equal to Ej . Each of these morphisms is either a 1×1
matrix, or a 1× 2, or a 2× 1 matrix of morphisms in Dl(Q,W ). We assume, to start with,
that all of these matrices are of degree 1. Then mC′,n(xn, . . . , x1) ∈ A⊕B ⊕C ⊕D, where
these are as defined in (8.2). From the construction of the cone, the B and D components
of mC′,n(xn, . . . , x1) are zero. The C component lives in degree 2, so it is zero too. Now
say one of the xk is not of degree 1. By the construction of the higher compositions in
Dl(Q,W ), mDl(Q,W ),t(. . . , yk, . . .) = 0 for all t ≥ 3, if yk is not of degree 1. It follows that
if n = 2, then
mC′,n(xn, . . . , x1) = mDl(Q,W ),n(xn, . . . , x1),
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where the right hand multiplication is the multiplication of matrices in Dl(Q,W ). It follows
that the multiplication of these morphisms would be the same if the E′i were not the universal
extensions, but rather the cones of the zero map, for which closure is clear. Finally we
assume n = 1. Then m1(x1) ∈ C≥2, which is zero, since we are working with a cluster
collection, and by supposition Hom1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej) 6= 0.
It follows that M ′ can be promoted to an A∞-category, with an inclusion
M ′ → C′,
which is a quasi-isomorphism. So we have a minimal model for C′, with underlying C′id-
bimoduleM ′, which we denote by Dl(Q′,W ′) – it is the category associated to the mutated
quiver (see [38]). We may consider the old diagonal bimodule C′ as a strict bimodule for
Dl(Q′,W ′), and the diagonal bimodule Dl(Q′,W ′) is a minimal model for this bimodule.
In general, of course, a minimal model always exists for C′, using homological perturbation
– see [17] for a proof of the strictly speaking more powerful analogue under Koszul duality,
stating that there is a splitting of the mutated quiver with superpotential into a quiver with a
purely quadratic superpotential and a quiver with a superpotential with no quadratic terms.
We retain our simplifying assumption for now – as we’ve just seen, there is a particularly
neat minimal model in this case.
Recall the definition of Ttw, for T a C-bimodule and C an arbitrary A∞-category, from
Section 3.9. This is a bimodule for twr(C) that is quasi-isomorphic to
−⊗C T ⊗C −⋄tw
and we have Ctw ∼= Homtwr(C)(−,−).
By construction, C′ ∼= Dl(Q,W )tw, as a C′-bimodule. The bimodule (Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw
is the Lagrangian sub-bimodule of Dl(Q,W )tw that gives rise to the choice of orientation
data arising from the equation
D = Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q,W )).
The bimodule Dl(Q,W )≥2tw forms a sub-bimodule of C′, which is easy to describe. For
example let i 6= 0 6= j, Ext1(E0, Ei) 6= 0 6= Ext1(E0, Ej). Then
(Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw(E′i, E′j) = Hom≥2Dl(Q,W )(Ei, Ej)⊕B
2 ⊕D3. (8.3)
As before, B2 maps isomorphically ontoD3. If i 6= 0 and j = 0 then either Ext1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ei) 6=
0 and (Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw(E′i, E′j) is a contractible vector space, or Ext1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ei) = 0 and
(Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw(E′i, E′j) = Ext≥2Dl(Q,W )(Ei, E0)[−1] = 0. Similarly, if i = 0 and j 6= 0 then
(Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw(E′i, E′j) is either given by the degree two part of HomDl(Q,W )(E0[−1], E0⊗
Ext1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej)) if Ext
1(E0, Ej) 6= 0, or by the degree one HomDl(Q,W )(E0[−1], Ej)
otherwise.
In all other cases (Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw(E′i, E′j) occurs naturally as a subspace of HomDl(Q′,W ′)(E′i, E′j),
which is minimal, and so we obtain a minimal model for (Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw as a Dl(Q′,W ′)-
bimodule from the inclusions
Hom≥2Dl(Q,W )(Ei, Ej)→ Hom
≥2
Dl(Q,W )
(Ei, Ej)⊕B2 ⊕D3,
where the right hand side is as in (8.3). Call this minimal model Lmin.
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Proposition 8.2.2. The Dl(Q′,W ′)-bimodule Lmin is a Lagrangian sub-bimodule of the
diagonal bimodule Dl(Q′,W ′).
Proof. The triangleDl(Q,W )≥2 → Dl(Q,W )→ Dl(Q,W )≤1 gives a triangle of C′-bimodules
Dl(Q,W )≥2tw → C′ → Q.
The bimodule Q is minimal except, firstly, in case (1), in which i 6= 0 6= j, Ext1(E0, Ei) 6=
0 6= Ext1(E0, Ej). Then we have
Q(Ei, Ej) = Hom
≤1
D′
l
(Q,W )
(Ei, Ej)⊕D0 ⊕ C1,
with D0 mapping isomorphically to C1. Secondly, if j = 0, i 6= 0, then we have that
Q(E′i, E
′
j) = cone(Ext
≤1
Dl(Q,W )
(Ei, E0)[−1] → Ext≤1Dl(Q,W )(E0 ⊗ Ext
1(E0, Ei), E0)), and so
there is a unique minimal model for this vector space, since only one of the terms in the
cone can be nonzero. The other half of case (3) is similar. As before, we obtain a minimal
model Qmin by taking these injections of homology, and obtain the commutative diagram
Lmin //

Dl(Q′,W ′)

// Qmin

(Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw //

C′ //

Q

Q∨ //

C′∨ //

(((Dl(Q,W )≥2)tw)∨

Q∨min
// Dl(Q′,W ′)∨ // L∨min.
Alternatively, we can explicitly describe the minimal bimodule Lmin. If i 6= 0 6= j, then
Lmin(E
′
i, E
′
j) = Dl(Q′,W ′)≥2(E′i, E′j).
If i = 0 = j then again,
Lmin(E
′
i, E
′
j) = Dl(Q′,W ′)≥2(E′i, E′j).
If i = 0 and j 6= 0, then Lmin(E′i, E′j) is given by the homology of
Hom≥2Dl(Q,W )(E0, E0 ⊗ Ext
1
Dl(Q,W )
(E0, Ej))[1] ⊕Hom≥2Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej)[1]
and we deduce that Lmin(E
′
i, E
′
j) = Dl(Q′,W ′)≥2tw(E′i, E′j) if Ext1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej) 6= 0, while
Lmin(E
′
i, E
′
j) = Dl(Q′,W ′)≥1tw(E′i, E′j) otherwise. Similarly, Lmin(E′j , E′i) is given by the
homology of
Hom≥2Dl(Q,W )(E0 ⊗ Ext
1
Dl(Q,W )
(E0, Ej), E0)[−1]⊕Hom≥2Dl(Q,W )(Ej , E0)[−1],
which is zero, whatever Ext1Dl(Q,W )(E0, Ej) is. It follows that Lmin is the bimodule LT , for
T the set of arrows in Q′ with source 0, and so Lmin is Lagrangian by Proposition 8.1.1,
and the fact that W ′ has no cycles passing through 0 twice (see [38]).
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Corollary 8.2.3. Let Dl(Q,W ) and Dl(Q′,W ′) be as above. Let (h)Dl(Q,W ) (respectively
(h)Dl(Q′,W ′)) be the orientation data on Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q,W )) (respectively
Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q′,W ′))) coming from the Lagrangian bimodule Dl(Q,W )≥2 (respectively
Dl(Q′,W ′)≥2). Then under the quasi-equivalence
φ : Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q,W ))→ Perf(Mod∞-Dl(Q′,W ′))
there is an isomorphism φ∗((h)Dl(Q′,W ′))
∼= (h)Dl(Q,W ). In other words, Conjecture 12 of
[43] is true (as long as there are no cubic terms of W going through vertex 0).
Proof. We have shown that the orientation data from Dl(Q,W )≥2 is given by a Dl(Q′,W ′)-
bimodule that is quasi-isomorphic to a Lagrangian sub-bimodule. So the result follows from
Theorem 8.1.2.
Remark 8.2.1. In fact it is not too hard to see that the above argument can be adapted
for the case in which there are cubic terms going through vertex zero, so we can prove
Conjecture 12 of [43] generally. We refrain from doing so here, since in fact the conjecture
follows also from Theorem 8.3.2 below.
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The above corollary suggests that maybe there is not the plethora of choices of orientation
data that one might suspect there to be. Let C be a finite-dimensional Calabi-Yau category,
and assume that the embedding
〈hC〉triang → Perf(Mod∞- C)
is quasi-full and faithful, even after tensoring with arbitrary field extensions of k. Recall
Example 6.2.1, in which it was shown that the set of isomorphism classes of choices of
orientation data for Perf(Mod∞- C) carries a free action of
Hom(K0(Perf(Mod∞- C)),Z2).
Theorem 8.3.1. Let C be as above, and assume also that the base field k is algebraically
closed. Then the action of Hom(K0(Perf(Mod∞- C)),Z2) on the set of isomorphism classes
of orientation data in OD(C), the category of Definition 6.2.2, is transitive.
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xn be the objects of C. It is sufficient to show that orientation data is
determined by restriction to the n stack functions νhxi , the family of objects over a point
consisting just of hxi . Orientation data over each of these stack functions is just given by
a parity, i.e. if (G, φ) is a pair consisting of a constructible super line bundle on V, with
φ a trivialization of its square, then the restriction of this data to the point hxi is either
isomorphic to k placed in degree 0, with the canonical trivialization of k⊗2, or k placed in
degree 1, with the canonical trivialization of k[1]⊗2. In other words J2(Spec(k)) ∼= Z2, since
we are working over an algebraically closed field (see (6.16)).
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Now say a˜ = (G, φ) gives orientation data. Consider the obstruction element l ∈ J2(V3)
restricted to the triangle
0→ 0→ 0.
Since it is built from a quadratic from on a subspace of Ext(0, 0)⊕4, we deduce that it is
trivial above this triangle, and so the cocycle condition states that (h)a˜|0, the element of
J2(V) coming from a˜, restricted to the zero module, is trivial. Since zero occurs as an
extension of hx by the shift of hx, the cocycle condition then determines the value of ha˜
at all stack functions νhx[i]. Finally, all elements of twr(C) occur as extensions of these
modules, and so it follows that (h)a˜ is entirely determined by the value of (h)a˜ at hx, for
x ∈ C, and the obstruction element l, which is intrinsic to C.
Example 8.3.1. Consider again the category Perf(Mod∞-H
∗(S3,C)). The theorem above
tells us that the two non-isomorphic choices of orientation data given in Example 8.1.1 are
all the possible choices of orientation data.
Example 8.3.2. Consider again the orientation data for the Abelian category of compactly
supported (framed) coherent sheaves on C3 constructed in Section 7.3. The proof of Theo-
rem 8.3.1 tells us that a choice of orientation data for this category comes from a choice of
constructible super line bundle on C3 with trivialized square, and a choice of parity over the
stack function νs∞ . So as in Section 6.3, a choice of orientation data arises from a choice of
an element of
Constr(C3)∗/(Constr(C3)∗)2 × (Constr(C3,Z2)× Z2.
Our construction in Section 7.3 corresponds to picking the trivial element. Here, the space
of choices of orientation data is uncountably infinite.
Let E0, . . . , En be a spherical collection in a 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau category D. Let C
be the full sub-category containing these objects, and assume that we have taken a minimal
model for C. Say we have a quasi-equivalence of categories
〈hC′〉triang → 〈hC〉triang
where C′ is the full subcategory of D containing objects E′0, . . . , E′n, formed as before, by
letting E′0 = E0[−1] and replacing each other Ei with the universal extension from Ei. This
situation is strictly more general than the situation considered in the previous section, see
e.g. [58] for examples. Then, since we have picked a minimal model for C, it follows that the
resulting orientation data a˜ = (sDet(H•(LV+r ⊗Θ(C
≥2)⊗λ∗(L
V
+
l
))), φ) is trivial above each
hEi . If we pick a minimal model for C′ too, then the same comment holds, regarding the
orientation data a˜′ = (sDet(H•(LV+r ⊗Θ(C′≥2)⊗ λ∗(LV+l ))), φ
′). So to check that a˜ ∼= a˜′, it
is necessary and sufficient to find out what the value of the obstruction element l is at each
of the universal extensions – if it is zero then by the cocycle condition the two choices agree.
This is equivalent to checking that the super vector space with trivialized square determined
by a˜ is trivial above the hE′i , by the fact that a˜ is trivial above the stack functions hEi and
it satisfies the cocycle condition.
Theorem 8.3.2. Let C and C′ be as above, and let a˜ and a˜′ be the orientation data on the
category
twr(C)
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coming from the two bimodules C≥2 and C′≥2. Assume that, for all i 6= 0, and for all 3-tuples
x1, x2, x3
of morphisms, with x1, x3 ∈ HomC(E0, Ei) and x2 ∈ HomC(Ei, E0), we have the equality
m3(x1, x2, x3) = 0.
Then there is an isomorphism of orientation data a˜ ∼= a˜′. Alternatively, this assumption
holds, regardless of the higher compositions, if
√−1 ∈ k.
Proof. We need to calculate the obstruction element l at each universal extension. If this
is trivial, then by the cocylce condition, and the fact that (h)a˜ is trivial at each of the νEk ,
it follows that (h)a˜ is trivial at each of the stack functions νhE′
i
, and the two choices of
orientation data are the same.
This obstruction element is determined in the usual way: let
V = Va ⊕ Vb ⊕ Vc ⊕ Vd
where
Va =HomC(E0 ⊗Hom1C(E0, Ei), E0 ⊗Hom1C(E0, Ei))
Vb =HomC(E0 ⊗Hom1C(E0, Ei), Ei)
Vc =HomC(Ei, E0 ⊗Hom1C(E0, Ei))
Vd =HomC(Ei, Ei).
Then this graded vector space has a differential given by
d = b2(•, λ) + b2(λ, •) + b3(λ, •, λ)
where λ ∈ HomC(E0[−1]⊗Hom1C(E0, Ei), Ei) is the universal extension. Note that, by the
assumption on m3, we have the equality
d = b2(•, λ) + b2(λ, •).
The differential maps Va ⊕ Vd to Vb. It maps Vb to zero, and Vc to Va ⊕ Vd. The spaces Va
and Vd are self-dual under the pairing 〈•, •〉 and Vb and Vc are dual to each other. It follows
that the quadratic form
Q = 〈d(•), •〉
on
U =
V
Ker(d : V1 → V2)
is split under the direct sum
Va ⊕ Vd
Ker(d1)
⊕ Vb ⊕ Vc
Ker(d1)
.
In particular, the element (Det(Q),dim(U)) is trivial in J2(Spec(k)). For the final re-
mark, we note that under the assumption that
√−1 ∈ k, it is enough to show that
dim(U) is even, and this will imply that l ∈ J2(Vr,3) is trivial above the extension λ.
This follows from a dimension count, namely dim(V 1) = dim(Hom1C(E0, Ei))
2 + 1 and
dim(V 2) = dim(Hom1C(E0, Ei))
2, and finally dim(Ext≤1(Eα, Eα) = 1, since the universal
extension is spherical. By basic linear algebra, the parity of dim(U) is given by the sum of
these numbers.
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Example 8.3.3. Consider the noncommutative conifold arising from the pair of a quiver
with potential (Qcon,W ) of Example 7.4. This is quite special, in that the above theorem
does not apply to it (dropping temporarily the assumption that we work over C), since the
superpotential contains quartic terms, which are cycles between the two vertices. However,
it turns out that we have already calculated the value of l at the universal extension, for
this is just C2,1, in the notation of Section 7.4. We deduce that the orientation data pulled
back from the mutated conifold is isomorphic to the orientation data from Dl(Qcon,W )≥2,
even before we reinstate the assumption that we work over C, which we now do.
Let (Qcon,+,W+) be the mutated quiver with superpotential. This is in fact an isomor-
phic quiver to (Qcon,W ), but the natural derived equivalence
Db(Γnc(Qcon,+,W+) -mod)→ Db(Γnc(Qcon,W ) -mod)
is not trivial, in that it doesn’t come from an equivalence between the natural hearts of
these two categories (see [7]). The heart of the left hand category should be thought of
as Cohcpct(X
+
nc), the category of finite modules on a noncommutative version of the flop of
X. If we restrict to sheaves supported away from the exceptional locus, the above quasi-
equivalence does reduce to an equivalence of Abelian categories, and so the orientation data
is the same after passing through the quasi-equivalence, by construction. We have just seen
that the orientation data on the exceptional locus, pushed through the derived equivalence,
is also the same both sides. We deduce that the conifold flop preserves orientation data.
Our comments here can be summed up by saying that natural choices of orientation
data tend to glue across cluster transformations, flops, and crossings of ‘walls of the second
kind’. So while the fact that orientation data must be introduced at all, and is generally
non-unique, implies a negative answer to Question 2.5.1, the good news is that orientation
data is natural, well-behaved, and, we hope the reader agrees, not so frightening after all.
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